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SOUTH Africa is looking into re-

ports that Hizbullah has training

camps there.

South African Ambassador
Mafcom Ferguson, at his request,

met yesterday with Foreign Minis-

try senior deputy director-general

Htan Beatsor, after Israel Radio
reported that there are five snch
camps on South African soil.

A spokesman far Sofoh African
President Nelson Mandela denied
die reports. “That's just unthink-

able,” Parks Mankahlana toldAP.
The Foreign Mnnstry latex is-

.

sued a derrialofJ&e report that a
“protest” had been lodged with -

South Africa, and said that Israel

bad requested clarifications about

l- the activities of extremist Islamic
* organizations, including Hizbul-

lah, in South Africa.

‘This is a matter which is parties

ulariy worrisome because ofrecent

events,” a ministry communique
added. It said the nutter wasbefog
clarified between the two coun-

tries “in die spirit of the friendly

relations between them” and bad
been raised from time to time.

No comment could be obtained

from Nigerian Ambassador Igna-

tius Ofisemeka about a report that

there is also a Hizbullah camp
there.

Ferguson said later that the first

he had heard of the reports was
“on the radio ...I informed [Bent-

sur) I was extremely concerned to

learn of these rumors and con-

firmed that I would convey this

information to my government
immediately-”

Ferguson said that the matter

had recently been mentioned in a

meeting between South African

Deputy Foreign Minister Aziz Fa-

had and Ambassador Elazar

Graoot, which took place during

Operation Grapes of Wrath.

The issue came to the fore at the

beginning of April, when Hamas
Aand Iran sent delegations to an

Tslamic fundamentalist meeting in

Pretoria. At the time, pressure

was brought, to bear on Mandela
not to meet with the Hamas dele-

gation, and be aoceded-

Askod about the South African

government's position on Idamfc
fundamentalist groups, Ferguson

said: “We’re concerned when reE-

' gfous extremism is associated with a

political program (hat focuses on

undenuiniqgforeign governments.
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Arafat to US
for meeting

with Clinton
HILLEL KUTTLER and News agencies

WASHINGTON

Likud leader Binyamm Netanyahu acknowledges the cheers of the crowd daring last night's election campaign kickoff rally
at the Jerusalem International Convention Center. (Brian Headier)

Thousands attend Likud campaign kickoff
THE Likud last night kicked offits

election campaign at a packed ral-

ly at the Jerusalem International

Convention Center. The atmo-
sphere ofamity and good will com-
pletely belied the bitter infighting

of the previous moods.
The thousands of supporters in

the overflowing hall were a cross

section of the population, with

teenagers and die elderly, reli-

gions and secular,-, new immi-
grants and veteran Israelis all

well-represented. The crowd
even boasted a handful of hare-
dun, though a -handmade sign

proclaiming “The haredim are

with Bibi” (Binyamin Netan-
yahu] seemed audacious.

The audience waited good-na-
turedly for the opening of the

rally - which was an hour behind
schedule - and filled in die time
with occasional chants and songs.

When die candidates finally en-

tered, however, some of the most
enthusiastic cheers went to a man
who is not running: former prime
minister Yitzhak Shamir. The
crowd also went wild upon seeing

MKs Ze’ev Binyamm Begin and
and Yitzhak Mordechai.
The biggest display of enthusi-

asm, however, was reserved for

prime ministerial candidate Ne-

EVELYN GORDON

tanyahu, whose address was
punctuated by cheering every few
minutes.

“The people of Israel are
standing before a choice that will

determine [the nation’s] charac-

ter for generations.” he said.

“[Labor] is proposing a peace
without security; we are propos-
ing peace with security ... Peace
means being able to get on a bus
without fear.”

Netanyahu outlined four dif-

ferences he sees between the La-
bor and Likud positions. First of
all, he said. Prime Minister Shi-

mon Peres has made the Palestin-

ian Authority responsible for Is-

reel’s security.

“Our first goal will be to return

security to our own hands,” he
said.

Secondly, he said, Labor does
cot oppose the establishment of a
Palestinian state, while the Likud
does.

In addition, be continued,
“Peres will divide Jerusalem,
while we will preserve united

Jerusalem.”

And finally, he said. “Peres
will bring the Syrians to the

shores of the Kizraeret ... while

we will keep the Golan.”
All of this can be boiled down

to one major difference, he said.

“They have lost their faith, but

we have kept our faith.”

Netanyahu also spent much of
his speech attacking Peres, whom
the audience cast in the role of

Hainan in the Purim story by at-

tempting to drown out his name
with boos whenever it was men-
tioned. Netanyahu castigated
Peres's statement, which ap-
peared yesterday in Ahor-
onoi, that the new understand-

ings in Lebanon “will last until

the elections,” charging that

Peres was sacrificing Israel’s se-

curity for electoral
considerations.

He also jeered at Peres's state-

ment that the PLO’s decision to

consider changing its covenant
was “the most important thing

that has happened in the Middle
East for the past 100 years.

“1 would have said, and doubt-
less all of you as well ... that the

most important event in (be Mid-
dle East in the last 100 years was
the establishment of a Jewish
state.” he said.

Netanyahu was followed at the

microphone by David Levy,
whom MK Tzahi Hanegbi intro-

duced as “the man who never left

us for a moment.” Though Levy
was also greeted with an ovation,

his speech failed to generate the

response Netanyahu's did. His
few big cheers came when he
stressed the theme of unity, as

when he announced: “We are all

standing behind one candidate -

Bibi Netanyahu.”
The joint Likud-Tsomet-

Gesher ticket made unity one of
the natural themes of the
evening.

“Never since 1977 has the right

wing been so united,” MK Limor
Livnat declared.

PALESTINIAN Authority
President Yasser Arafat will

meet here with President Bill

Clinton during a three-day
visit that starts today, a US
official said yesterday.

“The president is hopeful

he can arrange a meeting.
We’re still trying to find a

rime,” the official said. “It's a
good opportunity for the pres-

ident to reinforce the efforts

[Arafat's] taken against ter-

rorism and to offer further

encouragement.”
A White House official said

Arafat would see Clinton either

tomorrow or Thursday, after

Prime Minister Shimon Peres
leaves Washington.

A FLO spokesman here said

Arafat is arriving this afternoon.

A possibility exists that Arafat
and Peres will meet tonight,

spokesmen for the PLO and the

Israeli Embassy said.

The Clinton-Arafat meeting is

seen by some analysts here as a
reward for Arafat, following the

Palestine National Council’s vote
last week authorizing a change in

the PLO Covenant that dash
with the 1993 Israeli-PLO letters

of recognition.

The US official stated that the

meeting is a strictly bilateral ses-

sion and will not indude Peres,
who is meeting with Clinton to-

day as he concludes his visit.

Clinton and Arafat have beld
only one substantive meeting -

last September 28 in the Oval
Office - before Arafat and Yitz-

hak Rabin signed Oslo 2.

Arafat also visited the White
House for the signing of the Dec-
laration of Principles on Septem-
ber 13. 1993.

Meanwhile, Peres told a Wash-
ington Institute for Near East
Policy forum that “out of our
good will,” Israel is willing to
help in Lebanon’s
reconstruction.

In a joint appearance with
Peres on Sunday night at the an-

nual conference of the American
Israel Public Affairs Committee.
Clinton offered his most ringing

defense yet of Israel's actions in

Lebanon, saying that the Leba-
nese children killed in the shell-

ing of Kana “were caught be-

tween - make no mistake about it

- the deliberate tactics of Hizbul-

lah in their positioning and
firing.”

He pledged that the US-Israel

relationship will remain “so
strong and so vital that no one
will ever drive a wedge between
us.”

He also said that the the ad-

ministration will commit $200
million toward the deployment
phase of the Anew missile.

“Israel will have not only the

advantage it needs today, but wifi

be able to defeat threats of to-

morrow.” Clinton said.

In his remarks to AIPAC,
Peres thanked Clinton for his ad-

ministration's contributions to

(Continued on Page 2)

US, France want to bolster Lebanon

as an independent peace partner
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

indicated yesterday that both

US President Bill Clinton and
French President Jacques
Chirac had called for greater in-

dependence for Lebanon.
Speaking to reporters on the

plane from Washington to New
York about his discussion with

the president in the White
House on Sunday, Peres said,

“Clinton said, *We need to build

Lebanon as a partner on the

road to peace.' I am thinking

along similar -lines. We need to

build Lebanon just as we built

[Palestinian Authority Presi-

dent Yasser] Arafat as a

partner.”

It remained unclear how fea-

sible it would be to pry Lebanon

loose from Syria's political, let

DAVID MAKOVSKY

NEW YORK

alone military, control. There
are currently 40,000 Syrian
troops occupying that country.

When asked how he felt Syria

would react to such an effort,

Peres made it clear that he ex-

pects Damascus to strongly op-

pose it.

The new focus on greater in-

dependence for Lebanon
emerged in the wake of last

week's understandings follow-

ing Operation Grapes of Wrath.
As part of those understand-
ings. there is scheduled to be an

international effort to raise

funds to reconstruct Lebanon.
Israeli officials said the US is

tocontribute several hundred ar-

mored personnel carriers to the

Lebanese array, and noted that

the Lebanese army had recently

stopped several attempts by
Hizbullah gunmen to organize

attacks on Israel.

lu a panel session at yester-

day's AIPAC conference in

Washington, Special Middle East
Peace Coordinator Dennis Ross
said that the new understandings
would cover not only Hizbullah
Katyusha firings from within vil-

lages north of the security zone,
but would also include prepara-

tions to launch such strikes.

Peres will discuss the PoUard
issue with Clinton in their meet-
ing today.

France takes credit for cease-fire.

Page 2

Ex-CIA chief Colby feared drowned

LA PLATA. Maryland (AP) -

William Colby, who went from

the CIA’s chiefspy in Saigon dur-

ing the Vietnam War to its direc-

tor in the raid-19705, was missing

yesterday after his canoe was

found capsized near his vacation

home. ,

TTk case is being investigated

3s a boating accident, although

foul play hadn't been ruled out,

Charles County Sheriff Fred Da-

vis said.

Colby apparently went canoe-

ing late Saturday, but his absence

wasn’t noticed until Sunday

nighr, Davis said.

Coast Guard crews searched

the Wicomico River pear ms

Rock Point home for more than

S0O*»c>o4

five tfours, until 12:45 a.m.. Petty

Officer Joe Dye said.

Authorities continued the

search yesterday.

Colby, 76, who began his intel-

ligence career parachuting into

France to fight the Nazis, later

headed the CIA’s Saigon office

during the Vietnam War. He was

associated with Operation Phoe-

nix, an infiltration effort to root

our rural support for communist

guerrillas.

He headed die Central Intelli-

gence Agency from 1973 to 1976,

under presidents Richard Nixon

and Gerald Ford.

Neighbors found Colby’s ca-

noe about 90 meters off his

home's dock Sunday afternoon.

Dye said.

After his retirement from the

. CIA, Colby has been a Washing-

ton lawyer and consultant.

He aim served as a director of

a US-based investment fund’

called the Vietnam Frontier
Fund.

US, Europe to launch

review of Iran’s terror role

THEUS and European nations will seek to resolve their oonflict

over whether Iran is supporting terrorism by launching an inten-

sive intelligence review of Iranian activities.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres disclosed this while flying to

New York after meeting President Bill Clinton at the White
House on Sunday.
An official in the Prime Minister’s Office said- the review,

which Peres referred to as a “fact-finding device,” would seek to

track Iranian funding of Hamas and other terrorist

organizations.

The U$ has led a rather lonely battle in its containment policy

against Iran, charging that it stands behind various terrorist

groups. European nations, particularly France and Germany,
say that there is little evidence to support this. They instead
favor what they call a “critical dialogue” with Iran on the subject
of terrorism.

Peres has termed this European policy “a scandal.” and has
suggested that it is due. in no small measure, to Europe’s desire
to do business with Iran.

Peres also noted that a Hizbullah gang had been caught in

France, apparently on its way to attack targets in Europe.
DAVID MAKOVSKY. New York
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"The Jewel of the Israeli Banking Industry.
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"First International is the best regarded

of the major Israeli hanks-"

Union Bail of Suiucrtuid. global rewaidi repeal. 15. 11%

First International is ranked No. I among

the five leading banks in Israel

hi Tbmrwrn Bank Wairh. 3.1.%

It was not easy to achieve such high regard

from such prestigious international

institutions. It took years of hard work

and conducting business by a clearly

defined business philosophy that focuses

on safety. Mainly the protection of our

clients assets and shareholders investments.

Our state of the art practices and the

performance of our professional staff are

clearly reflected in customer satisfaction

and in our balance sheet. Year after year.

FIBl's International Private Banking

offers non-Israeli residents, new

immigrants and Israelis living abroad

custom tailored products and services

that meet their individual financial needs

based on confidentiality and security.

For further information,

contact our international

Private Banking Department.

Tel Aviv, 22 AHenbv St.

Tel: (9721-3-5100530

Fjl\: (9721-3-5100827

or our subsidiaries:

F1BI Bank tUKl, 24 Creechurch Lane.

London EC3A 5EH, Tel: (441-171 -2835333.

FTBI Bank (Switzerland). 45 Bleicherweg.

Zurich 8027. Tel: (41M-2G16969

or ai the offices of Republic National Bank

of New York.
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Weizman: New pact is better
THE understandings achieved as a result of

Operation Grapes of Wrath are better than

those achieved after Operation Accountabil-

ity, President Ezer Weizman said yesterday.

Speaking during an awards ceremony at

Beit Hanassi sponsored by the Council for a

Beautiful Israel, Weizman said: "It may be

that something good will come out of it We
achieved [something] better than what there

was before, and less than what he'd hoped for.

For the first lime, we have the participation of

(he US and the European Union [in an agree-

ment], and a document signed by the Syrians.

This could be an opening to an overall peace

in the Middle East, and we should stop

criticizing.'’

He said Kiryat Shmona had suffered serious

damage and called on voluntary organizations

to help with the rebuilding.

DAVID RUDGE and itim

Health Minister Ephraim Sneh said the

cease-fire agreement did not legitimize Syria's

presence in Lebanon. Speaking in Haifa, Sneh

said that Syria’s presence in Lebanon is a fact,

since Lebanon is currently controlled by two

countries: Syria and Israel, with each guarding

its own interests, "and this is the justification

Israel has for the security zone, so long as

there is no other agreement”

Fuiance Minister Avraham Shohat visited

some of the Kaiyusha-hit buildings in Kiryat

Shmona, after spending the night in Metulla.

He later toured other confrontation line set-

tlements, then met with manufacturers and

businessmen in Nahariya.

He said it is still too early to accurately

assess the total cost of the damage, both physi-

cally and in terms of lost production, trade,

tourism, and agriculture.

"There's no doubt, however, that we are

talking about damage, directly and indirectly,

of more (ban NIS 100 millioiL,” he said.

Israel Electric Corporation managing direc-

tor Rafi Peled said the company had repaired

54 electrical grids in Kiryat Shmona and that

there had been 21 incidents of damage to high

tension wires. The repairs cost NIS 700,000,

according to Zvi Koltochnik, director of the

IECs northern district.

Shohat reiterated his promise that the gov-

ernment would give priority to repairing the

damage in the North, especially in Kiryat

Shmnna which bore the brunt of the attacks.

Shohat said he intends to have concrete

proposals ready to submit to the government

within two weeks.

T Tuesday, April, 30, 1 996 The Jerusalem Post

Francetakes credit

for Lebanon cease-fire

Chirac: We have regained Mideast foothold
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LEBANESE President Elias

Hrawi will meet French President

Jacques Chirac in Paris today, the

day before Chirac receives Prime

Minister Shimon Peres, a presi-

dential aide said yesterday.

Both Hrawi and Peres are to

stop in Paris on their way home

from Washington.

Hrawi's visit was announced as

Chirac boasted to his cabinet that

France had regained a foothold in

Middle East diplomacy through

its tenacious quest for a cease-fire

during foe recent fighting.

"The solution that was finally

readied was based largely on pro-

posals of French origin. The te-

nacity of oor diplomacy has en-

abled France again to find a place

in Middle Eastern affairs,"

Chirac told foe cabinet, accord-

ing to government spokesman
Alain Lamassoure.

News agencies

Foreign Minister Herve- de

Charette added that the truce was

“a good understanding, based

largely on French proposals.”

“Eighty percent of the text

comes from ideas which we our-

selves expressed,” he fold a news

conference after his two-week

mission that was npstaged by a

week-long peace shuttle by US
Secretary of State Warren

Christopher. -

.
Meanwhile, Lebanese Prime

Minister Rafik Hariri said yester-

day Lebanon had emerged' from

Israel’s 17-day bombardment

stronger, more united, and more
determined than before to oust

foe IDF from foe south.

But he said Lebanon would
honor ' the cease-fire accord and

ensure that Hizbullah does not

violate ft.

‘‘We have been through a ctu-

el ordeal but .
we have emerged,

society and. system, . stronger,

than we were and more .united in •

confronting difficulties,” Hariri

sakL

“Nothing can ever keep' u*.:

from holding to our wiS to re-

build, to liberate ourland, and no

force can stop the Lebanese

dream of renewing life m this

country and renewing its rem its

system, and its people,” fibrin

declared.

Hundreds of engineers toped ',

for tire third day yesterday to re-

pair power stations, water pipes,

and road networks destroyed in

Operation Grapes of Wrath.

Red Cross volunteers began

preparing corpses for a mass fu-

neral for the 91 civilians killed in

Kana.

Bomb goes off at Calgary Jewish Center
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CALGARY, Alberta - A package bomb partially

exploded at the Calgary Jewish Center yesterday,

slightly wounding one woman.
The woman, a secretary at the center, was not

hurt bat was sent to the hospital for observation,

police spokesman Brendan Kapuscinski said.

“We’re speculating the package malfunctioned and

only partially exploded,” he said.

Police said only foe detonator blew up. Kapus-

cinski said a police bomb squad was at foe scene of

the blast to disarm foe remains of die package and

the arson squad would be dispatched to investigate

further.

The braiding is in foe southwest part of this city of

750,000 inhabitants. The second floor of foe center

was evacuated.

Police said they did not know whether foe bomb
came through the mail or was delivered by hand.

They were not aware of any group taking responsi-

bility for the incident

Harvey Kane, who is the Calgary-based national

director for foe Jewish Defense League, said he had

not received - any information that would lead to a

possible colpriL (News Agencies)

A teacher welcomes her pupils back to school in Kiryat Shmona yesterday. (Avihn Shapixt/Israet Sim)

Children return to school in Kiryat Shmona
CHILDREN in Kiryat Shmona
were greeted with sweets and

smiles from teachers and bugs

from classmates as they tetumed

to school yesterday - nearly three

weeks after the start of Operation

Cranes of Wrath.

DAVID RUDGE

"I never -thought -I would hear;

mvself sav this, but it’s ereatto'be

back at school." Katie ZagiirL

14. said shortly after arriving at

the Janusz Korczak junior high

school.

“We have been away from

school for nearly a month-and-a-

half. because there was the Pes-

sah holiday before the fighting.

It’s good to see everybody again

and stair to get back to normal.”

Normal, however, is a relative

term in Kiryat Shmona, where

nearly one-third of all foe homes

were damaged by Katyushas, in-

cluding that of Katie's family.

“On the first day, when we

heard the helicopters and planes,

but the operation had not been

ARRIVALS

Qoroalo Calderon from Costa Rica, tor

the Kadassah-Wemafeonal Congress in

Jerusalem.

BIRTHS
MYERS - NogaandZvi Myarsarah
toannounce the bkth ofa son, cnSui
April 28. in Haifa, grandson to Techie and
Shimon Ben-Yahuda and Fanny and Ger-
ry Myers, great-grandson to Betty Myers.

officially announced, we knew
that something was going to hap-

pen because there was a war at-

mosphere,” Katie said.

“We all went to Tiberias the

same day, all six of us, my parents

_ and my brothers and sisters, and
afterwards to Kibbutz Ayelet Ha-
shabar, but we came back to Kir-

yat Shmona on Saturday evening.

^

“We heard several salvoes of

Katyushas falling nearby, and we
all spent the night crammed in the

security room.

“The following day, we went to

Rosh Pina, except for my father

and my elder brother. About a

week later, another rocker land-

ed across the street and my broth-

er, who was in the shower at the

time, was lucky to escape. He was
very shaken and decided that

enough was enough, and he and

our father came to join us,” she

said.

The family returned to their

home on Saturday night, follow-

ing the cease-fire.

“It was very strange, like en-

tering a place I didn't know and
yet I did. The windows were bro-

ken, the living room, the televi-

sion. Everything was strange and
new and broken,” Katie said.

Her friend Shani Deutch, also

14, returned home with her fam-
ily on Sunday.

“Even though we were treated

The Jerusalem Horticultural Society

mourns the death of its founder and leader

MINNA GIVTON
and offers its condolences to her family

with a great deal of warmth in the

hotel where we stayed, we
couldn't wait to come home,”
Shani said. "When we did, we
found our home bad been hit

The windows were broker^ _ and

we worked until foe early hours,

of foe morning, to clean every-

thing up.

“I can’t remember a situation

like this. We were never scared of

Katyushas before, but this time it

seems they managed to put fear

in our hearts.”

Despite the uncertainly over

the future, Shani said her family

has no intention of leaving.

“You can't say the understand-

ings did not achieve anything.

The very fact that we have been

able to return, come back to

school and walk on the streets is

an achievement," she said.

"They didn’t solve the problems

in the long term, however, and

there’s still the danger of more

rocket attacks, even in the next

few days.”

Her comments were echoed by

Katie.

"Even though it's over and

there’s an agreement, I prefer to

sleep in the security room with

ray parents, because I don’t think

Hizbullah can be trusted.”

The first lessons at school were

designed to let the children ex-

press their feelings and describe

their experiences, to give teach-

ers, psychologists, and counselors

the opportunity to identify those

in need.

"We prepared a questionnaire

,

for the children, so that we could

identify the problems and the

hurt," said principal Shosh
Shemer. "I know of people who
were pupils here many years ago

and are still carrying the scars of

..-previous incidents. What we are

: trying to do is to ensure that the

scars will be minimal.
'

"The children are returning

now and everything seems, on
the face of it, to be normal But
we are already finding one or two

children in every class who have

problems sleeping, who find it

difficult to leave their mother, or

who told us they weren’t able to

bring any books or even pencils

with them because everything in

their home was destroyed.”

She said foe aim of the talks

between the teachers and pupils

is to allow the children to vent

their anger and fears and to real-

ize they are not alone.

Several pupils were absent yes-

terday, along with one teacher,

Hanni Himi, wife of deputy may-
or Yossi Himi. She was badly

-

wounded in a Katyusha attack

and is still in Haifa’s Rambam
Hospital.

Municipal officials said around

85 percent of foe children re-

turned to school and they expect-

ed all of them back by today.

Work continued to repair

school buildings so they could re-

open. One nursery, which suf-

fered a direct hit, remained shut

because of the damage. The rest

of the schools and kindergartens

opened as planned.

Swiss

bankers

to meet

Jewish

leaders
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BAGRUT EXAMINATIONS 1996

We deeply mourn the passing of

GITI LUTTWAK ?»r
(widow of Prof. Edmund M. Luttwak)

The funeral will take place today, Tuesday, April 30, 1996, at

6:00 p.m., leaving from Sanhedria to Har Tamir, Givat Shad.

Shiva will be observed at Harav Berlin 33, Apt 1

.

Shacharit 6:30 a.m., Mincha 7:10 p.m.

Mourned by her daughter Judith Luttwak

and family

ARAFAT
(Continued from Page 1) Pere

the peace process. He said that if ican t

peace accords can be concluded tiona]

with Lebanon and Syria, the rest ing b«

of the Arab world wiU follow, Peninsi

creating a comprehensive peace. diers a
Later, Peres said at a news con- er com

Terence that one new aspect of
Aft

the US-lsrael security arrange-
p

e

ment will be the dispatch of !

American technicians to enforce }!:

s
.°]

Middle East peace accords. US
Uva

technicians were included in a
c0

°J

>e
!
s

five-nation force announced last f/!
de“

Friday to monitor an understand-
” ra^'

ing between Israel and Lebanon Mea
protecting civilians of the two Direct!

countries from cross-border rock- M AH
et attacks. Syrian

Peres likened the use of Amer-
ican technicians to the Multina-

tional Force and Observers polic-

ing border areas of foe Sinai

Peninsula, which includes US sol-

diers and forces from several oth-

er countries.

;• MARILYN HENRY .

NEW YORK-

SWISS bankers and Jewish lead-

ers are scheduled to meet here at

the end of the week to fozm an

independent commission which

will make a final determination

on the extent of Holocaust vic-

tims’ assets in Swiss banks.

The meeting would be the first

step in an unprecedented process

to audit Swiss accounts. It is ex-

pected to be a largely technical

session that would lay out the

commission’s responsibilities.

Discussions about the audit

would occur at future meetings.

Forming the commission was
part of pledge matte by the Swiss

Bankers Association in a letter,

_ dated April 9, to Israel Singer of

foe Wdrid Jewish Congress. This

commitment was reiterated last

week in hearings in front of foe

Senate Banking Committee.

The bankers’ letter originally

proposed a commission of three

to seven members "whose experi-

ence and integrity are well known
worldwide.” However, sources

said, foe bankets are expected to

accept a Jewish proposal for an

expanded body of 10 members.

Half of this commission would be

representatives of foe World Jew-
ish Restitution Organization,
which includes the Jewish Agen-
cy, World Jewish Congress, Joint

Distribution Committee, and sur-

vivors’ organizations.

* Every year, three subjects are chosen tor which 1 2tii

grad^wiUnotbereqi*Bdtosft
matriculation exam.

* These subjects are selected from among ihe

foliowing: Bible, literature, history, mathematics,

English, Hebrew composition arid civics.

* The computerized selection is totally random, and
the results of last year's draw base absolutely no
bearing on this year's results.

'

* AH students may elect to be tested fnany of the

subjects which have been selected as optional

* Students who want to be tested In any or all of these

subjects will have already waived the right not be
tested. Studentswho signed a waiver MUST sit the

exam In those subjects, and may improve their class

.
grade between now and. the exam.

* Students who have not had their class grade
submitted will bd graded on the basis of the exam
only.

* Glass grades and exam levels for ail compulsory
subjects have already been submitted to the Ministry

of Education and cannot be altered.

* Grades for optional subjects carry the same weight
as that of other subjects, including in regard to

acceptance to universities and colleges of higher
. education.

This year, students will not

have to pay to be examined hi

subjects which are optional.

Israel Believes in Education:

In deep sorrow we announce the passing of

our beloved

GERTRUDE HOROWITZ
Mourned by:

Daughter and son-in-law: Blossom and Joshua Wiesen
Son and daughter-in-law: Charles and Jessica Horowitz

Grandchildren: Saul, Tamar, Shoshana and Dan Dankner
Jason and Jana

After foe AIPAC conference,
Peres and Clinton held 35 min-
utes of late-evening talks in the
Oval Office, reviewing defense
cooperation and the accord that
ended Operation Grapes of
Wrath.

Meanwhile, Foreign Ministry
Director-General Uri Savir told

an AIPAC forum yesterday that

Syrian President Hafez Assad
“wants to have it both ways” in

concluding a deal with Israel.

“He’s going to find out ... he
can’t have Iran and Israel at the

same time ... He can’t keep doing
what he’s doing and have good
relations with the US. He has to

decide what his basic strategy is.*’

Assad is "challenged by peace

in a much broader way” because

"he would like to have it without

the necessary ramifications” - re-

lations with Israel.

Also yesterday, a senior Israeli

official told American columnists

that "if i thought that in another

10 years the Syrians would forget

about foe Golan, I would wait”

A TRIBUTE TO IDF

A PRAYER FOR THE SOLDIERS
OF ISRAEL
Two posters with prayers for soldiers
in English and Hebrew.

Poster a) Group of soldiers:

18 3/4" x 26 3/4” (47 1J2cmx 68 cm)

Poster b) IDF shield:
27- x 1 9 1/2 (68 1/2 cm x 49 1/2 cm)

Produced by Median / CLC

JP Price NIS 39 per poster,
inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Buy two for only NIS 69,
inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Airmail abroad - please add NIS 6 per poster

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB SI, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me the TRIBUTE TO IDF posters: a) copies M cooiesEmdosedis rrrycbeckpayal^toThe Jeaealem
Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax/e-mail

Name ahhto«>

^ —Code — _Tei.(day)

Please list gift recipients’ names and addresses separately. -

/

| -
*

''«r. .(SS**jiv.~
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Yisrael Ba’afiya leader Natan Sharansky presents the party’s petition for Amharic and Russian
translations to be put on election material to the High Court of Justice yesterday.

Yisrael Ba’aliya to court: Order
Russian, Amharic election materials
YISRAEL Ba’aliya yesterday
asked the High Court of Justice

to order various election materi-

als be printed in Russian and Am-
baric, as well as Hebrew and
Arabic.

The party asked that the no-

tices mailed to voters which tell •

them where to vote, as well as the

ballot for the prime ministerial

race, be in Russian and Amharic.

It also asked that each party be
allowed to print its name cm the

ballots in Russian and Amharic.

The Central Elections Com-
mittee refused the party’s re-

quest, saying the law only permits

voting materials to be issued in

EVELYN GORDON

the country’s official languages:

Hebrew and Arabic. The petition

argued that the CEC misinter-

preted the law. While the only

languages mentioned in the law
are Hebrew and Arabic, h does

not specifically forbid die use of

other languages, the petition

said.

Furthermore, since the elec-

tion laws are meant to enable

people to exercise their right to

vote, an interpretation, which al-

lows other languages better ful-

fills the law’s purpose, the peti-

tion said - particularly at a time

when some 15% of the voters are

new immigrants, many of whom
do not yet speak Hebrew.

While the CEC plans to have a

telephone hotline for new immi-
grants who need to know where

to vote and cannot read their

cards, this is insufficient, the peti-

tion said, because many will not

even realize that these notices

contain important information.
4
‘Citizenship includes the right

to participate in the elections,”

party chairman Natan Sharansky

told reporters yesterday, adding

it is wrong to deprive new citizens

of this right just because they

have not yet mastered Hebrew.

Mereiz pushing for prompt Hebron pullout
MERETZ has decided to in-

crease the pressure os Prime
Minister Shimon Peres to with-

draw from Hebron before, the

May 29 elections, following indi-

cations that Peres is considering a

phased withdrawal.

'Environment Minister’=Ydssi-
Sarid, the new Mereiz party chair- ,

man, yesterday tabled n draft pror

posal with the cabinet secretariat

calling for a withdrawal m the next

few days. In his letter, Sarid states

that Israel undertook to redeploy

its troops in Hebron by the end of

March, but this had to be post-

poned until it could be established

whether Palestinian Authority

President Yasser Arafat would
abide by his commitment to annul,

the offensive paragraphs of the

Palestinian Covenant.

“Mr. Arafat abided by this

commitment in foil, despite the

numerous difficulties involved,

and now it is up to us to keep our

BATSHEVA TSUR and ittrn

part of the agreement, despite all

the difficulties. Any further post-

ponement will not only be an in-

fringement of the agreement, but

also will show a lack of gratitude
J

towards a partner who has car-

ried out his .part.of the partner-’

ship,” .Sarid wrote.

Meanwhile, the Security Fo-

rum to Strengthen the Nation, a

group made up of senior IDF re-

serve officers, toured Hebron
yesterday to demonstrate its sup-

port for the city’s Jewish popula-

tion.

“It is not possible to defend the

sites in the city where the settlers

are without ruling the areas in the

territories from which these sites

are controlled,” former MR
Yoash Tsiddon said. “The EDFs
absence from the entire city will

mean abandoning the settlers.”

Agudat Yisrael’s Council of

Sages also called on Peres not to

redeploy die IDF from Hebron.

In h letter to Rabbi Ovadia Yosef

and former MK Rabbi Menahem
Porush, Peres wrote that he was

not considering withdrawing the

IDF from Machpela Cave and the

Jewish community; .but only from

the Arab" community in Hebron.

Peres indicated on his way to

Washington Sunday night that he

might oonsider delaying a foil re-

deployment until after the elec-

tions because of the extreme sen-

sitivity involved in any moves
concerning Hebron.

In a meeting with senior IDF

officers on Friday, there ap-

peared to be differences of opin-

ion over the wisdom of such a

move at this point.

IDF officers have repeatedly

stared that plans for a redeploy-

ment in the center of Hebron can

become operational in a matter

of horns.

Supreme Court explains why Tibi’s party,

Yemin Yisrael weren’t disqualified

A PARTY can not be disquali-

fied because of a conflict. of inter-

est, the Supreme Court declared

yesterday in explaining why it

had not disqualified Ahmed Ti-

bi's Arab Movement for Renewal

party.

Three weeks ago, the court had

rejected an appeal against regis-

tering Tibi's party, but did not

release its reasons until yester-

day. It also published its reasons

for its March rejection of two pe-

titions against Shan! Gutman’s

Yemin Yisrael party.

The appeal against Tibi’s party

charged there was a conflict of

interest between a party’s obliga-

tion of loyalty to the stale and

Tibi’s role as an adviser to Yasser

Arafat, .the head of a foreign

power, Tibi made the issue moot

by promising that if elected, he

would resign as Arafat’s adviser.

However, Justices Mishael

Cheshin, Yitzhak Zamir, and Zvi

Tal issued a ruling on the *

EVELYN GORDON

question, deciding that since the

right to establish a political party

is so fundamental to democracy,

a party could only be disqualified

for the reasons explicitly listed in

the law: denying Israel’s exis-

tence as a Jewish and democratic

state; inciting racism; or serving

as a front for criminal activity.

The appeal also charged the

party denies Israel’s right to exist

because it advocates a Palestinian

state in aD territory captured dur-

ing the Six Day War, including

eastern Jerusalem. The appeal

argued this is simply the first part

of the PLO’s plan of phases and

that Tibi shares this goal. The

justices said they saw no reason

to doubt Tibi's declaration that

his goal is merely a successful

conclusion to the peace process.

Regarding the two appeals

against the registration of Yemin

Yisrael, Justices Aharon Barak,

Cheshin, and Dalia Doraer ruled

that the party’s statement that

“Israel belongs to the Jewish peo-

ple and it alone” neither incites to

racism nor denies the state’s dem-

ocratic character, since it does

not preclude granting Arabs full

civil rights.

The justices also ruled that a

clause calling for MKs to swear

allegiance to Israel “as a Jewish

state” and advocating “(he retorn

of Israel's enemies to their native

lands” also did not constitute in-

citement to racism.

While the second pan of the

clause is more problematic, the

justices decided to accept the

party registrar’s reasoning - that

MoJedet, which has a similar

statement in its platform, had

not been banned and that the

term “Israel’s enemies” does

not apply to all Israeli Arabs -

explaining that patties should be

beamed only in die most extreme

cases.

OUR EXPERTS, DR. SUSAN WHARTON AND DR. PETER BEAL

ARE IN ISRAEL TO EVALUATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPTS,

MAPS AND TRAVEL BOOKS FOR OUR LONDON AUCTIONS.

FOR A COMPLIMENTARY AND CONFIDENTIAL EVALUATION,

PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT BY 3RD MAY:
TEL: 03-522 3822 FAX: 03-522 5454

SOTHEBY'S
38 GORDON STREET..TELAVIV 63414

SELECTED ITEMS FROM THE ARCHIVE OF
MAJOR-GENERAL ORDE WINGATE, DSO

TO BE OFFERED IN LONDON 11 JULY 1996 ON VIEW AT THE
JERUSALEM INTERNATIONAL JUDAICA FAIR, 6TH-9TH MAY 1996

Hefetz: Terrorists likely

to try affecting elections

Third Way,

Sharansky

sign surplus

vote deal
UAT COLUNS

THE Third Way has reached a

vote surplus agreement with Na-
tan Sharansky’s Yisrael Be’Aliya

party, Third Way No. 2 Yehuda

Hard announced yesterday.

Such arrangements allow par-

ties to use np the votes that would
otherwise be wasted and gain ex-

tra Knesset seats. .Although they

do not bind the two parties after

the elections, they are usually

reached between parties with
similar stands.

Hard and his Third Way col-

leagues gathered in the Wohl
Rose Garden opposite the Knes-
set yesterday for a ceremony at

which the party’s 10 top candi-

dates signed a pledge to the vot-

er. The event was created and

recorded for use in the party's

electoral campaign.

“We’re the only party to sign

such a pledge but we believe a

platform is not just a piece of

paper,” said Third Way leader

MK Avigdor Kahalani. “We
want the public to have a copy of

this pledge and judge whether or

not we abide by it in the Knesset

We represent reliability and
sticking to our word.”

The pledge itself, in the form of

a parchment scroll, reads like the

party’s 10 commandments. The
clauses include promises to: pro-

mote peace; prevent withdrawal

from the Golan Heights; “peace-

fully separate from the Palestin-

ians;” submit the Golan Heights

and Jerusalem Law; insist on Is-

raeli sovereignty for the Greater

Jerusalem area; preserve Israel as

a Jewish, Zionist state; establish

an authority to fight the war on

poverty; submit a bill calling for

compulsory national service to

complement the law on national

military service; submit a bill for

rights for demobilized soldiers;

and promote education.

Before and after the signing

ceremony, the party’s jingle and

slogan was played.

TERROR groups hoping to in-

fluence the outcome of the up-

coming elections are likely to tty

to launch attacks over the next

few weeks. Police Inspector-Gen-

eral Assaf Hefetz warned
yesterday.

Hefetz did not specify which

groups, though apparently he was
referring to Hamas, Islamic Ji-

had, and Hizbullah. He said he

had received an army intelligence

report on Hizbullah's alleged

plans to carry out an attack here

prior to the election.

“The elections are taking place

in the midst of a diplomatic pro-

cess, which the outcome of the

elections will affect,” Hefetz
said. “All the groups that want to

influence the process will try and

do so.”

Hefetz noted that so far the

campaign has been “relatively

quiet,” and that he has met with

campaign leaders on both sides to

make sure it stays that wav.

But tenor groups also want to

influence the elections, Hefetz

BILL HUTMAN

added.

“We know of plans to cany out

terror attacks, like those carried

out not so long ago, aimed at

effecting the election,” he said.

He called on the parties' cam-

paign organizers to hold major

rallies only at sites that can be

well guarded, such as stadiums

and theaters.

”We want to be able to have

control over the entrances,” He-

fetz explained.

Hefetz made these comments to

reporters after police brass from

around the nation convened in Je-

rusalem to review security plans

for the campaign period and elec-

tion day. Over 20,000 policemen,

most of the force, will take part in

“Operation Term 96.”

Hefetz acknowledged that de-

spite the concern that there will

be more terror attacks, the extra

manpower which police received

from the IDF after the recent

wave of Hamas suicide bombings

has been taken away, and police

manpower in the capital cut back.

Hefetz explained that the army-

needed to get back to its regular

training routine, and that police-

men also could not be kept on a'

12-bour-a-day schedule with no
vacations.

“The whole system just needed

a break,” Hefetz said.

The army, however, will again,

allocate soldiers to help with se-

curity for the campaign and elec-

tions, Hefetz added.

The police and General Securi-

ty Service are also taking special

steps to protect Prime Minister

Shimon Feres and Likud leader.

Binyamin Netanyahu. Hefetz
said that despite fears that ex-

tremist Jews would attack the

candidates, police have not found

any concrete information on such

a plan.

Hefetz described the beefed-up

protection of the candidates as

being part of the lessons learned

from the assassination of prime

minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Gush Etzion rabbi to take part

in Meretz election campaign
ORTHODOX Rabbi Ami Katz MtCHAL YUDELMAN Several Arab leaders and Arab
of iiush Etzion has asked Meretz

leaders to take part in the party’s

election campaign, Meretz's
spokeswoman said yesterday.

Rabbi Katz contacted Meretz
via the telephone number in the

party’s campaign ads in the news-

papers, and said he was con-

cerned for the nation’s unity,

which he considers the most im-

portant thing today, Meretz ac-

tivists said.

Labor is negotiating a surplus

vote agreement with both Meretz

and Shas. Coalition Chairman
MK Ra’anan Cohen said yester-

day that the agreement wOl prob-

ably be signed with Meretz,

which had such a deal with Labor

in the 1992 elections as well

Shas is reportedly close to sign-

ing a surplus vote agreement with

the Likud. However, most of

Shas’s voters support the right

wing, despite the tendency of

Sbas’s spiritual mentor. Rabbi
Ovadia Yosef, to prefer Prime
Minister Shimon Peres to Likud

leader MK Binyamin Netanyahu.

Labor yesterday launched an

information assault on the Arab

sector, in an effort to reinstate

Israeli Arabs* support for Peres,

following the rift caused by Oper-

ation Grapes of Wrath.

The support for Peres in the

Arab sector plummeted during

Operation Grapes of Wrath, es-

pecially after the Kana tragedy.

parties threatened not to vote for

Peres in the elections, and to put

a blank note in the ballot box

instead.

Labor Knesset candidate Na-
dia Hilo, one of the 20 party min-

isters and MKs who visited Arab,

and Beduin towns yesterday, said;

after a meeting in Shfaram that

she believes Israel's Arabs will

support Peres in the elections for

prime minister.

Labor MK Hagai Merom, act-

ing chairman of the party's cam-

paign for the Arab sector, said on

Sunday that “the end of the hos-

tilities in Lebanon and the chang-

ing of the Palestinian Covenant'

bas changed foe feeling among

Israel’s Arabs towards Peres.”
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WORLD NEWS

British

Tories

could
split

LONDON (Reuter) - British

opposition parties said yesterday

they saw evidence of deepening

Conservative divisions over

Europe and predicted the ruling

party may be on the point of split-

ting apart on the issue.

Their forecasts were prompted

by reports that up to 100
Conservative members of parlia-

ment planned to issue hardline

statements to their constituents at

the next general election opposing

further integration with the

European Union.

This would put them at odds

with the official policy of Prime
Minister John Major, who is

attempting to bold together a

party containing both pro-

Europeans and a strong

'‘Eurosceptic” wing. He has not

ruled out British participation in

some EU projects, such as a sin-

gle European currency.

“The Tory Party is more than

hopelessly split - it is now actual-

ly splitting into two parties,” said

John Prescott, deputy leader of

the opposition Labor Party.

Emma Nicholson, a legislator

who defected from the

Conservatives to the minority

Liberal Democrats in December,
predicted a Conservative schism
after the next election which
would bring a realignment of
British politics.

“The tectonic plates are grind-

ing and 1 think there will be an

earthquake,” she said.

An election is due by May,
1997, and latest opinion polls

put the Conservatives 22 points

behind Labor.

M”* planning to come out
agsu-ol further EU integration,

including a single currency,

belong to the right-wing “92

Group”.
Conservative Party chairman

Brian Mawhinnev called press

reports on the affair “hypothetical

and without foundation”.

“The government will have a
manifesto on which it will fight

the election, and Conservative
candidates will be associated with

that manifesto,” he told journal-

ists.

Reports of new divisions

alarmed party officials wbo
already acknowledge that local

elections being held over
-

large

parts of England on Thursday.wul
provide striking confirmation of

the government*s deep unpopular- -
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New Chechen rebel chief Zelimkhan Yandarbiyev seen in front of a portrait of his predecessor Dzhokhar Dudayev at a press con-

ference on Friday. Yandarbiyev was reported killed in fighting yesterday.

Senior Chechen rebel denies

new leader killed
A senior Chechen field commander yesterday

denied reports that new rebel chief Zelimkhan

Yar.iarbiyev had been shot dead.
“1 spoke to him an hour ago by radio,” said

Doku Makhayev, who commands a sector of

the rebels’ southwestern front “He is in very

good condition. There was no incident There

was no shooting.” Makhayev said the conver-

sation took place at 5 p.m.

Yandarbiyev’s death was reported by offi-

cials in the pro-Moscow Chechen government,
who said he had been killed in a settling of
accounts by rivals.

But Interfax news agency earlier yesterday
also quoted a senior representative of Russia’s

Federal Security Service as denying
Yandarbiyev had been killed.

It reported that the unnamed FSB representa-

tive said in the Chechen capital Grozny it was
not Yandarbiyev who bad been killed but his

nephew.

“The report of the death of Zelimkhan
Yandarbiyev in an exchange of fire in the Urus-
Martan region is hasty,” the unnamed FSB rep-

resentative said in the Chechen capital Grozny.
Yandarbiyev, a hardline supporter of

Chechnya’s independence, was appointed
Chechen president a week ago after ttis prede-
cessor Dzhokhar Dudayev was killed in a
rocket attack.

Russian news agencies had been reporting

most of the day that Yandarbiyev was dead,

although it could not be confirmed and the new

NEWS AGENCIES
URUS-MARXAN, Russia

agency, Interfax, first said the report was
wrong.

It quoted the high-ranking FSB official say-

ing in Grozny it was Yandarbiyev’s nephew
who was killed, not the Chechen leader.

Reporting from Chechnya, the independent

Russian NTV network said the “sensational

rumor” could not be confirmed.

The commander of Russian troops in

Chechnya, Gen. Vyacheslav Tikhomirov, cau-

tioned that the report was dubious.

‘There is information an the death of
Zelimkhan Yandarbiyev in that clash.

However, it’s still too early to speak of this as

an accomplished fact.” he told Interfax.

Yandarbiyev was named by rebel leaders last

week to succeed Dudayev/ who had led the

Chechen separatists' drive for independence
from Moscow.
He has pledged to carry on the rebels* fight

and said he would talk peace only after

Moscow withdraws its troops and acknowl-
edges Chechnya's independence.

Many analysts and Russian officials had seen
Yandarbiyev, Dudayev’s farmer vice president

and ideology chief, as only a transitional

leader. Several predicted that'one of the rebel

field commanders would eventually emerge as

Dudayev’s real successor.

Dudayev’s death has created confusion over

prospects for peace talks in Chechnya, where
Russian troops have been battling Chechen
rebels for more than 16 months.

His widow, Alla Dudayeva, has asked
Russian officials to guarantee her safe passage

to Moscow so she can travel to the Kremlin on
a peace mission.

Yesterday, Russian and Turkish news agen-

cies said she sent a message to Turkish

President Suleyman Demirel asking for help in

her initiative.

Chechnya's Moscow-backed government
was hostile to the idea, saying die had no right

to undertake a political mission on behind of
Chechens.
Russian troops meanwhile, appeared poised

for a major attack on the town of Shah, 25 km
southeast of Grozny, the Chechen capital.

FIAR-Tass said Russian commanders said they
would attack the town unless rebel fighters

cleared out by tonight.

Such attacks in foe paston other towns and vfir

lages have claimed numerous civilian casualties.

There was also fighting late Sunday and min
yesterday near the settlement of Goiskoye out-

side Urns-Martan. Russian mildary sources
claim several hundred rebels are hcded .up
inside the town, Interfax said.

,

An estimated 30,000 people have been killed

in the war; and President BorisYeltsin is trying

to reach some resolution ahead ofJane’s pres-
idential elections.

Palestinian hijacker stands trial in Germany
HAMBURG (AP) -A Palestinian

woman charged in the bloody
1977 hijacking of a Lufthansa air-

liner said yesterday it wasn’t fair

’.•r her to" be put on trial while
' sser .Arafat gets a Nobel prize.

c uhaila al Sayeh, 43, was the
• .ily one of four Palestinian
’
i [jackets to survive when German
;ormnandos stormed the plane in

Mogadishu, Somalia, and freed

the 87 hostages.

She was arrested in 1994 in

Oslo, Norway, after 17 years on
1 e run and extradited to Germany
io stand trial on charges of hijack-

ing, attempted murder and being

an accessory to the murder of the

plane’s captain.

At the trial opening, al Sayeh
said she had no confidence in the

justice system in Germany or
Norway and felt she was being
discriminated against.

PLQ chief Arafat was involved

in much more serious attacks, she
argued, and yet he was awarded
the 1994 Nobel Peace Prize in

Oslo and a similar prize in

Hamburg.
T feel that it’s not even worth

fighting,” she said of the charges

against her.

Al Sayeh entered the courtroom

on crutches, saying that several

months in custody had weakened
her.T would like to say that I find

myself in a crisis,” she said.

She was seriously wounded in

the shootout that accompanied the

storming of the plane. She served

a short prison term in Somalia,
then disappeared until her arrest

in Oslo, where she had lived for

three years under a new name
with her husband and yonng
daughter.

Rejecting her claims she was
only a soldier following orders,

Norway extradited her to

Germany on Nov. 25- Her attor-

ney has said she has oothing todo
with terrorism anymore.
The plane was hijacked Oct 13,

1977, en route from Majorca to

Frankfort The hijackers, from the

PFLP, demanded the release of
imprisoned group members and
of left-wing terrorists of
Germany's Red Army Faction.

German authorities broke off
negotiations after the captain was
shot The hijackers threatened to

kill the 83 passengers and four

other crew members.
The three male hijackers were

killed in the shootout and two
Germans were wounded.

Sleepwalker tastes

life on the edge

LONDON (Renter) -A 34-year-

old British man found himself
hanging on for dear lxfo after

walking over the edge of a cliff-
in his sleep.

Ian Smith’s cries for help on
Sunday were heard by a neighbor
who called the emeigency ser-

vices to rescue him from his perch
10 meters above the incoming
tide near Torquay.

Smith, who lives only a short

distance from the cliff, said yes-
terday his last memory before he
woke up was of dreaming that he
was lying on a ledge.
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Bhutto slammed
by rival over

Pakistan bus bombing
LAHORE (Reuter) - Pakistani

Opposition leader Nawaz Sharif

accused Prime Minister Benazir

Bhutto yesterday of failing to

mHjftrtafa law and older after a

bomb blast in a bus killed at least

37 people in the Punjab-

“The government has foiled to

control law and order,” Sharif told

reporters after, tooeting some of

about 30 people injured by
Sunday’s blast “There is no law

and tberfr is no order.”

He al<n challenged Bhutto to

name the “foreign elements” she

blamed for the blast at Pbool

Nagar town, about 50 km south of

the provincial capital Lahore, on

the eve of the Moslem festival of

Eid ai-Adha.

A government official yesterday

scaled down the bias deathtoH to

37 from earlier official figures:of

more than 50.

Thhfr Raza Naqvi, deputy com- .

Twinahner of Kasur district, told

Reuters that 36 skulls and skele-

tons bad been found in the wreck-
age of the burnt-out bus and one
injured person had died in hospital.

Four others were in critical con-
dition.

The official AFP news agency,

had said 52 people Were killed, ft

has also revised its toll to 37.

Naqvi blamed the earlier death

toll of more than 50 on “a lot of

confusion” over the count of body
parts.

“It was a pathetic scene with

skeletons and sknlk on the seals,”

Naqvi said. ••

Near a door of the bus were

pDed eightto 10 bodies of^passen-

gers who appeared to have been

trapped by fire as they tried to

escape, he said.

Naqvi said 36 bodies were,

buried in separate graves but doc-

tors were unaWe to identify any of

them.

“Relatives might., be able to

identify three to four -bodies

because we found a necklace, a -

' wrist watch, and spectacles un
them,” he said. “The others were

The blast, .tire latest chapter in

Pakistan’s- violent history of
bombings, prompted authorities

to reiterate their determination to

starapoot terrorism. -

“The government-.will fight

them till the last of them is

brought to book," Bhutto said in a

statement

She interrupted her Eid holidays

to make an overnight visit to

Lahore, a stronghold of political

Though Bhutto blamed unspeci-

fied “terrorists” for the bombing,
she appeared to point a finger at

India, Pakistan’s arch-enemy,

what she told reporters in Lahore
it seemed to be ^subversionaided
by foreign elements”.

Islamabad Iras often accused
:

New DeDn of sponsoring sabo-

tage in Pakistan in retaliation for

its political support for Moslem
mflnanfo fighting Indian Hjlc OVCT
two-thirds of. the disputed*
Hnnafoyao region ofKashmir.

Popular Swedish king
celebrates 50th
birthday in style

STOCKHOLM (AP) - Wifli

pomp, and Stevie

Wonder, Sweden s cefebratinglbe

50th birthday of its down-to-earth,

king, Carl XVI GustaL
The big day is today, when the

popular memsurh stirf bis Gczman-
bom wife. Queen Silvia, wifi ride

in a gilded open carnage through
downtown Stockholm, accompa-
nied by scores of sword-canyxug
horse soldiers and cheered by
thousands ofSweden
A sumptuous. banquet abJe

royal palace for 600 people wifi

top the festivities, which starred

Saturday with a concert for

the royal family.

The surprise guest star was
American singer Stevie Vfohdei^

. who crooned “fiat’s '.why all of
Sweden loves you” as he sang
“Happy Birthday” forthe delight-

ed monarch.
Wander later shook bands witir

fire royal fondly, including 18-

year-old Crown Princess Victoria.

The buildup to todays birthday

has left no part of Cad Gnstafs
tife unturned. Books, magazines
and TV documentaries . have
shown his highness through the

years - skiing, hfiting flying, par-

tying, studying/shoppiog, sailing.

Can Gustaf met ha wife-to-be

when riie was h» VIP interpreter

at tire Mfraich Olympics in 1972.
The popular queen SOvia, bom in
Heidelberg during World War H,
celebrated her own 50th birthday
three years ago. /

The staid Svenska Dagjbladet

‘ newspaper, m illustrating ns high-
- ness’ fashion sense, even primed
an utsf$ rendition of the king in

.
tus underwear^ complete with fire

Swedish crown emblem.
The newspaper featured one of

foe many imaviews the normrily
rcsexvedmooardi granted to made
his 5Q& birthday.

fa snrprisHxgly carotid tones,:

CuLGustaf recounted a late-night

,
chatwitha down-and-out Swerfish
emigiMiil’wteM to start a

^newJ^inAashalca^ Snd the sad-'

ness nf SwndMl immigrants he

met at att old people’s home in the

. United Stales.

The king, who suffers from the

reading disorder dyslexia, said

he’d “never been so nervous in my
whole life" as when he made a

- speech in French amid fire royal

splendorof Versailles. -

. As for. fife
,
away from Nobel

Prize banquets and formal state

dhmexs. Cad Gustaf admitted: “Chi

.
.
Sunday evenmgs, wehave a private

(tinner and jmtter around in fire

kitchen. I think plain-old Swedish
homocooking is just great-”

Over the years, fire king has
.matured from his 1970s swinger
lode, topped by long sideburns,

into a graying monarch with an
avuncular smile and twinkle m.bis
eye behind sensible glasses.

- One just-pubtirixd book on his

fife quotes from an interview in

which he was asked: . “What do
yon have, to say about Sweden's
reputation for free love?”
The royal answer “How could I

know?”

Ex-South Korean premier Chun
denies all charges against him

SEOUL (AP) — Rejecting charges that could bring hfan fire death penalty,
former m ilitary strongman Ginn Doo-hwan-said yesterday he acted

,
to

thwart a possible North Korean invasion when he expanded martial law
nearly 16 years ago.
“The expanskm of martial law was inevitable to prevent a national cri-

sra and there was a threat from North Korea,”Gum told the court frying
him on charges of mutiny smd treason.

.

Prosecutors see Chun’s expanding martial law in (980 as an elaborate
plan by the fonna-

general to grab power afterstaging a coup six months
earlier. ‘

i
.

.

Chun’s mutiny-treason trial reopened only three hours after the end of
his separate trial on bharges that he took ariHioos of dollars in bribes
from businessmen during his prfwriMvy .

•

Chun, ; 64, heard prosecutors demand years of prison for four aides
accused of being accomplices iri his bribe-taking.
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Bomb explodes at

WORLD NEWS

§POKANE,mshmgtcm (AP)^-A
yipe.fyamb exploded in adoorway
of Spokane Gly HaH early yester-

day morning,, police said. The
building was unoccupied and no
one was injured.

'

:
' ~

"

I Workers discovered damaged
entry doors at about 630 * m and
khrapnel to fee area appeared to be
from “a fairly large pipe bomb”
police Chief Terry Mangan said.

I

Mangan said it was not known
jwhetber tbe blast Was intended to
[divert attention from some other
jerime or. is related to bombings
'earlier this month at a newspaper

|
office and bask in Spokane.

J
The federal Bureau of Alcohol,

! Ibbacco and Firearms and theFBI
|

were called m, while city esnploy-

I

ees searched other city buildings,

j
bridges and communications

' as a precaution:

(

Abomb squad prepared to enter

j

City Hall to search other explo-

I
sives, while city employees were

i. sent to wait at the Spcdome Arena
about three blocks away.
No one claimed responsibility

for the bombing, but Mangahsaid
police were investigating some
graffiti on the btrikhng near the
blastiriie.

I Debris was scattered for more
1

than 100 meters in front of the

j

building.

On April 1, men in ski masks
and military-style fatigues set off
a small bomb while robbing a

j
bank in suburban SpokaneValley.

' Minutes earlier, another pipe
bomb had exploded - outside a
nearby suburban office of The
Spokesman-Review newspaper.
The blasts were reminiscent of

bombings in the 1980s, in
Spokane, Seattle and Coeur
d’Alene, Idaho, carried oat by
members and sympathizers ofThe
Order, an offshoot of the white
supremacist Church of Jesus

Christ Christian (Aryan Nations),

of Hayden Lake, Idaho. Those
bombings appeared to be aimed at

diverting police away from simul-

taneous robberies.

Authorities have said they also,

are investigating whether the

Spokane VhDey blasts are con-

nected to the Aryan Republican

Amy, a while supremacist group
that authorities say has committed
at least 16 bank robberies and

hombingsm theMidwest
Meanwhile, in Macon, Georgia,

a bomb' squad removed ar suspi-

cious package yesterday from
Macon’s federal courthouse,

- where two militia members were
to face hearings on charges of
conspiring to stockpile pipe
bombs.
The cardboard box was hauled

away in.a bomb-proofdram about

11:45 ajn. Jess than three hours
before the start of the hearings.

Bart McEntire, special agent in

charge of the Bureau of Alcohol,
Ibbacco and Firearms in Macon,
would not say what made the
package suspicions, to whom it

was addressed or where it was
taken. The courthouse was not
evacuated or dosed during tbe
removal.
Robert Edward Stair ZD »T»d

William James McCranie Jn, both
of Roberta, were to appear before
a federal judge in separate bond
hearings yesterday afternoon.

.McCranie arrived just before
noon in a convoy of unmarked
cars, his hands cuffed. He was
escorted into the rear of tire build-

ing.

The two men were arrested

Friday after the AIF raided their

homes in the rural town 38 km
west of Macon, confiscating 10
pipe bombs.
An informant told agents Starr

and McCranie planned to build

and distribute bombs. Authorities

say Stan; 34, and McCranie, 30,
are members of the Georgia
Republic Militia Group, which is

believed to have 11 to 15 mem-
bers.

Ahalf-dozenAlabama men who
stood outside tbe courthouse
before yesterday’s hearing said

drey sympathized with Starr and
McCranie and planned to monitor

diehearing.

Asked if they belonged to a
militia. Bob Peacock of
Birmingham, Alabama, said, “We
belong to a group of like-minded

individuals. We want to see for

ourselvesthe truth. It’s the right of
the people to know.”
The US Marshals Service sta-

tioned agents in the hallways of
the courthouse yesterday, and vis-

itors were escorted to tbeir desti-

nations inside.

NATO troops stop

Serb-Moslem clashes
NEWSAGENCIES

,

SARAJEVO

IGNORING a NATO escort and

freedom of movement guarantees,

Serbs hurled stones at Moslems
attempting to visit homes they

were forced out of at the start of

the war.

About a dozen people were
injured and several buses were
damaged by stones and sticks

wielded by the Serbs. Maj. Guy
Vinet, a spokesman for the

NATO-led peace force, said the

French escorts of the Moslem
convoy tried to calm down, the

Serbs but dfid not intervene when
they attacked.

After running the gauntlet of

angry Sobs just outside Sarajevo,

the convoy managed to make it

just to the north of Trnovo, 30 km
to the south, before being stopped

by another demonstration of about

200 Serbs. The Modems subse-

quently turned bade
NATO is keen to limit its rolem

Bosnia and is reluctant to embrace

new tasks not specifically

assigned to itby tbe Dayton peace

accords.

But faced with tbe threat of etb-
1

nic violence between the refugees

Anri those who drove them out in

the first place, it has begun pro-

viding armed escorts, crowd con-

trol and other police work it orig-

inally rejected.

Most military agreements

enforced by NATO have been
respected because all sides fear

NATO’s weaponry. But Serbs,

Croats and Moslems often ignore

other provisions of the peace pact,

such as freedom of movement,
that do not carry the threat of

NATO retaliation.
'

NATO got involved after sever-

al confrontations between people
returning and those tryingto keep
them out turned violent

Yet even tbe presence ofFrench
troops with die NATO-led force,

some of them in six tight tanks,

escorting the seven braes, dozens

of cars and three vans with some
500 Moslems did not prevent yes-

today’s storting attack.

The Trnovo trip was one of two
planned yesterday for refugees

wanting to visit tbeir homes, said

Mans Nyberg, a spokesman for

tbe UN High Qnnmissfoner for

Refugees.

The UNHCR could confirm

success for only one of 12 similar

trips scheduled for Sunday, which
also reflected continuing limita-

tions on freedom of movement
because of simmering ethnic

hatreds.

TVnovo, about 30 km southwest

of Sarajevo, changed hands three

times during the Bosnian war and

finally ended up under Serb con-

trol.

A fire truck stands next to the smoldering building where the crazed gunman was holed out in Port .Arthur, Tasmania. racuta)

Crazed gunman hospitalized

as shocked Australia mourns
IKE gunman who shot to death at least 34
people in a cold-blooded rampage was under
sedation and police guard in hospital as

stunned Australians mourned the victims.

Police were trying to locate the body of miss-

ing person they fear could be the 35th victim,

burned in a fire at an mn started by the gun-
man. Two other bodies were found in the

binned nibble on tbe island of Tasmania. The
rest of the victims were shot
The gunman driven into this tourist town in

a Volvo with a surfboard on top and began
methodically firing semiautomatic weapons
among picturesque sandstone ruins of a colo-

nial prison.

Police sources and the Australian

Broadcasting Corp. named the assailant as

Martin Bryant, a 28-year-old Hobart man with

no criminal record but with a history of psy-

chological problems.

The bodies of most of the dead were trans-

ferred to a morgue in nearby Hobart after sun-

set yesterday while churches throughout the

country held prayer vigils.

Four bodies were left where they fell at tbe

scene so police couldgather more forensic evi-

dence... '.‘.'.I

Hundreds holding candles packed Hobart's

St David’s Cathedral for a memorial service.

Some mourners wept openly as they remem-
bered murdered family and friends.

Prime Minister John Howard said the slay-

ings have “shaken the nation to the core.”

The government of Tasmania said the state,

Australia’s smallest, was in shock. Until now it

had enjoyed little violent crime despite lax gun
controls. Lawmakers debated whether to out-

law assault weapons nationwide.

Police say Bryant had been armed with mDi-

GEOFF SPENCER
PORT ARTHUR, Tasmania

tary-type AR-15 and an SKS assault rifles.

Some relatives of the dead visited the scene
with officers. One man who lost his wife and
two children sal in an unmarked squad car sob-
bing with his head in his hands.

Police have yet to interview Bryant and had
not established a motive for the attack.

Local media reported he suffered mental
problems and mood swings after a car crash

three years ago.

People who claimed to be neighbors of the

gunman said be lived on a form outside of
Hobart for four years and bad threatened to

shoot trespassers in the past

Witnesses said he wreaked a trail of bloody
havoc as he fired at children, hikers and other

cars as be drove down a short stretch ofcoastal
highway before holing up in a nearby guest

house where he took potshots at police.

Detectives tried in vain to persuade him to

surrender peacefully. However, negotiations

ended when the battery of his mobile phone
went dead.

He was captured yesterday morning after be
set fire to the house with three hostages inside.

The fire ended an all-night standoff.

Officers said he ran from the burning build-

ing and threw down two rifles after his clothes

caught alight

“He didn't give himself up. He came out

because the house was on fire.” a police

spokesman said.

He was hospitalized with burns to his back

and buttocks. Doctors said the suspect was in a

satisfactory condition in Royal Hobart
Hospital, which also cared for 18 victims who

were injured.

“They are in different wards. He’s in the bums
unit. They are being treated for gunshot
wounds,” hospital spokesman Gary Knight said.

Four of those hurt were discharged with

minor injuries. Five others were in a serious

condition. Nine were stable, including two
Canadians .

Police, following strict Australian legal pro-

cedure. have refused to name the gunman until

he is formally charged with mass murder in

court, probably today or tomorrow. If convict-

ed he faces a maximum sentence of life in

prison. There is no death sentence in Australia.

Assistant Police Commissioner Richard
McCreadie described the massacre as “tragic

and catastrophic.” He said the dead ranged in

age from 3 to 72 years.

About 100 reporters were bused through the

area by police soon after the arrest

Bloodied blankets marked the spots where
victims were killed. Pools and trickles blood

on road pavement and shattered glass from

shot-out car windows were testament to the

indiscriminate brutality of tbe slayings.

The greatest horror was at Broad Arrow Cafe
which sits in a tranquil waterside setting. The
adjacent ruins are framed by lush grass and
golden oak trees, planted by convicts last cen-

tury when the prison was regarded as one of
the harshest in the British Empire.

Police officer in charge of the scene.

Superintendent Jack Johnston, said the diner

resembled a war zone. Many of the dead clearly

did not have any warning of the hail of bullets.

“Their meals were still on the table. Blood
was everywhere,” a clearly shaken Johnston

said. Some were found with forks raised to

their mouths. (AP)

South Africans seek compromise before strike
JOHANNESBURG (ReuterJ

-

Compromise over sticking points

in South Africa’s new constitution

was at hand yesterday but may
have come too late to avert a one-

day strike which could further

damage investor confidence and

hit the battered rand.

Negotiators for the parties were
huddling in Cape Town for what
could be a breakthrough in horse-

trading on the draft bill of rights

for tbe post-apartheid era.

Constitutional Assembly chair-

man Cyril Ramaphosa said after

lengthy talks in Pretoria in

Sunday he was confident they

would be able to reach full agree-

ment on aU outstanding issues.

But union representatives, who
held talks with President Nelson
Mandela and business leaders in

Pretoria on Sunday, said their

planned strike today over a con-

troversial “lock-out clause” in the

constitution was still going ahead.

South Africa has been operating

on an interim constitution under a

government of national unity

formed after the country's first

democratic elections two years

ago. The new charter must be

adopted by May 10 or become tbe

subject of a referendum.

Tbe constitution will enshrine

the worker’s right to strike.

Business says that should be
balanced by an employer’s right

to lock out staff in a labour dis-

pute, but the country's largest

union federation, Cosatu, is

adamantly opposed to this.

Die union says it expects solid

support from its 1.6 million mem-

bers, hitting public transport, con-

struction, public services,

telecommunications and a range

of other industries.

The ANC and Cosatu were
close allies during the anti-

apartheid struggle and Cosatu
leaders were elected to parliament

on theANC ticket

The rand brightened briefly io

early trading yesterday at 4.30 to

the dollar, but weakened towards

noon to 4J6 with dealers saying

the market was still waiting for

clearer signals from government

on the direction of economic pol-

icy.

Shares on the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange were also weak
with dealers saying the strike

threat was weighing heavily on
the market The overall index was
down 92.5 points at noon to

6,954.5.

Mandela's ruling African

National Congress, after first

backing tbe strike call, was piling

on the pressure yesterday to per-

suade Cosatu leader Sam ShOowa
to call off the action.

mm?

Clinton

testifies on
Whitewater

behind
closed doors
WASHINGTON (Reuter) -
President Bill Clinton has testified

behind closed doors for 41/2 hours

as a defense witness in tbe trial of

two of his partners in tbe foiled

Whitewater real estate deal, the

White House said.

Clinton, whois not accused ofany

wrongdoing, recorded his testimony

on videotape at the White House for

viewing later in the trial of James
and Susan McDougal, who are

charged with bank fraud and con-
spiracy.

The White House said in a state-

ment the deposition lasted four

bourn and 23 minutes, starting at

1:15 pjo. and ending at 5:38 pm.
with four 15-minute breaks.

Originally, an official said it had
begun three minutes earlier.

US District Judge George
Howard, who presided over the

deposition on a video link from
Little Rock, Arkansas, ordered all of
the participants in Sunday’s deposi-

tion not to discuss Clinton's testi-

mony until it is released in court.

Attorney Sam Heuer, who repre-

sents James McDougal and will pre-

sent dinton’s testimony at the Utile

Rock trial, said he win not play the

videotape for the jury for at least a

week.

Although a transcript is likely to

be made public after the testimony

is released in court, the White
House does not want to allow unre-

stricted access to the videotape, in

pan to prevent its “misuse" by foe

president's political enemies.

The White House said the defense

lawyers, who subpoenaed Clinton,

questioned him for approximately
45 minutes, implying much of the

session was taken op by the gover-

mem lawyers from tbe office of

independent counsel Kenneth Starr,

which is investigating possible

wrongdoing in foe Whitewater
affair

Clinton sat in foe middle of the

White House Map Room, where
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was
briefed daily on tbe Second Worid
War, facing foe camera as he testi-

fied.Theprosecutors sat at a table to

his right and the defense lawyers to

his left

James and Susan McDougal
attended Clinton's deposition.

“We’re very pleased with the testi-

mony given by foe president,
7
’ said

Bobby McDaniel, an attorney for

Susan' McDougal. “He - president

responded directly to all questions

asked, and I think it wifi be forceful

testimony.”

Diapers 96
BELLEVUE - After Windows
95, its Diapers 96 for Microsoft

chairman Bill Gates.

His new tide: Dad.

Melinda French Gates gave
birth at foe weekend to a girl at

Overtake Hospital. The baby's

name is Jennifer Katharine, and
mother and daughter were report-

ed doing well.

“They’re home,” company
spokesman Dean Katz said yes-

terday. “Everybody's fine.”

It's foe first child for the couple,

who married in a private ceremo-

ny on New Year’s Day, 1994, on
foe Hawaiian island of Lanai.

The couple met at a Microsoft

dinner in New York and dated on
and off for five yeare before

becoming engaged in 2993.

Gates, head of foe world’s lead-

ing computer-software company,

is one of the world’s richest men.
Forbes Magazine late last year

estimated his wealth at $14.8 bil-

lion. (Agencies)

\f PRESENTING...from London...THE STUDIO COLLECTION
r> .11. . MM/J Um.
Beautifully printed and bound

THE MINIATURE COLLECTION
A charming selection of hardcover books, 16 1/2 cm x 12 cm ckrthbound, hardcover, embellished with gold,

25 plates - beautiful reproductions presented one per page with explanation on facing page.

JP Price: any 2 books for NJS 45 (inch VAT, p&h in Israel)

the SixthJemsaLea)

ImemammL judaica Fam
May 5-9, 1 996

at the International Convention Center, Jerusalem
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Campaign rules

THE election campaign is upon us, and it

may be safely assumed that between now

and May 29 none of the candidates will

be mistaken for a contestant at a British debat-

ing society soiree. Yet despite the vulgarity of

language and poverty of argument which char-

acterize election campaigns, Israelis have a

right to expect that certain rules will be scrupu-

lously observed.

One such rule is that the patriotism and

loyalty of mainstream candidates must not be

questioned. Government supporters were justly

outraged by the shouts of “Rabin is a traitor” in

right-wing demonstrations before the late piime

minister was assassinated. And their complaints

that Likud leaders did not try hard enough to

suppress and disavow such obscenities were

eminently reasonable.

But it is one thing to have hotheads on the

Fringe of the political spectrum yelling unac-

ceptable slogans, and quite another for party

leaders lo impugn the national motives of their

opposition. Even as hooligans at demonstra-

tions (egged on, as we now know, by agents

provocateurs) were accusing the government of

treason, Labor officials were charging that op-

position leaders were Hamas collaborators.

Presumably, this charge did not intend to

imply that there was active cooperation between

Likud and Islamic fanatics, only a commonality

of interest in the destruction of the Oslo process.

But such reckless charges do not always receive

benign interpretations. Yasser Arafat gleefully

extrapolates them to “prove" his contention

that Israel's right wing collaborates with Islam-

ic fanatics in the massacre of Israelis.

He has woven a fantasy, which he tirelessly

repeats, about a group of Israeli army officers

he calls the Israeli OAS (after the French right-

ists who opposed the withdrawal from Algeria)

that provides logistic and financial help to the

Islamic terrorists. Only last week he repeated

the charge yet again: “We have clues that some
of the recent [terrorist] operations in Israel were

carried out in cooperation with the OAS in

Israel.'’ When Foreign Minister Ehud Barak

first heard this charge, he was so offended and

disgusted that he dismissed it out of hand,

refusing to dignify it with a reply. But now
Barak himself has stooped to inferring that

Hizbullah and Iran have a goal they share with

the Likud. On a radio program on Friday he said

that the only reason Hizbullah fired Katyushas

on the Galilee was that the Iranians wanted the

Likud to win the elections.

Such charges are so absurd that one must

wonder how a presumably responsible leader

can utter them- Barak himself presided over

Operation Accountability, which was launched

in response to Katyusha bombardments of the

Galilee. That was in 1993, when the election

was more than three years in the future. Follow-

ing his logic, if Hizbullah now observes the

cease-fire it must mean that Teheran now wants

Labor to win the elections.

Almost as regrettable as Barak's plunge into

this McCarthyite mire are the shameless dis-

plays of partiality by reporters, particularly on

television. Presenting what was supposed to be

a straight report on the major parties' campaign

songs, Channel 2 reporter Gadi Sukenik on

Sunday night introduced the Likud's jingle

with, “This is the tune with which the Likud

propagandists will try to wash our brains.”

Such sarcasm and cynicism could perhaps be
acceptable if other parties were treated similar-

ly. But Sukenik’s attitude regarding Labor’s

campaign efforts on the same program bordered
on the reverential.

It may be unfair to expect Israeli reporters to

be completely devoid of prejudices. Political

involvement in this country is all-consuming,

and some reporters do not seem to possess the

professional skills which would enable them to

conceal their preferences. But unless the cam-

paign is reported with a semblance of fairness, it

will be difficult to view it as a manifestation of

democracy in action.

Dragon and bear

THE relationship between Russia and Chi-

na is somewhat enigmatic to Westerners.

But President Boris Yeltsin's successful

visit to the mighty giant of Asia indicates that

this is a relationship well worth watching.

Yeltsin enthusiastically proclaimed in public

in the Great Hall of the People in Beijing that he

could think of no single question on which the

two states differ. The leaders signed 14 new
agreements, including the setting up of a hotline

between the capitals, and promised to look into

troop reductions along their 4,300-km. border.

Since this is election time in Russia, Yeltsin

did not lose the opportunity to take some thinly

veiled swipes at the United States, without

naming it directly. The nub of the message was:

Washington, mind your own business and don't

think you are the only superpower in the post-

Cold War world. This could be attributed to

typical Yeltsin ebullience in a haze of freely-

flowing champagne, or it could be seen as biting

the hand that has been generously feeding Rus-

sia since its economy and world status collapsed

along with the Soviet communis t monolith.

There is no doubt the new Russia-China

agreements mark a turning point in the cool

atmosphere since the Sino-Soviet alliance col-

lapsed in the 1960s. But so far, there is no
indication tbeii significance deserves exaggera-

tion. Moscow and Beijing stopped short of

forging a new strategic alliance, and it is obvi-

ous that 30 years of mutual suspicion and rival-

ry is not going to evaporate overnight. Nor
could the Russians hide their failure to achieve

some concession on Moscow’s pet hope of

persuading the Chinese to halt nuclear testing

and join international moves towards a compre-

hensive test ban treaty.

Since Russia has successfully adopted de-

mocracy while floundering economically, and

China has a booming economy but is democrat-

ically retarded, it would appear the two coun-

tries have much to leam from one another.

Unfortunately, it appeared the traffic was most-

ly one-way. Yeltsin was enthralled by some of

China's success stories, including Shanghai’s

economic development zone, and he interrogat-

ed that city’s mayor intensely on details of his

reform measures. But while Yeltsin was keen to

gather as many hints and ideas as possible from

the successful Chinese entrepreneurs, he was
not pestered by too many questions from his

hosts on the mechanisms of setting up nation-

wide democracy.

There the common ground between the two
peters out. If Russia can add economic success

to its developing democracy, it will be far ahead

of China, whose economic progress could van-

ish overnight if popular demand for democracy
again becomes unmanageable. In a telling sharp

remark about his critics at home, Yeltsin de-

clared “our Communists are fanatics. But here

(in China) they are pragmatists.” Yeltsin was
only partly right- Communists out ofpower are

called fanatics. Once in power, as in China, they

call themselves pragmatists.

But they remain Communists unwilling to

admit their day is gone.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LIKUD COVENANT

Sir, - In his letter of April 12 in

connection with Binyamin Netanya-
hu’s recent visit to Crown Prince

Hassan of Jordan, David Rubinger
asks someone to “enlighten him at

which convention the Likud (or

Herat for that matter) amended its

covenant (“The Jordan has two
banks and both are ouis”).

As one of the four-member dele-

gation of the Liberal Party who,
together with four representatives of

Herat, formulated the foundation

agreement of Gahal, signed on April

26, 1965. 1 will try to “enlighten”

Mr. Rubinger.

The preamble consists of two sen-

tences only:

1. The Herat movement and the

Liberal Party decided to establish a
Parliamentary bloc in order to re-

place the existing regime with a Na-
tional Liberal regime.

2. The Herat movement will con-
tinue to carry on the principle of
Whole Eretz IsraeL..

In the covenant of the Likud
signed August 7, 1988 (bearing also

my signature), there is no mention

of “The Jordan has two banks and
both are oms.”
More details and relevant docu-

ments can be found in my book, in

Hebrew. Twixt Parliament Gavel
and Party Anvil.

ZVIH. ZIMMERMAN
Former Knesset Deputy Speaker

Haifa.

HYPOCRISY
Sir, - In your second editorial of

April 8, you condemn loans to states

which support " totalitarian re-

gimes” especially by sales of weap-

ons. I fully agree, but what about the

record of Israel in such sales to

“totalitarian regimes”? Israel now
sells weapons to the tune of about

$225 billion per annum to Ghina.

The Chinese tanks which smashed,

some years ago, the demonstrators

for democracy on the Square of
Heavenly Peace were renovated by
IsraeL What about Argentina of the

colonels? And the Chilean dictatori-

al regime? Israel supplied them with
weapons. Guatemala, which mur-
dered about 250,000 of its own peo-
ple with weapons supplied by Israel

and refused by the American Con-
gress, was a “totalitarian regime.”
No editorial word of all tfaaL

Condemning, however justly, the

Russian weapons sales to ban while

condoning Israeli weapons sales to

China is an act of hypocrisy.

ISRAEL SHAHAK
Jerusalem.

QUOTES
Sir, - In support of his thesis that

peace eludes those who pursue it as

a primary objective (“Reversal of

priorities," April 19). Dore Gold
quotes passages from Henry Kissin-

ger’s writings.

The former secretary of state's

versatile mind and voluminous writ-

ings are an inexhaustible source for

quotations offering all things to all

men.
In connection with operation

“Grapes of Wrath,” your readers

may be interested in Kissinger's

telegram of October 23, 1972, to

General Haig visiting Saigon:

“Enormous tragedies have also

been produced by the inability of

military people to recognize when
the time of settlement had arrived.”

(White House Years).

Jerusalem. GIDEON RAFAEL
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Merciful to the cruel
TSRAEL’S misguided decision

|
permitting entry to fugitive ter-

JLrorist Mohammed Abbas (Abo
Abbas) to attend the recent

Palestine National Council meeting

in Gaza created a dangerous prece-

dent
It undermined much of what

Jewish organizations worldwide
have fought to achieve since the

creation of the State of Israel.

The message plainly conveyed
by granting this brutal murderer
sale passage across Israel’s borders

is that the rale of law may be
ignored when politically expedient

This tragic decision will return to

haunt Israelis and Diaspora Jews
alike.

In the horns following Italy’s

1985 announcement that it had per-

mitted Abu Abbas, mastermind of
the Achilla Laura hijacking, to

evade arrest by Seeing to

Yugoslavia, responsible nations

across tire globe joined in denounc-

ing Italy's disregard for its obliga-

tions to the international communi-
ty. Then-prime minister Shimon
Peres said: ‘This is a terrible event
[Aboard the Achille Laura] an
innocent person was killed by an

organized group of Jailers because

he had a Jewish-sounding name. It

is unforgettable and unpardonable,

and we shall remember it”

In a face-saving act Italy eventu-

ally tried Abbas and convicted him
in absentia. Although there was lit-

tle chance he would be captured,

the Italian court sought to undo
some of die damage by sentencing

Abbas to life imprisonment
The US repeatedly vowed: Abbas

would eventually be punished for

the cruel murder of wheelchair-

bound Leon Klinghoffer. The
Justice Department offered a

$250,000 reward for bis capture.

When Abbas appeared at the

1991 PNC meeting in Algeria, the

US condemned Algeria for permit-

ting a wanted terrorist to avoid

prosecution. Abbas’s every public

appearance was properly met with

DOV HJK1ND

the civilized world’s outrage and
castigation. Recently, President

Clinton designated. Abbas a terror-

ist whose violence imperils the

Middle East peace process ami
poses a threat to American national

security and foreign policy.

Israel’s decision to forget the

unforgettable and pardon the unpar-

donable and welcome Abu Abbas

rorism against Jews.

Make no mistake, from
Argentina, to Istanbul, from
Brooklyn to Beecsheba, the cost of

attacking a Jew just became a little

Israel just made the

cost of attacking a
Jew a little cheaper

into Gaza seems just the latest in a
steady retreat from its ethical stabil-

ity. and a regrettable surrender to

desperation and election pities.

No apology by Abbas nor public

display of contrition should permit

this malicious killer to escape pun-
ishment for KlinghofferVmurtieE.
There isno oflimitations on
the killing of an innocent, defense-

less Jew.

THOSEOF us who lovetheJewish
state and have always been proud
of its achievements cannot help bat

feel betrayed and disillusioned.

Until now, Jews throughout the

world have taken prideand comfort
in the knowledge that Israel was a
vigilant watchman, a defender and
protector of Jewish safety. Until

now the House of Israel has been
united on one principle: that no act

of antisemitic hatred should ever

again go unaddressed.

To permit the leader ofone offee
world's most notorious terrorist

factions to become a guest of fee

Jewish state is tantamount to serv-

ing notice feat those who plot and
have [dotted to kill our brethren
need no longer fear reprisal for ter-

The writer is a New York State

Assemblyman.

Light touch with terrorists

I
love fee Italians - such a happy
people, with a lifestyle so dif-

ferent from ours. It was partic-

ularly well portrayed in a movie
from years ago called Love Italian

Style.

How about another movie called

Prison Italian Style? I don’t know
if it would be a comedy or a
tragedy - probably a bit of both.

It would be based on a bizarre

story you might think had been
made up by some zonked, out-of-

work scriptwriter. But it is quite

true. It was reported not by the

National Enquirer, but by the

newspaper of record, the staid and
respected New York Times.

The tragic part of the story is its

opening, in 1985, on the cruise

ship Achille Lauro. The ship was
hijacked in the Mediterranean by
four Palestinian terrorists who ter-

rorized the passengers and crew,

killing Leon Klinghoffer, an elder-

ly Jewish tourist from New York.
He was shot in cold blood, then

pushed overboard in his wheel-
chair while his wife watched. The
murderers escaped in an Egyptair

passenger jet that was mtercepted
by US warplanes and forced to

land in Sicily.

Others also “happened” to be on
the plane, including Mohammed
Abbas, mastermind of fee hijack-

ing and head of a militant PLO
faction, organizing and directing
its worldwide terror campaign.
Abbas was arrested by the

Italians who later decided, in their

inimitable style, to release him.
They never gave their reasons.

One is pretty obvious: Libya
sells natural gas and oil to Italy,

and it would have been unkind,

un-Italian almost, to hurt
Mu’ammar Gaddafi's feelings.

Who knows — he might have
refused to continue doing business
wife fee Italians, and that would
surely have cramped their

SI FRUMWN

lifestyle.

The four Achille Lauro terrorists

were tried in 1986. One, Magid el-

Molqi, confessed that he had
selected Klinghoffer, shot him,
then pushed him overboard. He
was sentenced to 30 years in

prison.

Bassam el-Ashker got 16 years,

and Ahmed Maruf el-Assadi 15.

1

don't know the name or sentence

The Italians believe

that prisoners,

even convicted

murderers, should

get out and enjoy life

of the fourth murderer. We might
learn it when he does what the

other three did: escape.

HOW DID they do it? Dig a tun-
nel? Climb over a wail? Hold up
the guards wife a gun carved out
of soap? Urey didn’t need any of
that

The Italians aren't a cruel peo-
ple. They wouldn't dream of con-
fining their prisoners, even con-
victed murderers, for too long
inside fee walls of a prison where
they might fail prey to
boredom.So prisoners are allowed
extended leaves as long as they
promise, on their honor; to come
back.

Thus in 1991 el-Assadi left fee
prison on leave. He never came
back Ip serve out his remaining 10
years, and his whereabouts are
unknown.
The prison authorities decided

that holding a grudge wasn’t an v

Italian thing to do. So feat same
year, el-Ashker was permitted to

go on leave under fee supervision
of Italian Red Cross officials.

Imagine their chagrin when he
too disappeared! On fee other
hand, who can blame him?
Perhaps he was sick of prison
food, and fee movie selection on-
prison TV was probably awfiiL
Then el-MoIqi went missing as

welL He should have returned to
prison mi February 28 after a 12-
day leave to stay wife volunteers
of a Catholic aid agency in Rome,
and near Florence.

Can you imagine fee embarrass-
ment this caused? The prison
chaplain, the Rev. Alessandro
Spriano, was quite flabbergasted
by el-Molqr’s disappearance,
since he had enjoyed the trust of
prison officials and been granted
leave on five previous occasions.
On March 2L el-MoIqi was

retaken into custody in Spain
thanks to infonnation from fee
Italian police: Clearlyeven Italian

understanding has its limits. -

Tfie fourth terrorist is probably
still in jail, and if he isn’t prison

.

offkfeds may simply be assuming
feat he had good reason to over-
stay his leave and willbeback any
month now.
On the other hand, maybe he’s

enjoying his daily spaghetti mari-
nara and fee videos in -the prison
library. After all, he knows he can
get leave any time lie wants.

Finally, a quote from fee same
Tones article:

“Last month, the Middle East
Economic Survey, a trade public*.

i

Friend

& foe
HHARLES KRAUTHAMMER

B
ILL Clinton has been

around fee world re nme

days, principally to boost

wo presidential campaigns: that

of Boris Yeltsin, on whom

Clinton lavishedP™* PEffl

eoce in Moscow; and feat of Bill

Clinton, for whom
part of world leader is video fod-

jkr for this fall’s campaign com-

mercials. . ».

Even fee side tnp sending

Secretary of State Christopher to

fee Middle East to broker a trace

between Israel and Hizbullah

was meant to shore up a political

campaign: that of Prime Minister

PeresT who may lose next

month’s Israeli election unless

he can show something for the

current fighting in Lebanon.

Motive is motive, but what

ultimately counts in foreign pol-

icy is result. And even fee sever-

est critic of the Clinton foreign

policy is bound to concede that

on one stop of this world tour

Q intern achieved a major suc-

How dare we demand the arrest

and. trial of Nazis who persecuted

Jews half a century ago when we
no longer have fee fortitude to

.

place on trial those who killed our

ooreligkxiist a little over a decade
ago?Whatmortal law permits usto
shell terrorists across our frontiers

when we pennft others to attend

meetings inside our boundaries?

How do we inset Syria, Iraq, Libya
and Algeria be labeled terrorist-

sponsoring states when Israel itself

offers terrorists safe passage and
hospitality?

Under Article 13(b)(2) of Israel's

Criminal Code, Israeli courts have
fee jurisdiction to arrest and prose-
cute any individual who kffisa Jew
anywhere in fee world if his moti-

vation was antisemitic: The
Knesset legislated tins statute wife
terrorists EkeAbbas in mind.

Now, when fee opportnnity aris*

es to bring this despised antisemilB

to justice, fee challenge goes unan-
swered.

fflsrad has lostthewill to prose-

cnle the murderers of our brethren,

and if Attorney-General Bert-Yur

sees no public interest in bringu^
Abbas to justice, it should ^ least

permit others to cany out fee task.

AbuAbbasshould bearrestedand
extradited to the US^ where a US
court can determine fee

,
cost of

Wiling an innocent human bring..

Otherwise he should be exhaled
to Italy, providing ft can be esfab-

Iished that Italy will actiespaasWy-

So far, aside from allowing

-

Abbas to flee, Italy has ranted
weekend passes to tfasofeerAcfirQie

Lauro hgackers and kSktytkiring
which ‘they simply never bothered

to return to prison.

cess.

In Tokyo, he got Japan to agree

for fee first time to transfer mili-

tary supplies to US forces during

peacetime, and to study possible

military cooperation with the US
during crisis.

Now that may seem like diplo-

matic pabhnn, but it is not It is a

clear signal to fee rest of Asia,

and particularly to China, that

Japan is finally prepared to con-

sider joining the US in military

action in the Pacific.

This is big news.

The US did not conquer Japan

and rebuild ft in its image in

.order to enjoy its fine line of

video appliances. It did so

because Japan had demonstrated

in (and before) World War n a

certain, shall we say, military

talent The US wanted that talent

tamwi and placed in its comer.

For 50 years, it has indeed

been there, but neutralized.

Japan’s quietude was written

into its constitution by Gen.

MacAxthmr. Fifty years later,

quietude wifi, not do.

Japan is strong, China is rising,

and America, though strongest,

is tired. Tired particularly of

going it alone. In wars in Korea
and Vietnam, it was virtually

akne. lt carried the fight - with
some smaller allies, yes, but not

wife Japan.

No more. With the Cold War
won, Americans have grown
understandably weary of carry-

mg fee burden of policing the

world
Even though fee US is militar-

ily capable of confronting alone

any aggressor in Asia, psycho-
'. logically it Is not If Japan were
to sit out a conflict over, say,

Tfrtwan, it is hard to see how any
fixture president could muster the

domestic support necessary to
see it through.

THAT IS why the April 18 joint

declaration in Tokyo is so impor-
tant Its significance was certain-
ly not lost on China, at whom
this renewed US-Japan alliance

is tacitly aimed.
China protested immediately.

Indeed, fee vigorousness of its

protests confirms the signifi-
cance of Japan’s historic turn
toward active military coopera-
tion with fee US.
Less historic but equally wel-

come was fee turn in dinton.
After three years of treating
Japan as an economic predator
and virtual enemy, fee adminis-
tration finally, got. it right- Japan
is a friend . If there is a potential
enemy in the region, it is n>i^.

It took a while for the adminis-
tration to wake up to this ele-
mentary reality. China’s double-
digit economic growth rate at the
service of a ruthless, highly
nationalistic dictatorship raised
few alarms in the US. Nor did its

1994 island-grabbing in fee
South China Sea (islands
claimed by five other countries).
Nor did its export of nuclear and
chemical weapons technology to
Pakistan and Iran.

What seems to have done it
was China’s flagrant military
threats against Taiwan last
month. Live-fire military exer-
cises^ missile firings and a partial
naval blockade are hard to brash
off. Having been hit between the
eyes wife a two-by-four, the
““imsteation appears to have

MOgy company, AGIP, wison
fee verge of conducting mafor
accords to e^andl%an (feliv

”

ws of natural gas to Italy.”

.-uiUAiww uEsasrrous its policy
of supine engagement with China
and confrontation with Japan has
teen. Hence fee turn.
Was Clinton’s making nice

JaPanesc merely an
.election-year tactic? Only
Ctotton knows. But if he contin-
ues fee fern, history will note his
trip, to

.
Tokyo as a momentous

oegnming
Ttenew'Japan policy sorts out

mends and adversaries, ft begins
Japan as partner -

partner - wife
m policing fee Pacific.

of ’« lays fee
qunda&on for facing the great

t century:
containing China.
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from American Press Syndicates

Tuesday, April 30, 79%

f Buchanan asks voters to make decision

I
i

I i

By Robert Novak

S
tarting today, Pat Buchanan is mailing a let-

ter to 140,000 supporters asking a question

that strikes terror in the hearts of regular

Republicans: “...Do we step out, now, and build a

new institution, a Third Party, as the vehicle of

our cause?”

Buchanan's mailing includes a return letter

offering four options: 1) “end our campaign

now” and endorse Sen. Bob Dole, the prospec-

tive Republican nominee; 2) “don't endorse”

until the GOP national convention in San

Diego but stick with the party; 3) “keep all

options open” and decide at San Diegp; 4) “time

to bid farewell ro the Republican Party, and go

Third Party, now!”

For the first time in a life of

inherited Republicanism,

Buchanan wonders where his

party is going- He has been

hurt by intense hostility from

pillars ofthe GOP.

The fourth option is the only one conclud-

ed with an exclamation point. But Buchanan is

not rigging his questionnaire. He is tom about

what course to take. Until recently, he averred he

never would stand in Dole’s way against President

Clinton. But the nastiness of Dole’s campaign has

left him in a quandary: Stay or go? He sees him-

self as a serious candidate in 2000, but will ir be

as a Republican or as an independent?

Trouble Ahead

Here is serious trouble for the Grand Old

Party, but Dole strategists are not focusing on the

Buchanan problem. Behind this attitude is arro-

gant contempt for the columnist-commentator.

The “let Pat walk!” advice from neo-conservarive

journalists and old-line patrician Republicans

appeals to Dole’s inner circle.

Biit writing off the Buchanan vote does

seem irrational. Even with the nomination safely

in Doles hands, Buchanan won 34 percent in

Wisconsin and Michigan-states where blue-collar

Democrats could vote in the GOP primary.

What’s more, on many key issues, Buchanan is

closer than Dole to rank-and-file party support.

For the first time in a life of inherited

Republicanism, Buchanan wonders where his

party is going. He has been hun by intense hos-

tility from pillars of the GOP. Nationwide, I have

been accosted by Republican dowagers who

shrink in fear from “Buchananism

After brooding for weeks about what to do,

Buchanan was urged by supporters to revive his

campaign in Pennsylvania leading up to that

state’s presidential primary. But that would have

meant attacking nominee-designate Dole in

stump speeches. Meeting with his closest advisees

at his suburban Virginia home last week,

Buchanan decided not to go that route.

Instead, he personally wrote his three-page

letter. Mailed Thursday ro his top organizers, ir

will be sent ro the rest of the 140,000 next week.

After recounting how the “mask of civility quick-

ly dropped from the face of the Republican estab-

lishment” after his New Hampshire primary vic-

tory, he notes that supporters are divided over

whether the Republican Party “is a hopeless vehi-

cle for our cause” or whether he is “gaining

ground inside the party.”

Promotions

The decision to stay or go, he adds, hinges

on which course will promote his positions.

Though ignored by Republican leaders, these

positions resonate with 474 registered

Republicans around the country asked March 1 5-

1 7 by the CNN/USA Today poll what they think

ofBuchanans platform issues. The only one they

opposed was the only one on which he and Dole

agree: a constitutional amendment ro bar abor-

tion. These Republican voters support Buchanan

on raising tariffs, suspending legal immigration,

cutting foreign aid across the board, prohibiting

U.S. military forces from serving under United

Nations command, establishing term limits for

federal judges and withdrawing U.S. troops from

Bosnia.

He is tom about what course

to take. Until recently, he

averred he never would stand

in Dole’s way against

President Clinton. But the

nastiness of Dole’s campaign

has left him in a quandary:

Stay or go?

Should somebody with these views speak in

the convention hall or out in the parking lot at

San Diego? “If he speaks,” Republican National

Chairman Haley Barbour told me, “I would

want him speaking in the convention hall.” Dole

strategists have not decided which venue poses

the greatest threat.

Dilemma

Buchanan has his own dilemma. He knows

that ifClinton wins a second term, he must have

endorsed Dole to have any chance for the 2000

nomination. But Buchanan also perceives a great

need for a conservatively populist third party that

he knows would help re-elect Clinton. He now

offers that choice to 140,000 supporters.

RobertNovak is a nationally syndicated columnist

ofthe Chicago Sun- Times.

© 1996, Creators Syndicate

Freedom to marry is

a fundamental right

ByAndrew Sullivan

I
n 1 9?9, a liberal journal of opinion published an essay on racial

matters char cleared quire a stir. The editors of rhe magazine

were oucraged by che article, delayed it for a year and only

agreed co publish if alongside lengthy rebuttals from its staff. In the

following issues, the controversy spiraled. The editors, however,

defended their decision forthrightly: “We publish it not because we
agree with it,” they wrote of the piece, “but because we believe in

freedom of expression even for views that seem to us to be entirely

mistaken... we feel ir is a service to allow this opinion, and the

rebuttals to ic, now ro be aired freely." The magazine was Dissent.

The author of the offending article was Hannah Arendt.

I’m glad someone published the exchange, because, all these

years later, ir makes for riveting reading. The articles core con-

tention is that the freedom to marry whomever one wants is one of

the most fundamental political rights a liberal society offers. It is

not a detour from civil rights, not a special righc, not an attempt to

revolutionize society, but the bedrock of civil equality. Without it,

the equal protection of the law is a sham. Take ir away. Hannah:

“The right ro marry whoever one wishes is an elementary

human right compared co which ' the right to attend an integrated

school, the righr to sit where one pleases on a bus, the righc to go

into any horel or recreation area or place ofamusement, regardless

ofones skin color or race’ are minor indeed. Even political rights,

like the right to vote, and nearly all other rights enumerated in the

Constitution, are secondary to the inalienable human rights to 'life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness* proclaimed in the Declaration

of Independence; and to this category the right co home and mar-

riage unquestionably belongs.”

Arendt was as politically incorrect in her day as she would be

in ours, but her muscular liberalism contains a wisdom that still, I

thinlc, has resonance for both race and emotional orientation. Her

point is that liberalisms pursuit ofequality should end in the public

sphere. If ic meddles in the “social sphere,” it destroys both itself

and the freedoms it was designed to protect. And whar she meant

by che social sphere is even broader than whar many conservatives

defend today. Arendt argued that parents should nor be forced to

send their children ro an integrated public school if they didn’t

want to. She clearly would have opposed laws againsr workplace

discrimination. And heaven knows what she would have made of

affirmative action.

But, as a true liberal, she believed in the right co marry. Its a

strange paradox this, and one worth reiterating. Marriage is a for-

mal, public institution that only the government can grant; and yet

it is also the most intimate and private ofthings, its meaning sepa-

rate for each couple, its power a function of all those things— pas-

sion, jealousy, love, fidelity— that the cold, liberal state can never

fully evoke. As such, ir does what so few other things can: transform

the private world by a public act. It is the intersection of the citizen

and the person; rhe place where our public duties meet our deepest

emotional needs.

So when this institution cut through the barrier of race, none

of Arendt s precious liberalism was compromised, but the world

changed. It changed without infringing on anyone’s liberties, with-

out spending anyone’s money and without setting up any govern-

ment program. And yet it’s arguable that this simple act did more

co proclaim our racial equality— and deepen our racial dialogue—
than any ocher measure this century. Along with full voting rights

and military integration, ir was primarily a cold, public act. But

unlike both of them, ir also touched the human heart. Ir made the

most important day in mosr peoples lives a celebration not simply

of love and family, bur of country and civil equality.

Thar is why ir is so central to homosexual equality.

Homosexuality, at its core, is abour che emotional connection

between two adulr human beings. And whar public institution is

more central — more definitive— of char connection than mar-

riage? The denial of marriage ro gay people is therefore nor a minor

issue. It is the entire issue. Ic is the most profound statement our

society can make that homosexual love is simply not as good as het-

erosexual love; that gay lives and commitments and hopes are sim-

ply worth less. It cuts gay people off nor merely from civic respect,

but from the rituals and history oftheir own families and friends. It

erases them not merely as citizens, but as human beings.

The civil rights movement helped melt the interracial taboo.

The process of integration— like todays process of“coming out”

— introduced che minority to the majority, and humanized them.

Slowly, white people came to look at interracial couples and see love

rather than sex, stability rather than breakdown. And black people

came to see interracial couples not as a threat to their identity, but

as a symbol of their humanity behind the falsifying carapace of race.

It could happen again. Buc it is not inevitable; and ic won’t

happen by itself. And, maybe sooner rather than later, the people

who insist upon the centrality of gay marriage to every American's

equality will come to seem less marginal, or troublemaking, or “cul-

tural," or bent on ghettoizing themselves. They will seem merely

like people who have been allowed to see the possibility of a larger

human dignity and who cannor wair to achieve it- For better or

worse. For richer or poorer.

In sickness and in health.

Andrew Sullivan is editor ofThe Neu> Republic.

©1996, The New Republic
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Editorial

Cartoons

WEUWaOMBER! THE
FK0€N!mW

A
M9(EISHl

MCWAM? IN OKLAHOMA1

I MEAN, THIS IS AMERICA'S
HEMIM3! J THINK OF/SPFLE

REM)4™ OF JULY HCNiCS!

AMERICAS OlTl.q'K

The elderly vote

favors Democrats
By Matthew Cooper

"IT ames Butlers office on the

I sixth Boor of the American

I Association ofReared Persons

headquarters in Washington is

as nondescript as Buder himself, a

middle-aged man with his metal

spectacles and a geode mien. But

the power ofwhat Buder is doing

with the AARP behind him is any-

thing but commonplace. Buder is

the director of the AARP/Vote, die

organizations effort co “educate*

the AARP’s 30-plus million mem-
bers about campaign issues. “We’re

trying to get them up to speed,”

says Buder. Ramming speed is

more like it. Buder knows what

politicians across the country

know: the elderly vote can shape

the election.

Of course, every identity

group tends to tout itselfas a swing

vote— the better to attract favor

from those in office. In the early

'90s, we heard talk about how the

angry white male was the pivot of

American politics. Now, The Wall

Street Journal and the National

Journal are touting their analog,

working-class women, as a key vot-

ing bloc. Latinos and Michiganders;

suburbanites and Californians— all

are would-be kingmakers. But when

it comes to seniors the hype may
meet the reality.

Why? First, the elderly vote in

far greater numbers than the rest of

us. Second, they’re concentrated in

some key electoral states— most

notably Florida, where more than

18 percent of the population is over

65, but also in places like

Pennsylvania and Iowa, where the

elderly population is over 15 per-

cent. Finally, thanks to their depen-

dence on Medicare and Social

Security, they have a tangible con-

nection to— and interest in—
what goes on in Washington. “One
hundred percent ofthe next elec-

tion will be determined by 30 per-

cent of the voters— and a big

chunk ofthem will be senior citi-

zens," says Patrick Burns of the

National Council ofSenior

Citizens. To be sure, the elderly

vote is hardly monolithic. Those

over the age of65 run the gamut

from Palm Beach bond holders to

poor North Dakoca widows. But as

diffuse as they are— the AARP
accepts persons as young as 50—
the elderly vote is worth courting.

And where does the elderly

vote go this year? Historically, its

tended to lean slightly Democratic

— a kind oflagging indicator of

when the Democrats were, without

a doubt, the country’s majority

party. The threat of cuts in Social

Security frightened seniors and

helped the Democrats in the 1982

congressional elections— and con-

vinced the GOP to stay away from

serious entitlement cuts for a dozen

years. In 1992, Bill Clinton won a

larger percentage of the elderly vote

than any other age cohort; for

instance, 50 percent of those 60 and

older voted for Clinton in ‘92 ver-

sus 41 percent of those 45 to 59-

But in 1994 the elderly voce sidled

up to the GOP— frightened by the

Clinton talk of replacing Medicare

with Rodhamcare. In exit polls fol-

lowing the 1994 elections, seniors

voted Republican— by narrow

margins, yes, but gone was the

once-potent Democratic advantage.

What a difference a year and

a half makes! Since Newt Gingrich’s

halcyon days in November 1994,

seniors have swung back to the

Democrats with vehemence.

Seniors would now vote for

Clinton over Bob Dole by a margin

of59 to 38, according to an April

Gallup Poll. The turnaround steins

from the Medicare batde of 1995,

the first serious effort to tala: on

entitlements since the GOP’s 82

debacle. (In the 1980s, a bipartisan

agreement led to the treatment of

Social Security benefits as income

subject to partial taxation. The

recent GOP effort to contain

Medicare spending, though, wa

s

much more profound.)

Just as die Democrats over-

reached with health care, so, coo,

did the GOP with entitlement

curbs. Sure, the rest of the country

has also moved away from this

GOP policy; but the elderly have

been particularly frightened by (he

Republican proposal to curb

Medicare spending by $275 billion

and its consequent push ofmore

seniors into Health Maintenance

Organizations (HMOs). It didn’t

help die Republicans any that

Dole, ax a conservative gathering,

boasted that he had been among
the handful ofRepublicans to

oppose Medicarewhen it was creat-

ed in 1965. And when Newt
Gingrich publidy acknowledged

that he hoped that Medicare would

“wither on the vine”— well, that

didn’t exactlywarm Grandmas

heart either. Not surprisingly, then,

the latest CBS/Ncw YorkTimes

.

poll finds that by a margin of

almost two to one those over 65

trust Clinton more than the

Republicans co protect Medicare.

Pollster Stan Greenberg finds elder-

ly women are the most mobilized

group in the electorate.

get die elderly vote among the much

lajger-— and more Democratic—
general ejection pool? Florida

Republican Dan Miller chinks so-

His congressional district has the

highest concentration
ofelderly peo-

ple in the country. The two-term

congressman waxes confident that

the retirees in Sarasota and other

GulfCoast towns that he represents

will respond viscerally to what he

calls Dole’s integrity. “I've had people

stop me at the grocery store and say

that they voted for Clinton because

be reminded (hem ofJohn

Kennedy,” M3kr says ofhis district,

which is 31 percent elderly. “But

then dbe first thing he did was gays

in the military* No, on (he issues of

war records and infidelity, on the

issues ofintegrity and trust,

Dole wins.”

But Dole’s efforts at genera-

tional solidarity aren’t working so

far. Just short ofplaying Benny

Goodman albums at his rallies, he’s

done everything to appeal to World

Whr II nostalgia. And yet those

over 65 were much more likely to

tell CBS/New YorkTimes pollsters

that they consider Dole’s age to be

an “obstacle* than did younger

. respondents. Crime weighs heavily

on the minds of the elderly, much

more, according to polls, than it

does with die rest ofthe popula-

tion. But Clintons pro-death

penalty pro-gun control position

seems co. bch&pnigJum even with

Dole on this once solidlyGOP
issue. Unless Dole, 72, can make

his sentimental, “one more mis-

sion
* pitch work, he’s going to have

a hard rime winning his fellow

seniors.

Since Newt
Gingrich’s halcyon

days in November

1994, seniors have

.

swung back to the

Democrats with

vehemence* Seniors

would now vote for

Clinton over Bob
Dole by a margin

of59 to 38, accord-

ing to an April

Gallup PolL

The elderly vote seems safe lor

the Democrats— but only for now.

Not surprisingly, then, new ads

from the Democratic National

Committee proclaim that Clinton

will “preserve Medicare.* And die

Clincon-Gore re-election effort,

which won’t officially get underway
until the convention, is eyeballing

Florida, the nation's fourth-laxgcst

scare and one the Democrats haven’t

won since 1976. “We’re going to

play hard there,” says White House
political director Doug Sosnick,

although some in the Clinton

entourage worry about spending big
money on a conservative scare.

For the Dole campaign, the

elderly present opportunity but

mostly landmines. On the plus side

ofthe ledger. Dole has scored very

well wiA elderly voters during the

Republican primary season. In Iowa,

Dole actually lost the under-65 vote

to Pat Buchanan and onlytweaked
out a slim, campaign-saving victory

because ofthe elderly vote. Can he

It would be nice ifthe batde

for the eldedy vote brought out the

best in candidates. Alas, ic probably

wont. Clinton will demagogue

Medicare, unwilling to acknowl-

edge char some fundamental

reforms need to be made in the sys-

tem. And Dole will be equally

disingenuous, at once saying that

die GOP Medicare plan won’t

affect seniors and at the same rime

routing char it will save $275 bil-

lion. It’s probably telling that one
ofthe really bad GOP ideas—
transforming the Medicaid for the

poor, many of (hem elderly, into

block grants— has attracted rela-

tively little public attention. There
is one good sign, though, and ic

comes from a surprising place: the
AARP The group has, of course,
been roundly criticized for its knee-
jerk defense of entitlements. But it

is now, to its credit, pushing hard
forissues that have nothing co do
with enridements— like campaign
finance and tax reform. Ifthe elder-
ly turn their clout on issues besides
their own checks, it might just be
worth sitting through ail the pan-
dering we’re likely to witness.

Matthew Cooper is a senior editor of
The New Republic.

© 1996, The New Republic
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The new Newt turns

away from the right
By David Grann

L
ast month, after outraged moderates cor-

nered him over a harsh anti-regulatory

bill. Newt Gingrich bowed to their pleas

and yanked it off the floor. A few days later a

different group, this time angry hard-core fresh-

men, surrounded Majority Leader Dick Armey

in his office. Fed up with the Speakers bleed-

ing-heart betrayals, they sought a new com-

mander for the revolution. “The truth is,"

freshman Rep. Steve Largent said later, “Newt

is no longer the polar right."

The incidents underscore one of the

strangest turnabouts on Capitol Hill: Newt
Gingrich, the man who led the 73 freshmen

into batde only a year ago, and is still regarded

as an extremist by much of the public, has

emerged as a hero of moderate Republicans and

the bane ofhard-line conservatives. “Since he

became Speaker, Newt has become hostage ofa

few moderates, at the expense of the rest of the

conference," snapped one angry GOPer. Hard-

core freshmen, who once hung on the Speakers

every word, now dismiss his fiery rhetoric as

just that— rhetoric. “He says things to the

right of me,” complained freshman class vice

president Mark Souder, “but then moves
halfway around the world."

Moderates like where Gingrich has ended
up. The former bomb thrower has embraced
Bob Dole, a man he once denounced as the tax

collector for the welfare state; forced his unruly

freshmen to reopen the federal government;

supported the pro-choice General Colin Powell

as a possible Republican vice president; defend-

ed freedom of expression in cyberspace; fought

to save endangered species; flirted with a bud-

get deal with President CiintoQ; and opposed

gutting affirmative action.

Behind these seemingly mainstream

stances is the Speakers peculiar “progressive*

conservatism— an amalgam offree-market

principles, states’ rights and Technological utopi-

anism. While Gingrich looks optimistically to

the future, many social conservatives pine for

the past. The two sides have increasingly

dashed, most notably on censoring the Internet.

“Newt thought conservatives were spitting

against the wind ofhistory," says Souder. “But

at least I could say I went down spitting."

As campaign ‘96 rolls around, Democrats

are gleefully fanning Newts militant public

image. But in their more reflective moments,

even they admit that he is less ideologically dri-

ven chan many in his party. “He never was a

true conservative," says Representative Neil

Abercrombie, a long-haired liberal from

Hawaii. “I don’t know why people ever got that

idea. They confused opposition with conser-

vatism, and ambition with conservatism."

Most of Gingrich’s moderate positions are

rooted in a realpolitile that transcends ideology.

“Newt is a conservative driven by conservative

principles," says his spokesman, Tony Blanklev,

“but he is practical enough to solve any prob-

lem." Gingrich’s problem in the minority was

how to gain a majority; now it is how to main-

tain one. As a result, he has consistendy placated

the party’s 30 or so moderates, who often enjoy

more leverage than their conservative counter-

parts because they may, in a pinch, vote with

the opposition. He conspicuously exduded divi-

sive social issues such as abortion and school

prayer from the Contract with America. And,
since caking power, he has strategically placed

moderates like New Yorks Sherwood Boehlert

at the helms ofseveral ofhis new task forces.

Quintessential New England moderate

Chris Shays, a former Gingrich foe, now hails

him, without a hint of irony, as “one of the
finest thinkers in Congress, a true patriot." But
the flip side is that Gingrich has begun to lose

his once-unassailable conservative base. Most
hard-liners celebrated when Gingrich

announced last month that he would no longer

micromanage the House in order to concen-
trate on the GOP s message. Hard-liners had
harrumphed because, while Armey has always
run the day to day operations of the House,
moderates had increasingly circumvented the

more doctrinaire majority leader during con-
tentious battles, pleading their case directly to

Gingncb. After deficit hawks eliminated hous-
ing money for AIDS victims last year, some 30
moderates marched into Gingrich's office.

Afterwards, most of the funding was reinstat-

ed, says moderace Representative Rick Lazio.

“I’d say we won."

It is such caves that lead previously ardent

followers co now question Gingrich’s conserva-

tive credentials. Representative Torn Coburn,

head of the pro-family caucus, scoffs at

Gingnch’s self-described “progressive” conser-

vatism: “Frankly, I don’t know what that is.”

Though many freshmen have been

stunned by Gingrich’s moderation. Republicans

who have known the Speaker for years are less

surprised. After all, the pear-shaped professor

was once a Rockefeller Republican, crusading

for civil rights. “The moderates like Newt,” says

Resources Chairman Don Young, a fiscal con-

servative, “because Newt has always been a

moderate." Many moderates supported

Gingrich’s bid for minority whip in 1989 over

Ed Madigan, a fellow centrist. In part, they

knew he could help them return to the majori-

ty, but they were also able to distinguish

between Gingrich’s guerrilla tactics and ideolo-

gy. “I was a backbencher who knew that m
order to be effective," Gingrich confessed to

Atlanta Magazine in 1990, “you had to use cer-

tain techniques."

Newt the Speaker no longer throws

bombs the way he did as a member of the

opposition. This is why, according to many

aides, Gingrich pursued budget negotiations

with Clinton last fell, even after Dole, the

turned deal maker, had decided that long-wind-

ed soirees at the White House were counterpro-

ductive. What has undermined the Speaker is

his inability to exploit his own moderate posi-

tions: Most Americans still see him as an ultra

right-winger, and his approval ratings are as low

as Richard Nixon’s at the height ofWatergate.

This public unpopularity has ironically

strengthened the House radicals, who seem pre-

pared, ifneed be, to jettison their former guru.

“There are 30 people other than just the

Speaker who have the leadership ability and

confidence to hold die conference together,”

says Cobum. In contrast, Shays, the

Connecticut moderate, says: “Its a litde scary,

but I think Newt is indispensable.”

For the moment, Gingrich still maintains

the trust ofmost in the party. He remains their

best communicator and fund-raiser. And mod-

erates— in a panic over Armey’s recent ascen-

sion— believe the voluble Speaker will still

come to their rescue. After Gingrich’s interven-

tion on the regulatory bill, moderate

Representative Ray LaHood says happily:

“Gingrich is still calling the shots."

But with Gingrich's former supporters

now occupying his infamous back bench, the

Speaker is already showing signs of retreat. To

appease the true believers, last month he sched-

uled a vote, after nearly a year ofdelay, on

repealing the assault weapons ban. And with

the fell election closing in and Armey prepared

to step inro the breach, Gingrich may soon be

forced to become the one thing he has never

been in his heart*, an extremist.

David Grann is executive editor ofThe HilL

© 1996, The New Republic

American Outlook

Judge Baer reverses

controversial decision

By Alan Dershowitz

F
ederal Judge Harold Baer JtV apparent capitulation to political

pressure and his reversal ofhis controversial decision suppress

ing a questionable police search does grave damage to Ac in «-

pendence ofthe judiciary. You will recall that Judge Baer made head-

fines back in January when he suppressed 80 pounds ofcocaine

from die trunk ofa car driven by awoman who subsequently con-

fessed to. being a drug courier. Now, be has again, raised eyebrows or

reversing himself in die face ofthreats and pressure.

Judge Baer's original decision was based on his conclusion that

die arresting officer did not tell the truth regarding the circumstances

ofthe search and that on the bads ofwhatJudge Baer believed to be

die facts, the search violated die FourthAmendment. That was the

holding ofbis decision - the binding legal conclusion. He also added a

bit ofdictum - which he subsequently characterized as hyperbole - to

the effect that it was not necessarily suspicious for innocent people in

certain parts ofNew York Qty torun from the police.

Criticism

This combination of factors - freeing an apparently guilty drug

defendant on the bads ofa constitutional violation and opining about

the lade oftrust some even innocent New Yorkers have in police - led

to a firestorm ofcriticism. But that is precisely why federal judges

have fife tenure to permit them to resist criticism and stick co their

constitutional rulings, no matter how unpopular:

He has again raised eyebrows for revers-

ing himselfin the face of threats and

pressure.

Judge Baer did not measure up- to. this responsibility. Between
'

the two decisions. President Clintons press secretary isyied. an entirely

-
f

inappropriate threat agzznscJudge if judge «

.did not reverse his originaldecision, the president - wberappointed

Baer and has thepower to promote him -might ask for’his resigna-

tion. Republican presidential amrKdarr Bob Dole went even further.

He said that ifJudge Baer did not resign, he should be impeached -

thus demonstrating ignoranceofthe constitutional criteria for

Upon hearing ofthese and ocher threat Judge Baercaved in.

He reversed his earlier rating* citing new evidence which he said per-

suaded him chat the police officerwastdfing the truth. 'What was this

new evidence? The testimony ofanother police officer who allegedly

corroborated the first one. But as The NeWYorkTimes pointed out in

an editorial critical ofthis pressured revered: “The problem is dial the

second police officers new testimonyhas inconsistencies when com-

pared with a written acooiint the same officer filled out just hours

after the arrest took place.* '

, 1 .

Corroboration

This kind ofconvenient corroboration by one policeman of

another policemans lies is all too typical ofpolice testifying, a phe-

nomenon ofwhich-Judge Baer is intimately aware, since he served on
the Mollen Commission, which concluded that police testilying in

precisely these kinds ofcases is common in certain New York

precincts.

It is extraordinarily unusual for ajudge to reconsider a ruling of
this kind and then to reverse himsclfi especially on an issue ofcredibil-
ity. The second police officer could have been called as a witness for

the prosecution at die first hearing. The entire matter smacks ofa
contrivance, calculated to give the judge an out from the barrage of
threats and criticism. The original police officer is no more credible
today than he was when1 he first testified.The only change is that

Judge Baer no longer has the courage to call it as he sees it.

Alan M. Dershowitz is aprofessoroflaw atHarvard University. His
newest book is

m
.Reasonable Doubts'

’ (Simon dr Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

mix V
IN TUNE

DAVID BRJNN

COMPILATION albums
can be a mess — a dumping
ground for divergent

styles, previously unreleased
songs not good enough to be
included on albums the first time
around, and retreaded hits that
you would never want to hear

However, occasionally, you’ll
find a hidden gem in the rough or
discover an old hit in a new, more
sympathetic light The current
batch of compilations offer some
of each category.

- Unquestioningly, the most
interesting is Songs in the Key ofX (Hed Artzi), an ambitious
soundtrack devoted to the cult
television show TheX-Files.
Most of the 15 artists are fans

of the hugely popular show and
contributed songs especially for
the project, which was compiled
by the show’s creator Chris
Carter and musical everyman
David Whs of 'Was Not Was.
They bill the collection as a

“dossier of weird and wonderful
music” and they’re not far off the

mark. Excellent new tracks by
altema-faves like Foo Fighters,

Meat Poppets and Frank Black sit

nicely next to a deliciously eerie

out-take by Sbeay] Crow that’s as
good as anything' on her last

'

album and a typically warped
Nick Cave track from Let Love
In.

An inspired pairing finds geri-

atric beat . poet William
Burroughs replacing Michael
Stipe as lead vocalist on the

kinky lyrics to RJELM/s “Star Me
Kitten.”

You won’t like everything, but
the pace moves so quickly, it’s on
to the next track before yoa have
a chance to complain.

MORE homogeneous but equally

satisfying isMOTOWN: The Very
Best of the 60s. (Helicon). The
problem isrwho doesn’t already

own a similar Motown compila-
tion?

This collection contains the do-,

rignenr Supremes and Four Tbps
tracks, although for A*® 13®

' ' & it VS * •-*$?*
•- «- - • t-

Geriatric beat poet William Burroughs becomes a guest vocalist for R.E.M. on a compilation devoted to ‘The X- Files.

me, 1 don’t understand why
•

“Walk Away Renee" appears on
this and other Motown greatest

hits collections - it was a white
rode hit for The Left Banke who
took it much higher in the charts

than The Four Tops.

How is this collection different

from all other Motown collec-

tions? -

There are some unexpected
pleasures that are not usually

found on your standard Motown
hits, like Martha and the"

Vandellas’ “Dancin' in the

Streets” and Jr. Walker St the

Allstars’ t punk blast of
“Shotgun.”

'

Plus, it’s good for the soul to

regularly listen to. Motown ’s

Greatest hit 1 Want You Back”
by the Jackson Five to remember
just how magical soul music was
m the '60s.

THE ’80s are a different story, as
Shine On VoL 2 (Helicon), a col-

lection from the ’80s, attests.

Maybe they used up all the good
pop songs ou Volume 1, but this

compilation stretches the bound-
caries of what you would care to

remember from that decade.

“One Njght in Bangkok” by ex-

Jesus Christ Murray Head, and
“Relax” by Frankie Goes to
Hollywood are two of the less

offensive tracks here. Neither
actually annoyed me to listen to
them again

Can’t say the same for “Lady in

Red” by Chris De Burgh or "The
Captain of Her Heart” by Double,
songs 1 used to switch off when-
ever they popped up on the radio.

Occasionally, a track worthy of
a greatest hits collection appears,

like Suzanne Vaga’s “Luka,”

Squeeze's “Is That Love" and
The Christians' “Words." but tike

most Top 40 radio, it's a hit-and-

miss affair, with mostly misses.

Undoubtedly the most unusual

collection currently out is Mantra
for Peace (Hed Artzi), a new-age
compilation that is sure to soothe

the savage beast, or average rock
’o’ Toll fan. Angelic vocals aud
diverse instrumentation by the

tikes of Bel Canto, Ravi Shankar,

Qannard and Chorale, provide the

perfect background for medita-
tion, washing dishes and romance.

LEFT OFTHE DIAL
Radio Lelo Hafsaka (FM 103)

and The Hard Rock Cafe are join-

ing forces to create Megaphone, a
weekly “unplugged” series fea-

turing established and up-and-
coming Israeli artists. The venue
will be at Tel Aviv’s Hard Rock

every Thursday night at 9, aud
the shows will be broadcast live

on the radio, beginning May 9.

THE SEVEN WORST
SONGS OF THE ’70s.

1. “Afternoon Delight" -
Starland Vocal Band
2. “All Out of Love" -Air Supply
3. “When 1 Need Love" - Leo
Sayer
4. “The Night Chicago Died” -
Paper Lace
5. “Billy Don't Be a Hero” - Bo
Donaldson and the Heywoods
6. “Muskrat Love” - Captain and
Tennille

7. “Seasons in the Son" - Terry

Jacks

Thanks to Seth Vogelman and
Eliot Zimelman.

Other lists welcome.

It’s a royal flush, plus Zorba the Yemenite
THEAMERICAN
PRINCESS

By Nissan Atom. Direction, Ami Dayn.
Design, Miki BefrOmasn. Manic, Ban Dame

An-You Bneno (Bambil.

Dramaturge, Dari Psnuss. Hebrew title,

Haaakka Ha’ameriUt Tin CsnxriTbastei

teZOA Haase, TUAriv.

King BmAobs Victor Felix — Yossi

Foflack

Crown Prince Ferdinand _A*shatom
Pollack

AnActor ;
Yossi IWtack

OBdage vofces _ Itzhak Besfcb, YoeA

Grata; Rami Barack, Samoa Mknran

This, the second revival of

Aloni’s 1963 gem of

sociopolitical satire, today

a scintillating piece of historical

hindsight, comes close on his

award of this year's Israel Prize.

With this production the Cameri

Theater has gone all out to

ensure a fitting celebration of the

distinguished playwright’s life-

time achievement.

Ami Dayan’s deft direction,

Bambi’s brilliantly orchestrated

lighting, M ild Ben-Canaan’s
rich, royally costumed design,

and the Pollacks’ (father and
son) well-tempered playing of

their “royal” counterparts, give

colorful support to what is a

sparkling entertainment as well

as a historic occasion.

Yossi Pollack lends all his nat-

ural flamboyance and exuber-

ance with a merging of irony and
pathos to the triple roles of the

pathetic French teacher, the

decadent-romantic exiled

monarch, and Aloni’s superb
portrait of the actor. In contrast

Avshalom, Pollack’s real-life

son, pits a dry, skeptical, poker-

faced realist against his father’s

highly histrionic personae.

He also pays high tribute to

THEATER REVIEW

NAOMI DOUDA1

Aloni’s rhetoric with his well-

modulated handling of numerous
long speeches.

Among the many engaging
moments in this drama of a stu-

dio-floor shoot-out that came
over strongly with Lbe audience,

Ferdinand’s dance with the doU,
the swordplay sequence between
him and the Actor, and the oper-

atic duet dubbed between the

two, earned well-deserved
applause.

ZORBATHE GREEK

Adapted from Kazastztkis’k novel and (Greet-

ed by Meufaetn Golan. Music, David
Kribnfihi, Lyrics. Avi Karen. Hebrew tide,

Zorba Hayrnad. Ai lbe TO Ariv Cinerama.

Zorin

Bnbotina —
Sarawfina.
Stager.

Mcnotihes

.

Yehuda Barksn/Araou
Tzadok

Ofra Weingartea— Mictatl Znanrfa
Shota Chen

.— Uri Gabrieli

ANYONE seeking Kazan tzakis’s

Zorba, even Anthony Quinn’s, or

for that matter, our own
Margalit's (with Getta Luce and
Meir Yanaf), will fail to find any-
thing remotely reminiscent of
those memorable characteriza-

tions in Memahem Golan's musi-

cal melodrama.
If, with its explosion of athletic

folk dancing, loud electronic

(well, two electric bouzoukis)
music, and melodic merrymaking
Israeli-wedding-style, it sought

to appeal to a wider Israeli pub-
lic, it still didn't seem to do too

much for the audience. Maybe
today’s TV viewing masses have

developed more sophisticated

tastes.

Amon Tzadok played Zorba as

a Yemenite rather than a Greek,

and Ofra Weingarten is no
Giolietta Marina, nor even a

credible Bubolina. So the show,
though spirited, had little gen-
uine Greek spirit other than the

singing ofMargali I Ankouri.
The sensational scenes, a mass

rape, a sexy bedroom sequence,

and a murder, paled against the

choice erotica nightly visible on the

small screen. Golan's Zorba has a

weakly written script rousing but

repetitive musical effects, and no
irresistible stars to put them over.

If Golan succeeds in his efforts

to replace the much lamented
Godek with popular musicals, he
will have to offer more sophisti-

cation, discrimination and atten-

tion tc quality than he has

expended on his Zorba.

‘Tab, Tei, Tel,’ is tops for Timor Orgad salutes the Old City

However the title of ido

Timor’s latest work, Tah,

Tei, Tel, is translated, it is

his best to date. Danced by a

company of eight outstanding

dancers (including himself) at the

Suzanne Delia! Theater in Tel

Aviv (April 25), it was perhaps

rather overloaded with structural

devices - metal screens made up

of bars like prison cells — that

sometimes distracted from the

dance forms, but it nevertheless

made its point.

Yet it also called to mind the

originally French saying “It’s full

of wonder, but that’s not. the

issue”

The message seemed K> be

about the limits and limitations to

human life but also the vitality of

struggle. Ultimately the work car-

ried no promise and it was occa-

sionally repetitive. It lost the

DANCE REVIEW

DORA SOWDEN

sense of order coming out of

chaos that all art should have.

There was no apotheosis, only a

fading of purpose.

And yet as an essay in chore-

ography, it commanded respect

and applause. And if the music

bad been less fragmentary, the

effect might have been even finer.

BEGINNING with talks on Arab

folk dance by organizer Ayalah

Gorea and Arab folk music by

musicologist Khaled Jubran (with

illustrations by a flutist and a

drummer) at the Wise Auditorium

of die Hebrew University Givat

Ram campus (April 19) various

groups of Arab dancers per-

formed “debka” dances in full

traditional costume with musical

accompaniment for a delighted

audience.

The first group of eight dancers

were men from Galilee whose
coordination and skill were more
polished than ever.

Other groups consisted of
equally happy and beautifully

coordinated dancers.

An ensemble of five drummers
at the enthusiasm of the

to an even higher note but

not before three women, on invi-

tation, from the stage, joined in

the dancing, gyrating their hips

and showing they were by no
means novices.

But the real climax came when
the audience crowded the stage

and formed three rings - a sort of

dance free-for-all that all obvi-

ously enjoyed.

CONCERT ROUND UR.

Undressing Merchant and Ivory in public
MATT WOLF
ISLE 01-‘TO

UNT Agnes travels to Italy with her sexually

avid 22-vear-oId niece* Em3y, but is so

jlSfccd to the English landscape that she has

im cutup and boxed so she can tate it witohw:

ard, Emily’s brother, tells

rjS&es the common folk. “You mustn’t tote

• Cedric remonstrates. “They have smaller

fo’s great-uncle Horace falls madly for Amt

in some playfol rumpy pmro^^Stomes to extol Agnes’s praxes, all

b can invoke is England s naoonald^r.

it eyes are tike shimmering pools of tca/Your

film strong
bre*s,s

o beautiful big «<f <*

^

is satiric realm of Stiff Upper Lips, an

English film currently in production that unlaces the

Merchant-Ivory screen corsets and substitutes for

sense and sensibility an appetite for sex more often

associated with the late Benny HflL

The target is the seemingly insatiable appetite for

British costume drama, usually in films whose char-

acters forsake theirprimness once they arrive in Italy

or India. The film stars Sir Peter Ustinov.

lbe recent spate of film and TV adaptations of

Jane Austen's novels has only fueled the comic
ambitions of director Gary Sinyor. “I find it so frus-

trating, the idea of propagating Britain in that way, ”

S'rnyor said. “The fact is, that society’s gone; these

films don’t deal with anything at all”

Sinyor’s previous films include Leon the Pig
Farmer and Solitairefor Two. (AP)

BEN-ZION Orgad's two over-

tures - Facing the Wall and
Fanfare for Gates - were

festive contributions to the

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra's

Independence Day Concert. With
his unerring sensitivity Orgad has

grasped that the powerful sonorities

of brass instruments and percussion

are singularly fitting for conveying
musically the grandeur of

Jerusalem’s Old City walls without

being dwarfed by its visual impact.

A deplorable injustice was done

to Benny Hendel s intelligent and

impressive narration by forcing it

through an electronic amplification

system, creating an absurd imbal-

ance of sound and making the

words unintelligible. In a hall where

solo singers are heard satisfactorily

without microphones there is no
justification for such distortion.

American Laura Aikin's soprano

is far too charming for the vicious

Queen of the Night from Mozart’s

Magic Flute. Pamina would have

been a more appropriate choice for

her bright-timbred, innocent-

sounding, clear voice, though her

flexible coloraturas, shining bril-

liantly even in the highest notes,

were a pure delight Her endearing
doll-like performance as Olympia
from Offenbach’s Conies

d'Hoffmann made one understand

why the ill-fated Hoffmann fell a

prey to her charms.

Britain’s John Dickie sounds tike

a pleasant, soft lyric tenor in arias

by Donizetti (“Una furtiva lagri-

ma** from L’EUsir d'Amorc) and
Vferdi (“La donna e mobile” from
Rigoletto) where discreet orches-

tration supports the voice's limita-

tions. When the orchestra got loud-

er in arias by Mozart (Ottavio’s “II

mio tesoro" from Don Giovanni)
and Lehar (“Gtuditta"), not much
vocal presence was left

Conductor Yutaka Sado from
Japan, well remembered here as

winner of the Leonard Bernstein

competition, released the pent-up

energies of Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 7 with tremendous force, car-

rying the JSO away with his inspir-

ing personality.

Jerusalem theater, April 23.

UryEppstein

Just Daw it:

Arab arts

festival ...

HELEN KAYE

'F i! hadn’t been for a couple
of offers he couldn't refuse,

.actor/director Salim Daw
might have stayed in France.

In 1984 the celebrated Ariane
Mnouchkine offered the young
Arab actor a place in the Theatre
de Soleil and a role in her epic
Indiada, “but l fell in love and
was offered the lead in [the film]

Avanti Popular
Daw returned home, made the

movie, married Subad and in

1986, founded and became artis-

tic director of the Beit Hagefen
Theater, a post he still holds.

He’s also artistic director of the

Arabic Monodrama Festival

which the (heater is presenting
as part of Arabic Culture and
Book Month from May 7 to June

There are six plays and six

prizes in the festival. The first,

second and third prizes are NTS
7,000, NIS 5,000 and NIS 3,000,
with three consolation prizes of
NIS 1,000 each.

The plays include Sanyoura.
the story of a young woman in

the 1936 uprisings, adapted by
Osama Masri from (be book by
Tawfik Zayyad; The Infant of
Light, about a father who treats

his daughter as his longed-for
son. bv noted Algerian writer
Tahar bin Jaloun and the prob-
lems of being an Israeli Arab
inform Illusion, written and per-

formed by Nizzam Ayyoub. All

performances are in Arabic.

Album differs from its fellows
iu that it was written in Hebrew
by Meir Gan-Or who also direct-

ed, and performed by lyyad
Sheti who translated the play.

It’s about a Jewish psychiatrist

who Joses his memory, “and the
material was good, so we took
it,” says Daw.
Daw himself has just finished

directing another children’s play
about road safety called Bad
Boy. He’s performing one of the

lead roles in The King is the
King , the inaugural production
of the Arabic Theater in Israel,

and continues to tour his long-
running Hamdo and Son through
the Arabic-sector schools.

Bom and raised in Haifa, Daw

g
aduated from the Belt Zvi
rama School in 1975 and two

years later went to Paris where
he studied with Jacques Lecoq
for two years.

MnouchJdne’s theater was one
of five where he worked in the

eight years he spent in France. “I

didn't really want to be in the

theater," be says.

“I wanted to achieve it, but not
to stay because the framework
was too rigid and that’s not for
me.”
Daw claims he is a natural

optimist, and right now “life is

very good and there’s lots of
work. Let’s hope it stays that

way, touch wood.”

... shows a wide range
of forms, approaches

HELEN KAYE

LC A RAB cabins is not
99w

obliged to he
X J&Jslamist,” says Dr.

Dan Ronen, who heads the

department of culture and the

arts at the Ministry of Education.
“And the answer to what is Arab
art is whatever artists create.”

He was introducing Arab
Culture and Book Month which
starts May 7 in Haifa.

The event is multidisciplinary,

multinational and enjoys the par-
ticipation of some 40 Arab com-
munities from around (he coun-
try.

The month’s ceuterpiece is

“The Right to Hope,” a traveling

painting and sculpture exhibition

comprising 40 works from 40
countries, whose themes are

peace, coexistence and toler-

ance.

The exhibition, which will be
at Beit Hagefen and the Chagall
Artists House, celebrates the

50th anniversary of the UN and
UNESCO. It was opened by
President Nelson Mandela in

South Africa, is currently in

Amman and will open here May
11 .

Other events during the month
include an exhibition by 10 local

Arab artists, the Arab Book Fair,

ow in its 17th year, a salute to

the oud, the Arabic Monodrama

Festival and a children’s theater

marathon, a debka festival and
two conventions. One is for

poets and authors and the other

is for journalists.

Additionally Arab communi-
ties will bold their own events

including plays, films, dance,

song and day-long arts symposia
for all the family under thelaus-

pices of Omanut La ?am. J

Arab Culture and Book Month
officially opens next week at

Beit Hagefen in the presence of
Haifa Mayor Amram Mitzna,
Arts Minister Sbulamit AJoni,

local Arab dignitaries as well as

representatives from the

Palestinian Authority and, it is

hoped, from Jordan and Egypt.

Their names were withheld for

security reasons, Ronen said.

In the last three years govern-

ment funding for culture in the

Arab sector has grown from a
pitiful NIS Z9 million in 1993 to

this year’s budget of NIS 15m.
The budget for this festival is

approximately NIS 900,000.

It was organized by the Beit

Hagefen Arab/Jewish Cultural

Center and is funded by the

Center, the Haifa Municipality,

the Ministries of Education and
the Arts, and Omanut La’am,
among others.

TOWER RECORDS’ TOP 15
THIS LAST WEEKS ON
WEEK WEEK CHARTS ARTIST TITLE

#1 2 5 RITA COMPILATION
«2 4 7 DREAMLAND BEST OF DREAM MUSIC& 3 6 shlomo artzi TWO
#4 NEW 1 ROCKFOUR BACK TO THE SHELL
</S 8 16 OASIS MORNING GLORY
#6 RE 1 FILM SOUND TRACK GREASE
07 RE 1 BOAZ sharabi YOU ARE THE NIGHT TO ME
MS 6 6 TAKE THAT GREATEST HITS
#9 5 4 SOUNDTRACK X-F1LES

fftC 7 7 DANNY UTANI DANNY UTANI
dll 16 3 VARIOUS ARTISTS SHINE ON, VOL 2
#12 9 18 YEHUDA P0UKER THE CHILD IN YOU
#13 17 3 MARKKNOPFLER GOLDEN HEART
014 11 31 ARKADI DUCHIN ARKADI DUCHIN
#15 14 4 RITA THE GRAND LOVE

Tower Records' top-seffing albums for the previous week. RE - reentry

PERSONALIA
Full of wit and humor, nostalgia and contemporary Israeli subjects,

these books should appeal to every fan of the three brilliant columnists.

WITH PREJUDICE from tfw

oohmn byAlex Bertyne, where he
was neguterty fcstyaehlnflf about

air/th&ig he wanted. HismM is

either a fount oferudtion or b

rubbish flump, depending on your

point at view; butamy column laa
muttflayaffid wefl tf Bsaodaflons,

allusions, quotes - a pleasure and a
cftaSengett a literaryreader.

PufaSsheC By Jerusalem

Paa/Csm. KaitJawBr, 258 pp.

JR Price: MS 2440

TBIE OF MY LIFE - educated in

the open urtwraky of Be, Wfm van

Leer presents the dgni&cart

episodes trom the story ol Ns Hte,

which. Bee scenes on a Breughel

canvas, add up toa ttnsithat is

greater Pun the mare sum of Its

pens. Published by CartafThe

Jerusalem Post.

Hardcover. 383 pp.

JP Price: NJS 24.00

MCUI,wsvn
Prejudice

A PERSONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA -And HowtD
Wri» Ybur Ow, Heiga Duoman's skomaBva tor

9>e aiSDbJograpTry has swAud tfjring a scries of

houaedeartna episodes. This Is her way of

Contending with fragments of Hie -the events,

people, places, ideas, tuzzy memories and tong-

forgotten letters - that Utter the pas of each of us.

Pubfched by Cana. Hardcover, 192 pp.

JP. Price: NIS B2J0

AM pries*Indud*VATend mafllng In JaraeL

Buy ai three ttx WS 6000 ONLY1

i To: Books, The Jerusalem Post POB 81, Jeniaalem 91000

Please send me
iq With Prejudice QTimeOfMyUfe Q Personal Encyetopeda

AD throe books torNiS B9.00
* Enclosed is my check paya&ifl to The Jerusalem Post, or credit

card details: §
•VISA QfSflACAHD DINERS

|
J
Number - — Exp*.

j Name . .. . —— — — -
i Address —

-Coda.

!

Tel. (day) Signature,

JD NO.
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Tuesday, April 30. 1996

Lehman Bros.:

Shekel to fall

after elections

Indigo raises $100m.
in effort to offset

’95 losses of $40.5m.
GAUT UPKJS BECK

THE shekel’s depreciation against

the dollar will accelerate after the

May 29 elections, and thus benefit

export-related businesses, accord-

ing to investment bank Lehman
Brothers’ second quarter report on

global emerging markets.

According to the report, con-

ducted by analyst Maryam
Mansmy, Lehman Brothers

remains bullish on emerging mar-

kets.

."The analyst said high-risk pre-

mium compensates investors in

Israel for short-term uncertainties.

Lehman Brothers said it has

reduced its relative valuations of

roost markets since the backup in

US rates. Lehman Brothers’ rela-

tive valuations in most markets

relies heavily on US bond yields

and also country risk.

. The company said in most mar-

kets the yield gap or implied risk

premium in equities points to fair

valuation, but in Israel, India,

Korea and Greece there is “under-

valuation."

Concerning Israel, the report’s

writers said they are “still looking

beyond the current turmoil to

eventual peace in the Middle East,

and we continue to remain over-

weight in Israel in anticipation of

rising equity returns in the second

half of the year.

“Hie peace process is, in our

view, irreversible, and the mar-

ket’s risk is high enough to com-
pensate investors for the short-

term uncertainties.’'

According to Lehman Brothers’

rankings, Israel has a a current

risk premium of 5.84% compared
with an average of 4.71% dining

the last four to five years.

INDIGO announced yesterday it

had raised $100 million in private

offerings after suffering $40-5m.
in losses for 1995 and disclosing

corporate restructuring plans that

include the laying on of 240
employees.

“There is both a positive and a
negative side to today's news,”
said Benny Landa, founder arid

chairman of Indigo, the interna-

tional leader in the digital color

printing field. “The difficult side

is the layoffs, but we now have a
change in outlook and the

momentum, financing and senior

management team to get back on
track.”

The market seemed unim-
pressed with the company’s plan,

as Indigo shares fell from 16 to

13.875 yesterday in trading on
Nasdaq.
Landa said 1995's tosses indi-

cated that the Dutch company,

JENNIFER FRIEDLBN

with research and development

facilities in Rehovot, had been out

of touch with its customer base.

As a pan of the company’s
restructuring program, Landa said

a new president, Wayland Hicks,

was hired and die management
team was relocated from Israel to

Europe and the US, where the

bulk of the company's customers

are located.

“Last summer there was such

demand for our [short-run color

printers] that we presumed cus-

tomers were standing in line,

waiting to use them,” Landa said.

“We. sold them the machines, but

basically they were then on their

own.” .

In addition to focusing on
greater customer relations,

1 the

company’s restructuring plan will

result in a decrease of approxi-

mately 25% in ongoing' opera-

tional expenses and more than

20% of the company's staff.

These layoffs are the second

such cuts the company has made
in the last six months and will

affect employees across the

board, although fewer cuts win be
made in the research and develop-

ment divisions.

More than half the layoffs will

be made in the company’s Israel

offices.

Total revenues increased 105%
last year to $1 65.8m. from
$8G.8m. in 1994, and revenue

from product sales rose 100% to

$145.7m. from $73m.
Net losses increased 30% from

net losses of $27.9 in 1994.

The company will issue Series

A Convertible Preferred Shares

and warrants to purchase common
shares at a price of $15,625 per

unit.

BUSINgSSBRIEFS

IATs Mibm Wgh«t g»de in

Aircraft Industries’ Malam electronics ^
highest of the nation’s defense companies

fiddof software development, fee omgay
The US Defense Department’s to rated

established as a troubleshooter m software dc\ ^°Pme1^KS! The highest scores given by the institute ran^

two and three out of five. „j_ _r three bv
Executives at Malam said they hope to achieve

the end of the year, due to improved supervision and mcni^wscm

ware development

Bedvtai park to be baBt in Beersheba: In an effort todrum "g

tourism mtbe South, the Organization feeDweJopmrat rf

Tourism in the Negev, in conjunction

anrirmnnwH DIans to build a 50-dnnam Bedum market and ran

wnimns in dcomicw. _ , . ..

The NTS 9 million project will include a market, Bcdmn

tuns, a hospitality tent and a Bedum restaurant A Jordanian expert

on Bedum culture will help the Israeli team plan the design and

«ope of tfae project The park is to open within **jens* month*

South Africa’s four largest banks yesterday raised their prime

lending rates to 19.5 percent, from ntaeiNdh a one

percentage-point boost in the central bank s official lending rate.

The Reserve Bank’s move on Friday was designed to store up the

fatimp currency. The commercial banks have also raised toeir con-

sumer lwwttng rates, hitting homeowneis and buyers and ™reatening

to exacerbate an economic slowdown- Bloomberg

Discount wants amendment in

banking bill dropped
BANK Discount’s board of direc-

tors yesterday called on the gov-
ernment to cancel Amendment 11

is the banking bill, which was
passed Sunday by the Knesset
Finance Committee for final

approval by the plenum.

The bank's directors objected to

the recommendation to prevent
hanks from holding shares of

another bank unless'they have a

controlling stake in it.

In the case of Bank Discount,

the bank would be forced to soil

its holdings in First International

Bank, which accounts for approx-

imately one-third of Discount’s

profits.

“This order, even though it is

composed in a general way, only

affects Bank Discount in its

minority holdings of First

International Bank,” the bank said

GAUT UPKIS BECK

in a press release.

The board of directors said the

proposal is included in the bank-
ing bill amendment as if it is part

of the Brodet Committee's recom-
mendations. although the Brodet
Committee - which bad proposed
to limit banks' holdings of real

assets - did not discuss Lhe issue,

and the recommendation was
never the subject of discussion at

a public debate.

The bank said the conditions set

by the Bank of Israel at the time

when Bank Discount purchased

First International's shares (26%
ownership and 11% voting) pre-

vent Bank Discount from any
involvement in management of

the bank.

For this reason. Discount said it

is misleading to argue that the sale

of its shares in First International

will lead to increased competition

in the sector.

“This is all happening at a time
when the other banks will be able

to continue to bold on to bank
subsidiaries under their control.”

said the hank. “It will be damag-
ing to Bank Discount to compel it

to sell [First International], and its

competitive ability will be
harmed.

“The effect of the damage is

even worse considering the

expected damage to the bank
from the decision to compel it to

sell its holdings in Mercantile-

Discount, and there will be no
benefit to the public in compari-

son with the severe damage to the

bank and to its assets,” said

Discount’s board of directors.

Lufthansa
seeks more
flights here
GREER FAY CASHMAN

ATOP-LEVEL Lufthansa delega-

tion headed by CEO Jurgen Weber
met with its El Al counterparts

yesterday to discuss the possibili-

ty of increasing the German carri-

er’s number of weekly flights out

of Tel Aviv from 15 to 18.

Weber later told a press confer-

ence at the Tel Aviv Sheraton

Hotel that El Ai was “in full

agreement” that flight capacity on
Israel-Germany routes must be
expanded to cope with increased

demand.
Confirming this, El Al

spokesman Nahman foreman said

the two companies had discussed

greater cooperation in marketing,

tourism promotion and transporta-

tion of cargo.
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PI-GLILOTH
PETROLEUM
TERMINALS AND
PIPELINES LTD. ©I0j

Invitation for Bids
1 . Pi-Gllloth Petroleum Terminals and Pipelines Ltd. {PG) Invites

sealed bids from eligible bidders for the supply of
multifunctional additive for automotive gasoline, for use in
Israel.

. 2. The bidder shall furnish documents establishing evidence of an
annual financial turnover tor the supply of murofundSonal
additive for automotive gasoline of not less than US$10 million.

' 3. The manufacturer should have ISO 9002 approval raid the
additive should have the AA seal of approval.

4. Interested eligible bidders may obtain farther information and
inspect the bid documents at the office of the Purchasing
Department ai Pi-GIiloth Petroleum Terminals and Pipelines
Ltd., P.O. Box 381 , Herzllya Bet 461 03, Israel.
Tel. S72-3-6462384/33, Fax. 972-3-6462350.
Ask for Mr. EE Ganczer.

5. A complete set of bid documents may be purchased by
interested bidders on the submission of a written application to
the above and upon payment of a nonrefundabie fee of
US$200.
The above must be submitted by May 31, 19S6.
The bidder shall be required to cany out performance tests on
Israeli unleaded gasoline using the'proposed additive, al
qualified laboratories listed by PG. This shall be done at the
bidder's expense.

7. The bidder shall inform PG of the quantity of Israeli gasoline
necessary to perform the required test. PG will send the
required quantities to the bidder upon receipt of a s
nonrefundabie payment of US$1 ,000. I

. 8. The test results should be submitted to PG. 1

9. The bid should be submitted in two sealed envelopes. The first
envelope should contain the entire bid, excluding the financial

the performance results tests. The second

Tadiran subsidiary receives

$54m. order from US Army
GAUT LJPK1S BECK

TALLA-COM, Tadiran ’s military communications systems subsidiary

in Florida, has received a $54 million order for military communications
equipment for the US Army.
The full US order is for 11,100 communications devices valued at

$107m. Talla-Com will receive 50 percent of the order, since it partici-

pated for the contract with General Dynamics, its partner in the Single

Channel Ground and Airborne Radio Systems (SINCGARS) project.

Talla-Com was established several years ago to develop and manufac-
ture tactical military communication systems for sale specifically to the

US Army. The company was founded after the US Army decided it no
longer wants to rely solely on its original supplier, the US nT.

Israel Zamir, president and chief executive officer of Tadiran, said this

is the fourth order that Talla-Com has received under the framework of
the project, for a total of more than $200ro.

6 .

! contain the financial bid only, should be
3 first envelope.

bid, but indudi
envelope shou _ WI1
marked “Financial Bid" and inserted into the
Both envelopes should be marked:
Invitation for Bids No. PG001/96, Pi-Gllloth

1 0. The dosing time and date for the bids will be given in the
documents as per paragraph 5 above.

'11 . It Is brought to the attention of the bidders that Pi-GIiloth has
not yet definitely resolved to engage in the undertaking which
forms the subject of the invitation, and the Invitation to submit
bids Is designed, Inter alia, to allow Pi-GIiloth to examine the
feasibility of engaging In the aforesaid undertaking and to
choose possible candidates with whom it may hold
negotiations, and Pi-GIiloth shall in no event be under any
obligation to engage in the undertaking within the framework of
atBnder.

Without derogating from the aforesaid, notice la hereby
given that:

PI-GEIoth Is under no obligation to engage In the undertaking
on the basis of an Invitation for bids and/or with any of the
bidders and may - at any time whatsoever, whether after

publication of the invitation and/or after submission of the bids -

cancel the entire invitation and/or any part thereof, and modify
the conditions and specifications thereof.

Pi-GIiloth is under no obligation to accept the lowest and/or any
bid, and In any event may choose from among the bidders

candidatas with whom ft will hold separate negotiations and

with whom ft may reach an agreement - all at Pi-Gliloth’s

exclusive discretion.

The bidders hereby waive any claim or demand against PI-

Gliloth in the matter of the bW and/or any decision whatsoever

made by Pi-GIiloth with respect to the undertaking forming the

subject of the invitation.

Andrew Peck
Associates Inc.
Reach ULS. markets
by phone or fax from
anywhere in tfie world

\

Direct Access
Our telephone and fax lines arc always open.
We can assure you or Tasl, accurate executions
performed by our knowledgeable brokers. Join the
104)00 independent investors and money managers
worldwide who currently trade with Andrew Peck Associates.

Low Commission Rates
Once you compare, why call anyone else? Andrew Peck Associates offer

SUUtMJtt discounts for investors who trade 3,000 shares or more— pay
only 3 cents Listed or 2 cents OTC (minimum: apply). Even if you trade less,
we will save you money. Our option rates are just as competitive. And
Andrew Peck flfiver trades against customer orders.

Andrew Pack (0TCJ

Andrew Peck (Listed)

Charles Schwab

Merrill Lynch

Source: Tetephoa* Quote*. May 1931
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Personal Service
Ai Andrew Peck Associates, wc provide the special treatment you are
aarustomed to. Wc have been (he leader in international discount brokerage
since 1979. Every broker is a partner in the company, with an average of 10
years’ experience. Most are Registered Options Principais-a distinction held
by only 4% of all brokers. We immediately execute your trade and provide
confirmation promptly.

For these reasons and more, Andrew Peck
Associates is the international investor's choice.
Tollfree numbers availablefrom many countries.
Cali us today for our information kit and account application, or visit our
Website at: http://www.thc host.com/pcck

ANDREW PECK
bdeeee

The International Investor's Choice
Newport Financial Center. I i I i'avunia Avenue, Jersey Gty, NJ 117310

Phone 201-217-9500
Accounts Protected nproJZS Million

Fax 201-217-1919
Members NASD&SPC

Bezeq told to stop Internet
on non-subscription basis

BEZEQ has been forced by the

Commnnications Ministry to halt

a “technical examination’* of its

ability to provide Internet services

on a non-subscription baas.

The proposed Bezeq service

was strongly opposed by private

Internet providers, even though

they sell their services to sub-

scribers only.

Communications Minister

Sholamit Aloni instructed the

public telecommunications com-
pany to stop the examination,

which for the past few weds has

JUDY SIEGEL

given some Bezeq workers access

to Internet

Bezeq director-general Yitzhak
Kaul said the firm wouldIrak the

“examination” of its planned 135
“multimedia kiosk” .service, even
though it was offered only to its

own workers and was not even an

he urged the ministry to.

look carefully into fee question of
whether Bezeq, as a mfrastrnctnni

supplier; should be allowed to

provide Internet access before it

maAt a final decision- Kaul said

the service was so popular among
mnrfc-ane that the number of con-

nections grew dramatically in a

short time.

Aloni approved the proposal

that expats would investigate the

issne over the next few days.

Kaul said Bezeq regarded

rax^ to Internet as a popular ser-

vice “that most not be turned into

an efitisi one and ttmtby expand
thegap between, rich and poor in

their access to information.”

IBM falls from top 5 US computer makers
IBM has fallen out of the list of

top five personal computer pro-

ducers in the US.
Ranked No. 4 in lhe first quarter

last year, IBM seems likely to be
sixth when the final figures are

released by market researchers

International Data Corporation

(IDC). The top five PC makers
are now Compaq Computer
Coip., Packard Bell Electronics,

Hewlett-Packard Co. (H-P),
Apple Computer, and Gateway

MARGARET WILLIAMS .

2000, according to IDC*s figures.

Compaq has been the overall

market leader for the last two
years. The company shipped

74(^000 ™fot for 1X9 percent of
die market, compared to 10-6%
during tile same period in 1994.

During the last quarter, H-Pwas
the biggest victory as shipments

more than doubted to 401,000. .

Apple Computer saw shipmate

plummet22%, tbe.anly manufac-

turer mthe top fiveto have lower

Overall shipments of PCs rose

14% dnring tbe quarter to 5.73

nriDfon from 5.02 miflian. While
that is lower than the tfte estimate

for PC growth this year, IDC said

there fat.no evidence of a "vast

slowdown” in Che PC market.

“Wrenot going offadiff” said

IDC vice president Bruce
S*q*en-. (Bloomberg)

CORRECTION
An April 26 item on this page
erroneously stated that five former
directors of the North American
Bank “had been found guilty of
crimes leading to the bank’s col-

lapse.” In fact, no criminal

charges were ever filed against the
five - Erwin Sussman, Gedalia
Buchbintzer, Joseph Nakash, Dan
BarzOai, and Ya’acov Horowitz.
Instead, they were found liable in

a dvil suit for damages resulting

from the bank’s collapse. The Post
regrets the error.
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4300
2300
0.825
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2.15
444
064
3.12
1,92
Z68
048
050
056
068
240
258
074
1X6
&0S
210
4.72
096

Oil
259

3-57Q2
3.1890
20892
A8266
06218

1-8752
25963
04735
04688
0.5448
06828
23401
25074
07308
1.0215

20443
4.5782

v»y aceonfcv *> bank. -Bmfcofhrwi.
SOURCE: BANK LBJW
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Postponement ofTender Dates
^

Tender for leasing plots for construction of residentfaJ huiWte.
(249 bousing units) in the Mashteia Quarter Tel Aviv

°^
The last d«E far submitting bids for tenders 21AK/tay hdi and heb & pognonerim Mr™ :>n L
AbM not found in the tenders boot when Itsopened whatever the reran, corddj^f ^ T996*

This notice is far information only, and does ik* ob^aetheAc&nini^tion . .

The binding terms are those given In the tender booklet.
' .Munfdpalfiy Jn anyway.

ISRAEL LANDSADMINISTRATION
Tel Aviv District

mAWHMffit

Cancellation of Tender
We announce the cancellation of TenderSfl/SfiiAwhdiregaK^tfwteirimofflJasg-Tot
of SO housing units in the Mashteia Quarter,W Avk- .

' 282' 291' 292 for the

,ND^STW4LBUtLDlNGs
Ltd.

construction
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US doflar ..-Nis 3.1890 + 047%
Sterling ......N1S4.82S8 +osz%

Made -NIS 2.0992 +1.33%

Multi-sided trading Two-sided trading

Commercial
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.PriceMg
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Name

MMXMMX)
toChPrD
UeriC 18800 03

T4en

'
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TnrdDn
Vlad
nodci

New York market indexes

LMX

HYSECanp 26122

854.19

- NYSE tarndra

UnctnngtaA4vnera

*&42
-30S
4077
*073
4087
Jiw
+04
+03S
+067
•034

4809

Vctone up pi iDtxrfl —
doM 0n loon)Vgkme i

10B4 1245

151509
1E3047

Other stock market indexes

OW 117234 20
Trade 482

.
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TradeC mum n a

Mortgage Banks
& Finance
Md» . Pitoxcng

Atbrtn 407537
CWiml 388
CBmC3 280 04

99173— sown «r
JtonC 144A)

182J0 -09
E0SB8 -D.II

MUnv 5585 -06
TflUmB 170076 ZC
TMUMR 159287 1.0

Financial

Institutions

Insurance
Nana Pito%rtg

iBun
872
419

YBdBl
YOfM

2003 85
17am

812 27
31B
832
392 -05

13730
778
702
442

Opt*
OraA
OraatC

oram
antaPn*
ChO*
mawe
PuCtian
Ptte

303 48
298 03

11000

I4BHBZC2
MerUuW3
Uatam

FTSE 100 -238
0TMyaNflua mmnoo 22235

EMpapora aOenani Mac S8038 0

Band

Hang Sang Max 10835.7
I9i0i

4103
-159

HadarS

489 3.1

284 2.7

438 -02
404 44

jraeli stocks in NY

Hamahan
HamstauS
Moocrahl
ManoraftS

Last Chang*

NYSE/ AMEX
Am to Pap .

ST_
A
.;:

rBaTocnnSogy
CannaCenca

_ 37JS
. 88375

. 05
. 8529

Fiuiarom (etofliochrata

Badrt
Ed Lavud .

Et Lavud A

,

LM9T.
PEC
Tat

. 10575
_ 2575
— 145_ 755
_ 5573
. 12570— 225

+2
-<0.0825

40
400025
.40575
0125
-0375
-aiffi
-0375
41.125
-025

.4075

mooww
Starar

2M

1743 30
1848
BOS
907 90
2478
2199
537 1.7

Industrials
Nana PncaMig

mMUHc 17800

kneo *3 -4*

2SS 95
2490 -20
9100

ar
_

unuar 495 2.7

%andM 5300 -os
vahmad 315 £5
znmOKl 1127 15
/done 19400 05
AdUflfeM 18900

Maw 7®

Akjn&IIL 7105
Aagat ®i< 05
Amman 288

«- ’gg
“

D70 05
201
435 15

Attmon 330 -08

Afcnnotm 1850 -5.1

AMU 28? 85
Bafenon 399 -05

BotaO 11450 OB
BouloaCl 219

Bmabi 230
CMMC3 14030
-GOkttWa 10550

1050 lO
389 -2D

2489 80m ioo
833 M

18&00 12
206 4X5
399 03

PQWn,

KKS
pea
RabMK
RabfeatW
SaMI
Sanoi
SanoS
SsSsi
Snenen
Sharia
Spam
Surtraa
Taa
Tadfcan

17900
41.10 -3.1

532 25
12050 04
500 -206

14850 1.4

nei as
974 5J
4B3 52
9999 30
62.09 -15
1OOO0 -03

U.T
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NMtAW
Odd
0CHW1
Oneaab
02

sr
RogovtnlL

RoDriainS

nuam

ScanbC

TasMa
UnlcomGI
ilimri

12050
10.10
1040 05
1028 -IX
3910-95
1054 15
1261

1120 25
14150 08
1057
732 lO
250 SO
1874
9811
1224 15
432 11
B13
7B4
621

4170 U
11150

480 3J9

300
17250 0 6
7550 4X7

Name

AFTERNOON

% Volume

Price Change Shares

MORNING

% Volume
Price Change Shares

Stronger dollar

sends shares up

19050
«i

Tadea
TV
Ttttelw
TATI

1585 35
277 25
742 05

42.10 -105
10450 05

320 35

4EB 55
30B 0l7

UntrafS
VM001
Vuun
ViAcraC 19050 05
Wtadton 14448 15
WMMW3 2062 75
IfeqCi
ZalM 15350

-J1TBnfi 771 6.1

Investment

Companies
Name Prinveng

360 12
432 11
874 55
750
BOB 45MM2 BK 04

AbttfC 409
Anna 110315 -45

Arad
Man
Avnar
An aC2
HaiucM
Bauchs
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NASDAQ
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.
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.
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.053125

12
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_ 2875
. 040875

10
_ 12875

145
. 110378

15
_ 24378_ 4.125

21.125.— 1875
, 15— 175— 115

15
_ 16515

4175
ITS

„ 10525

40
40375

42
.4125
-4X25
-CL2S
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1825
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40
12S
4025
0.75
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+0375
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+11S
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.
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«o-
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.40
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4X126

+0
41.125
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4X5

Trade & Services
PriceKdifl

8130 11
1560 10

JM 511
G5mba 440 1.1

119.00
70S 15
614
2737 -03
1295
9600
540 10

185X0 44
,

9430 4X8
Ban*W2 228
BnlMhCI 14730 4X3
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BnMMtll L 2836

11 37415
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radaaaM
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SdanTSc
Ban
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Donat
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DO.
B

M

22667 23
132JX> 43

20B -13
1510
1965
110 -4LS

1269
1745 03
521
689 27

6430 4X8

MBS
FanXXl
RaaMvn
RwJ
FruaiCi
FnaarfS
GboiCI
GSmSm
G8X*W2
GoWl

580
930 -1.0

1050 10
212 -4J
223 as
1835 30

181 xn -1.1

1798 -100
1295

lEXbO -1J
64J0 -83
200
1710
206 30
781
773 4X9
2087 80
10963
11270 4X2
4840 4M
205 70
7145 30
488

10481
849
247 0.4

240 -20
422 -80

559 4X5
7510 13
487 04
231 04

zwn 2814

ZtanCabl
ZoIMM

13
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Property, Building

& Agriculture
Nam P*»%dio

19830 50
B&00 53
323

7130
14930 72

SB?
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Danun
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Edgar
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Bfam
Email
EmQf n
ExpolC4

244
361

68889 23
11730 4X8
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1235 05

14100
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941
875

15430
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GrartadC
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11030
440
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27.10
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16100 -74
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434 18
421
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1905 -12
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24878 18
BITE 13
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9400 -200
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1771 -10

1299 53
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1425 -13
200 -43

19600 -2.0
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687 10

25335 -02
8541
219 05
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841 53
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18700
1703 02
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1818
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375
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2114 40
1758
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271 04
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10700 4X5
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RBH MB «
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SamOov 1405

Secute 1261
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SAPAtHASP BOB
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Unk» 3440
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DUX
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thaws
Uragt
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Oprima
PwnaO.1

701 45
1280 lO

17830 1.1

11100 -22
4942 4.7
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435 -1.4

18700
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MQN1 80S 20

PARALLEL LIST

Trade & Services

(AS uadaga ara doilno quov*)
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BOB
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Uagam
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Itadmal
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950 13

48.40 420
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19200
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987 -lO
1224
850 03
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591 14

N«*
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1
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NwM
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214 -13
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493 40
481 04
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213 05
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1745 4X2
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4233 -03

4178
23227 -10
13730 25
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13100 111
14130 4X4

10X00 4X5
11230 -10
2107 32
897 72

14300 04
795 -12

atnaht 495

Bteorac— 3882

nactonal t46.o

Acheren 334
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Afrisr 294086
Agen 504£

Agfe 2412
AZOfUTl 3402
ALPM "766
Boren 2767

Bezefc — 867

Cables 1«2
CM Be 40661

Oal Tra — 957

Ctai 10 7912
Claims 1736
Cioar 5 1599
CBncte 1765

CoOp 23S6
Danbar 5 1864
Dead Sea B66
Degeml 402
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DevtMB 18037
Dtedrrv 22296
Bbit 18745

EJCO 13306

Bite 5 "29
Eton 11557

Export 1009

FeucttW5 7307

Fibl 43223
Formula 2261

FretWI 36282
Fistln!5 — 36799
FrutSfom 789

Genetal - 7545
Hapoabn 481

Hapolm 9385
IndBIOg - 354
Isramco 1.7

iwCoipl 21478
IsiCorpS 18918
isChem 263
IDS 1277

IDBDev S853
1LDC 909

Jai-ora 925

JEC 714

JOa 90-0

Karden5 362

Khan 566
Koof 293S8
Launi 368
Makhesh — 2005
MalftniS 771

Maman 517
Marti 12"
Mashav 350
Menadrin 6924
MeirExra 453
Mishkan 30007
MJvtah 1642
Mulriock 897
NatoBOS 2.9

Nlcel - 4909

Odt 7866

OmiBt 434
Oson 1643

Pucker 7833
Peridas..^— - 2010
Pstrchem 1673

Pityort 8364
PoigatB 1745
Rogosin ....—- 17ffi

Secom .......... 245
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Srtton 10361
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402
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42900
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36282
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354
1.7
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87470
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0.3 21029
1.5 13367

-0.3 7558

1.0 6352
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0.5 22597

4100
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30061
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12 93
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STOCKS rose for a fourth day

yesterday as the dollar strength-

ened against the shekel, boosting

the prospects for exporters.

“After the interest rate in-

crease" last week, “the market

and the dollar didn’t falL" said

Dror Kraus, investment manager

at Haron and Levi in Tel Aviv.

•The main thing is that the dollar

strengthened."

The Maof Index rose 0.13 per-

cent to 214.78, while the Two-

Sided Index went up 0.27% to

203.88.

Across the Tel Aviv Slock Ex-

change, some NIS 90.5 million

worth of shares traded, 22%
greater than the month’s average

of NIS 74.2m. More than three

issues rose for every twv that fell.

The most active share for a sec-

ond day was Bezeq, up 0.25% on

about NIS 6.2m. of shares

traded.

Hadera Paper, jumped 3.5%

on NIS 2.7m. of shares, which

Kraus said was more than 10

limes the stock's normal daily

trading.

Tadiran jumped 2.75%. The

Koor Industries Ltd. unit re-

ceived half of a $107m. US tony

contract for communications

equipment- Koor went up 2%.

Both Koor and Tadiran rely

strongly on exports. Tadiran s ex-

port sales for 1995 rose 25% to

$487.4ra. That’s 46% of the com-

pany’s total sales of $1.05 billion.

Stocks are also being driven by

the influence from New York,

Kraus said.

For example, Teva rose VA%

yesterday. Teva shares traded in

New York have leaped 21% this

month. Tel Aviv traders tend to

move similarly with investors in

New York on issues listed in both

cities.

Investors are watching TeVa.^

because of the possibility that the.",

US Food and Drug Administra-.’;

lion will rule on the company’s ;

application to market copaxone,^

a multiple-sclerosis treatment.

Teva also has agreed to acquire

Biocraft Laboratories, a New Jer-,:.

sey maker of antibiotics and the
*

raw materials for antibiotics.

It was the fifth of 15 trading-

days this month in which the vol-

ume has exceeded NIS 90m. ft
'

could indicate a strengthening of

foreign investment in the market,
,

and Kraus said ease of trading

important by itself: “If you can-t

sell or buy, stocks are worth noth-

ing to you." 1 -
•

Among actively traded issues: •*.,

Elite jumped 4.25%, while

Osem added 1.25%. The chemi-

cal companies, which are export-

ers, were mixed. Israel Chemicals

rose 0.5%, Makhieshim slipped

0.25% and Dead Sea Works and

Agan each lost 0.5%.

Elbit rose 0.75%. Elron Etav:

tronic Industries Ltd., which,

holds 40% of Elbit, added 1%.;

The banks also were mixed: Bank'

Hapoalim was down 1%, Bank.

Leumi was off 0.75%, Discount

Bank was up 15%, and First Id1

ternational Bank was unchanged. 4|

(Bloomberg^

Eurobourses end down ,

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP
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Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

«
Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bonds
and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda St.,

Jerusalem,

Tel 02-244963, 03-5758626

Fax. 02-244676
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LONDON (Reuter) - The dollar

arrested a slide against the yen by

the end of European trading yes-

terday, clawing back some lost

ground, and the main European

bourses closed lower.

Shares had a dull day. Trading

ahead of key US data later in the

week was subdued and further

dampened by a lower opening on

Wall Street. London, Paris,

Frankfurt, Milan and Zurich all

closed down. Only Amsterdam

bucked the trend, closing higher.

The dollar’s battering - a

slump of more than one yen for

the second European session in a

row - put the market on interven-

tion alert The yen had returned

to favor on speculation Tokyo

might soon raise interest rates.

The mark also made ground

against the dollar.

But even though the potent

yen dragged the dollar down to

103.85 yen, its lowest level since

late February, traders saw no sign

of the Bank of Japan (BOX) buy-

ing dollars.

The dollar/yen slide gathered

momentum with a wave of stop

losses, triggered on its drop

through support at 104.80 yen.

The next target is the late Febru-

ary low at 103JO, traders said.

i
ip'

When the dollar hit the Febru-

ary -lows the BOJ intervened;.^

cressively, to an estimated tuag

of $3 btUion-$5b., partly through

the Bank of England (BOE).

On the London Stock Ex-;

change, broadly in-line economic,

data left shares drifting sharply;

lower in a lackluster start to the,

week.
)

Britain's economy grew at a;

sluggish year-on-year rate of two,

percent in the first quarter of-

1996, ponring cold water on

hopes of a quick pickup in activi-.

ty. The figures contained few sur-;

prises and provided little impetus

to trading. !

Leading shares were weighed

down by FTSE index futures re-j

fleeting the market's cautious

mood ahead of British local elec-j

lions on Thursday, US first quar-,

ter real gross domestic product

the same day and the April US

employment report on Friday.
j

French shares closed down

more a third of a percent on prof-,

jt-taking after the bourse’s recent

gams to year-highs. ,

The Paris bourse, which had

risen seven percent during April,;

was also pressured by weake*

bond prices.

Dow rises in slow trading
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NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks were

mostly higher -yesterday in quiet

trading as the flow of earning?

reports slowed to a trickle and

investors began bracing for this

week’s report on April

employment.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average ended 5.42

points higher to close at 5,573.41,

after rebounding from an early

dip and then retreating from a

gain of about 20 poims in the

afternoon.

On Friday, the sluggish blue-

chip index rose by about one

point, once again lagging the rally

in technology and smaller compa-

ny issues. <

Declining issues outnumbered;

advancers by about 8 to 7 on the,

exchange, with 1,265 np, 1,106.

down and 776 unchanged.
'

NYSE volume totaled 342.5+.,

million shares as uf 4 pjn., vs.;

million- in ihe previous.
391.05

session

TheiU„ NYSE’s composite index,

rose 0.42 to 351.24. The Standard,

and Poor’s 500-stock index_

gained 0.70 to 654.16.
^

'

The Nasdaq composite index;

rose 0.12 to 1,187.01- •

At the American Stock, tx-;

change, the market vaI“e md“'

fell 6.82 to 59175.
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Galil draws even
ELI GRONER

Canada shut out of 2nd
Detroit, Pittsburgh, NY advance to conference semis

WHEN Andrew Kennedy and
Gur Shelef are playing well.

Hapoel Galil Elyon is a difficult

club to beat. Last night. Galil 's

dynamic duo were in top form as

the northerners defeated Hapoel
Jerusalem 89-76 to even up their

National Basketball League best-

of-five semifinal at one game a

piece.

Galii coach David Blatt sur-

prised most observers by starting

off with an open, fast-paced

game. The move paid dividends

as his club reeled off live consec-

utive points at the start.

Norris Coleman. Billy

Thompson and Papi Turgeman
brought Jerusalem back though,

doing all of the scoring to move
in front 15-14. The two clubs

exchanged baskets over the next

several minutes until Shelef.

Kennedy and Gil Seia led Galil

dn a run that provided a 43-35

halftime advantage.
. In the second half. Jerusalem
guard Adi Gordon looked for his

shot more often, and Jerusalem
crept to within 57-53 with just

over 15 minutes remaining. As be

has all season though. Kennedy
came through. He responded with

four points within 46 seconds to

inspire an 1 1-0 spurt that gave his

squad a 70-55 lead with under

nine minutes to play.

At this point the game got slop-

py. but Jerusalem wasn't able to

capitalize. The northerners were

able to maintain their composure

down the stretch, and disorga-

nized Jerusalem play in the Final

minute enabled Galil to win the

game handily.

Kennedy was the high scorer

with 29 points. Seia had 20 and

Shelef 13 to go with his 1 1 assists

and five rebounds. Coleman
poured in 21 for Jerusalem.

In the Lower Playoffs play

yesterday, Hapoel Holon earned

a place in Korac Cup competi-

tion next year with a 105-96

overtime victory over Hapoel

Safed to sweep their best-of-

three series.

Meanwhile, Hapoel Eilat, over-

time losers to Maccabi Rishon

Lezion in their first game, tied the

series with an 81-80 home victo-

ry-

NEW YORK (AP) - Detroit,

Pittsburgh and New York won
their NHL playoff series, capping

a weekend that vaulted all eight

teams into the second round.

The Red Wings beat Winnipeg
4-1 Sunday, the Penguins downed
Washington 3-2 and the Rangers

stopped Montreal 5-3 - all three

series ending in six games.
The Penguins and Rangers each

won four straight games, becom-
ing the 10th and 11th teams in

NHL history to lose the first two
at home and go on to win a seven-

game series.

The Red Wings will play St
Louis, and Colorado will face
Chicago in the Western
Conference. Pittsburgh will play

New York, and Philadelphia will

play Florida in the East

On Saturday. Florida beat
Boston 4-3 to win in five games,
while Philadelphia defeated

Tampa Bay 6-1, Sl Louis edged
Toronto 2-1 and Colorado stopped
Vancouver 3-2 to win in six.

The results featured a rarity in

the NHL postseason - the first

time since 1974 no Canadian
team has advanced to the second
round.

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Red Wings 4, Jets 1

Vyacheslav Kozlov scored
twice in the first period as visiting

Detroit built an early 3-0 lead.

Steve Yzerman also scored for

the Red Wings, who wrapped up
their series and ended the Jets’

stay in Winnipeg. The Jets will

play next season in Phoenix,
where they will be known as the

Coyotes.
Winnipeg goaltender Nikolai

Khabibulin was unable to put
together another performance Uke
the 5! -stop job that got the Jets

out of Detroit with a 3-1 win
Friday night, forcing a sixth

2-2.

Atherton

ton guides

Lancashire
Pittsburgh also rallied from a

nNDON (Reuter) - England

two-game defiat to elunmateMthe Atherton compiled

Capitals in 1992 and 1995. The
century of the season yes-

Penguins beat Washington m five ^^^J^Lancashire a seven-

games in 1991 and 1051 10 the SS'SlEw

i

n
££

rgames
Capitals in six games two years

ago..

Dale Hunter and Sergei

Gonchar had goals for the

Capitals, who went through the

entire regular season without los-

ing four straight

. Rangers 5, Canadiens 3

Visiting New York jumped to

an early 4-0 lead and held off a

spirited
.

comeback by the

Canadiens.

Adam Graves, Alexei Kovalev

and Jari Jura scored in a 1:02

span in die middle of the opening

period after Pat Verbeek had

opened the scoring at 6:24 on the

Rangers* first shot.

PENGUIN PRIDE - Penguins’ Ron Francis (10) hogs teammate
jammir Jagr (68) after Jagr ’s goal pat Pittsburgh ahead 2-0

against the Capitals. Washington was rfimmated in first-round

play. (Renter)

game.
The Jets started in Winnipeg in

1972 in the World Hockey
Association and joined the NHL
in 1979-
EASTERN CONFERENCE

Penguins 3, Capitals 2
Visiting Pittsburgh ousted

Washington from the playoffs for

the fourth time in six years.

Ken Wregget had 35 saves and
the Penguins built a 3-0 lead in

the opening 13 minutes. Mario
Lemieux. Jaromir Jagr and Ron
Francis scored for the Penguins,

who won all three games at die

USAir Arena, including the four-

overtime game that tied the series

Florida at FbSadelpbia
ColoradoChicago at I

FRIDAY’S GAMES
NY Rangers at Pittsburgh

Sl Louis at Detroit

Israel hosts South Korea today
DEREK FATTAL

BMOC - Marcus Camby practices for the pros. (AP|

Camby declares for

NBA draft

ISRAEL’S national soccer squad continues its prepa-

rations for the upcoming World Cup group qualifiers

with a friendly match against South Korea at

Bloomfield Stadium this afternoon.

National coach Shlomo Scharf is fully aware of the

importance of these friendly matches since Israel’s

toughest foes in those qualifiers. Russia and
Bulgaria, are set to hone their skills in the fiercely

competitive arena of the European Championship
finals in England this June.

Unfortunately, it has not been an easy task for

Scharf to motivate his players. The coach has com-
plained of a lack of seriousness shown in training this

week, echoing his statements before the team’s

recent disappointing 2-0 defeat in Croatia in March.
Maccabi Herzliya striker Ofer Mizrahi is slated to

lead the attack in the continued absence of the injured

Ronnen Harazi. which will allow Haim Revivo to

return to his more usual role in midfield.

Eyal Berkowitz is still hopeful of making the starr-

ing line-up despite a bad knock received on Saturday

against Bnei Yehuda.

Maccabi Haifa teammate Alon Hazan is set to

make his 50th appearance in national colors while
captain Nir Klinger should move closer to surpassing

Mordechai Spiegler’s record of 79 international

appearances, bv clocking up his 77tb match for the

squad.

With the South Korean Football Association locked

in a battle against Japan to win the nomination to.

stage the 2002 World Cup Finals, its national side is

trying to put together a good record or the field to
support the country's bid. The team also^played
Croatia last month, losing 3-0 in Zagreb. Following

that defeat, the side managed by Jung Hun Park

recently competed in an international tourney in

Dubai where it registered draws against Morocco and
Egypt, and was defeated 3-2 by the United Arab
Emirates.

Today’s match kicks off at 5 pm. In other news.
Israel s youth funder- J 8.) side lost 3-0 to Turkey yes-

terday in the European Championship finals current-

ly taking place in Austria. Israel's next game is

against Slovakia.

World
hockey
quarter-
finalists

set

AMHERST i AP) - Massachusetts star Marcus Camby. the college bas-
ketball player of the year, ended the suspense yesterday, announcing that

he will enter the NBA draft Camby made the announcement at a'cam-
pus news conference.

Last season. Camby led Massachusetts to its first trip to the NCAA
Final Four, averaging 20.5 points. S.2 rebounds and 3-9 blocked shots.

An unexplained collapse at midseason sidelined him for several games,
but he finished the season without further physical problems.
Massachusetts, ranked No. 1 for most of the season, lost to eventual

champion Kentucky 81-74 in the NCAA semifinals. Camby had 25
points, eight rebounds and six blocks in that game.
To be eligible for the June 26 draft, Camby had to declare his inten-

tion by May 12. But if be doesn't hire an agent, he can change his mind
any time before or after the draft.

The 6-foot- 1
1
junior is expected to be one of the top three picks - per^-

haps even No. 1 . He is expected to play forward in the pros.
“I don’t know if I’m ready to live the NBA lifestyle. I don’t know if

I'm ready to compete in an S2-game schedule,” Camby said. 'There’s
no question in my mind that I can play at the next level."
.Camby could make $9.1 million over three years under the NBA’s
rookie salary cap if he is the top pick this year.

2nd Division soccer
postponed another week

SECOND Division soccer will

take a rest for a second straight

weekend on Friday and Saturday
after the IFA yesterday decided to

give Hapoel Kiryat Shmona more
time to regroup before the eod-of-

season rush to avoid relegation.

The northern side was paralyzed

by the events of Operation Grapes
of Wrath and many of the players

began to get back into a training

regimen following the cease-fire

only this week.
Kiryat Shmona had asked the

IFA to freeze all relegation from
the Second Division this season.
But rather than take such a drastic

ORI LEWIS

step, the governing body's league
and cup committee decided to

give the club a chance to get back
in form and allow the division to

ran its course as planned. The side
is precariously situated one place
off the bottom of the table.

After 25 matches of the 30-

round league having been played
by Saturday, April 13, Kiryat
Shmona still had to complete
matches against Maccabi Kiryat

Gat and Maccabi Yavne.
The match against Yavne which

was scheduled for today has been

postponed for a further week at
least.

The postponement of a whole
round of matches was enforced
because the IFA’s standing orders
state that any backlog of post-
poned fixtures must be cleared
within five rounds of the comple-
tion of the league.

Kiryat Shmona is one place off
the bottom of the table with 24
points from 23 matches, 4)ut it is

far from doomed, as Maccabi
Netanya and Shimsbon Tel Aviv
are likewise struggling with 26
and 27 points respectively from
25 matches.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES DWELLINGS

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
include VAT:
[Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
KjTnmmum), each additional word NIS 9.94

Jerusalem

EXCLUSIVE - SHALOM Alechemi! 3,
huge. Bauhaus-styfe building. S300.000.
KAV HAYAM. Tel. 03-5239988.

DWELLINGS SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area Tel Aviv

SALES
Friday and holiday eve - nis
162.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 15.21.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
i minimum) .each additional word - NIS
33.40.

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 31.59.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum}, each ad-

ditional word - NIS 40.95.

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50

or 10 words (irirnmum). each additional

word - NIS 64.35.

Rates are valid until 31 .5.96.

ARNONA. BEGINNING CONSTRUC-
TION oi high quality apartments. 8, 4 -t- 2
rooms. Te». 02-333-808. 052-534-240.

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH of Tel
Aviv!! Penthouse. 200 sq.m, on a lever +
46 sq.m. on roof + au pair untt + pool.
SI,650.000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
9988.

SALES HOUSEHOLD HELP
CAESAREA. NEW HOUSE. 300 sq.m.
built + 550 sq.m, property- corner lot.

beautiful, pool, covered parking, near golf

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE
friendliest families, best conditions, th)

GERMAN COLONY. 2, quiet, central.

20 sq.m, basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. ISRABUILD" Tel 02-
666571

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALA!! 1,000 sq.m.

B
lot. 160 sq.m. builL S1.20
AYAM. Tel. 03-523-9988.

sq.rr

. KAV

course. Ready 7/96. Tel. 06-343777.
agency wl
HumaTei.

with a heart for the Au Pairs. Ca
03-9659837.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral.new building, parking, balconies. Im-
mediate 'ISRAdUILD' Tel 02-666571.

NORTH TEL AVIV, 4 room apartment,
big living room, renovated, S41 0,000.
G1RSCH'. Tel. 03-5444331.

.TS

NETANYA, PARDES HAGDUD, exclu-
sive neighborhood, amazing villal

S750.000. Must seel REGEV INVEST-
MENTS. Tel. 09-826-826, 050-267-875.

FORGET THE REST!! We are
besrft The biggest and oldest a(.

Israel For the highest quality Bve-in
phone Au Pair international

th

DWELLINGS
GILO. RARE OPPORTUNITY, 4.

well-kept , double conveniences, Ameri-

can kitchen, quiet, fantastic view,
SI 65.000. Tel. 02-763198.

Southern Coast

RA'ANANA, LEV HAPARK, 4.5, new,
immediate, reasonable price. CREATIVE
Tel. 09-771 -2006(NS).

IMMEDIATE!!! $700 + ROOM AN<
board tor nice, experienced metapeJet
Tel Avfv. Tel. 03-524-2085.

SERVICES
SALES General

DEADLINES Offices

Jerusalem - weekdays 12 noon the day

Jefore publication; far Friday and Sunday.

5 am. on Thursday.

Tal Aviv and Haifa - weekdays; 12m

2

SSbafae Pubfication; lor FrWay

irxf Sunday: 4 p^n. ThuraJay m TeJ Avnr

ptti 12 noon Thursday «n Haifa.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. 11th floor, view of Knesset stor-

age. parking, 5495,000.’ ISRABUILD’. Tel.

02-666-571.

LARGEST VILLA ON Southern Medi-
terranean coast pool, close to sea/mari-
na. Han. Tel. 050-389155. 07-752525. Fax
07-710362.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS Sout
African au pair, Uve-in, central Tel Avq
S750 + NIS 200 immediate bonus. TeL 03
6201195. 052-452002-Jackte.

EDUCATION SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

YEFE NOF, QUIET, 3 + storeroom,
view, privacy. Agem! (No agents!). Tel. 08-

936-1418.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

DWELLINGS RENTALS

THE HEBREW CENTER far Lanquaqes
and Preparation for Psychometrics. Pri-

vate lessons. Also in your home. Jerusa-
lem, Tel Aviv, Haifa TeL 050-291480, 03-

5627210.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

dwellings Tel Aviv

General

WHERE TO STAY

FOR SALEWENT - IN JAFFA! Spacious
Arab-styte house with view of sea and Old

City. 400 sq.m. buHL KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-

5239988.

HERZLIYA PITUAH. FURNISHED
house. 3 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, garden.
S2.000. ILTAM REAL ESTATE. 09-
589611.

SERVICES
Tei Aviv

iFRUSALEM LODGES LTD. ' Short

* BedSnd breakfast' ROB

«

4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-811745,

SALES

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rent. 4 bed-
room house with basement, near sea.
MORAN REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-572-759.

HEALTH

UVE-IN WANTED
Herzliya Pituah - lo care for baby,

cook and do light housework. J
Egerience required.

cel lent benefits.

(call evenings) Tel. 09-588723

(roc 02-618541.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 5 + balcony
facing Park/Kfkar Medina. 4 + terrace.

YAEL REALTOR (MaJdan) TeL 03-642-

6253.

OKEANUS. 2 BEDROOMS. Fully fur-

nished. High floor, sea view, long'stiort

term rent. ILTAM REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-

589-611.

FOR HEALTHY BODY £ a happy mind,
heve a professional massage or shtetsu.
Tel. 03-5602328.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS

VIENNA CAP) - Slovakia defeat-

ed Germany 4-1 yesterday in.Jthe

final game in PoolA in the World
Ice Hockey Championships, final-

izing the quarter-final pairings far

play opening today.
'

Germany dropped to No. 4 in

Paiol A with the loss arid will play

the Czech Republic in die quarter-

finals - the top team in Pool B -
instead of Finland. -

" .

For Germany, which played a
. - lackluster game after four strong

ones dial included a 5-1 win over

Canada, the quarter-final oppo-

nent didn’t seem to matterl

“Every player wants to go on
the ice and play as weQ as he can;

but on die other hand, there was
no pressure for us to win,” said

Brad Bergen, one
, of five

Canadian-born players with the

Germans. Vv
“In a way, losing could

1

have

been better becaiisewe get a day

off,"he added.
r

Canadian-born Benoit Doucet
.was of the same mind. _

-

“It wasn’t that important for us

because we were already assured

of the quarter-finals,” -Donicet

said. “Being third or fourth really

doesn't change much. Playing
against the Czechs instead of
Finland won’t.make much differ-

ence."
'

In quarter-final pairings today,

the US wiU ptay ' Sweden and
Finland .faces Canada.- The
Wednesday pairings have Russia
against'-'Italy and the Czech
Republic playing Germany.
‘Today we played a team with

its back to die wall, they were out
to rescue their tournament and we
obviously didn’t do what was
needed to be motivated.” said
German coach'Geoige Kingston,
a Canadian and former NHL
coach who led Canada to the gold
medal in this tournament two
years ago.

The victory for Slovakia, which
finished with one win, three loss-

es and a tiem Pool A,' gave it three
*•

points and fifth place in the six-

team pool and keeps it out of rele-
gation.

Austria finished last with two
points. Austria will face either
Norway or' France in a best-of- .

three relegation series later Afe -

week. Norway was set to face
Fiance in a late game last night
The relegation loser will drop

down to hockey’s No. 2 group,
with teams like Switzerland and.

’

Britain. Latvia will move up to
join the top teams.

After a scoreless first period, the
Slovaks picked up goals in the
secood period by Zigmund'FaHfy
of the New York Islanders (6:38).
Lubomir Sekeras (12:47)
yiastimiJ Ptevucha.(17:34).
Stanislav Medrik made it 4-0 at

just over 14- minutes of 'the final
period, sweeping in.* shot from
the left of German goalie CTa™?
Meric. ..

Benson and Cup

round match at Old Trafford.

Cbastag Durham* 214-9 he

scored an unbeaten 121.

his side to victory at 217-

J

wrai

had

Doug t .irisiar added a power-

play goal in the second period

after the Canadiens got goals

from Mark Recchi and Piepe

Turgeon. Defenseman Patrice

Brisebois added one for Montreal

in the final period.

The Canadiens went 0-3 in their

new 21,273-seat Molson Center,

where they were 5-7-1 since mov-
ing in March 16.

NHL Playoffs

(First Round, Best-of-7)
SUNDAY’S RESULTS:
Pittsburgh 3, Washington 2
Pittsburgh wins series 4-2
NY Rangers 5, Montreal 3
(NY Rangers win series 4-2)

Detroit 4, Winnipeg 1

(Detroit wins series 4-2)

Conference Semifinals
THURSDAY’S GAMES:

17 balls to spare-

On Sunday, AJhtfWB

inched his way to 24 off

before bad light and drizzle

stopped play with the borne side

on 82 for two. .
.

But yesterday, with ram again

The greatest threat, he cut loose,

racing to his half century off

21 more balls, and adding 10-

nms in 23 overs with England

tffflm mate John Crawley.

Crawley was eventually caught

on the boundary for 45, leaving

Atherton to reach his century oft

136 balls with a superbly-timed

dip off hisjfegs for four.

The England skipper, support-

ed by Neil Fairbrother. saw hrs

side home just 10 minutes before

torrential rain returned to Old

TraffortL

In a Benson and Hedges Cup
match on Sunday, England Test

veterans Alec Stewart and Robin

Smith both responded to doubts

about their international futures

with forceful centuries as Surrey

dashed with Hampshire.

Chairman of selectors Ray
Illingworth recently omitted the

names of both when he listed

those most likely to form the

nucleus of England teams this

season but both showed they are

not ready to give up their places

without a fight

Stewart’s 160, made off 131

hnil-c with 18 fours and four sixes,

ultimately proved decisive as

Surrey totaled 333 for six in its SO

crvers and won by 59 runs.

But when Hampshire made its

reply. Smith had kept its hopes

alive until he was bowled for 123

when trying one big hit too many
after studding a 1 14-ball stay with

19 fours ami a six. The visitors

were all oat for 274.

In other Benson and Hedges
matches, Warwickshire's new
South African acquisition Sean
Pollock, who started sensational-

ly in his debut match with four

wickets in four balls, conceded
four boundaries in his opening
.over and: ended-up wickettess

against tite: Minor Counties: at

Jesmond.
•• But Warwickshire still had an

overwhehmng 195-rtm win after

a 99-ball 104 from Nick Knight

and 85 from.Pbminic Ostler took

Thereto 369fbreight, their high-

est scare in the competition and
the Itighfst by .any team since it

was reducedtoSO overs.

Minor Counties were always
struggling; as they managed only

174 for eight in reply.

At Worcester Yorkshire beat

Wbrcesceishire by six wickets.

Worcestershire 289-3 innings
closed (GJlick 95, T.Moody 80
not out; T.Qntis 67); Yorkshire
292-4 (M.Bevan 80 not out,

M.Moxan 67,M.Vaughan 60)
... At Old Traffbrd: Durham 214-9
innings closed (M.Foster 52);
Lancashire 82-2. Match to be
resumed on Monday.
At The Oval: Surrey beat

Hampshire by 59 runs. Surrey
333-fr innings closed (A.Stewart
160, A.Brown 51); Hampshire
274 (R.Snuth 123; A-Hollioake 4-
34)

At Jesmond: Warwickshire
beat Minor Counties by 195 runs.
Warwickshire 369-8 innings
closed (N.Knight 104, D.Ostler
86); Minor Counties 174-8
(D-Reeve 4-23).

At Fenner’s (Cambridge):
Glamorgan beat British i

Universities by eight wickets.
British Universities 312-8 innings

«<

?
C
ii

(G’Khan 147’ A*idlly
58); Glamorgan 314-2 (SJames
121 not out, MJVlaynard 110 not
ont)

At Maidstone: Kent beat
Somerset by 45 runs. Kent 338-6

SEEr^S 98.
iam 72, T.Ward 58V

Somerset 293-9 innings closed
(SBectestone 92; M.Ealham^E

by . eight wickets. Ireland 190-8

vrSI
8 C

J
0^? CA.Du.nJop 50;VIDrakes 5-19); Sussex 194.0 Iff

?353 not out. K.Greenfield 5] not

(CJ.Actas 72, c.Wells™.

Kiwi claims
duck mark

WELLINGTON

Joseph Hoffman, Sports Editor
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CRITIC'S CHOICE

OPERA
• Michael Aizenstaijt

DAVID • LodenV Dayid . and
Bathsheba, an. parade, musical

which focuses on the way the
King:

dealt
,
with his sin with

Bathsheba, premieres tonigbt at

the SberoverTheatre in Jerusalem

(8:30). In this fully saged pro-

duction David is tenor Chris
Holloway, Bathsheba is mezzo
Donna Stephenson and Nathan is

baritone Stan Blair.. Menahem
Nehenh^condnctstheaddhion-
al chorus as well as the Israel ;

Sinfonietta Beer&hebsu.- Further
performances Friday (2),
Saturday (9) and May 8, 9 (8:30)
and 10 (2) at the Noga Theater in

Jaffa, Monday (830) in Netanya
and next Tuesday (8:30) at the

Haifa Auditorium. The Netanya
performance is with playback
instead of an orchestra.

DANCE
Michael AJzenstadt

DOMY Reiter Softer’s new opus
Hedim (“Echoes”) will be pro-
sented once again tonight by the
Bat-Dor Dance Company at its

own theater in Ttel Aviv. The
music by Benny Nagari, Amos
Elkana and others is performed live on stage by
Chen ZhnbalisteL 830. -

Chris Holloway portrays the king in the operatic musical
"David and Bathsheba,* which premieres tonight
Jerusalem.

in

ROCK CINEMA

was Britain’s most memorable contribution to the

final throes of the love, peace and happiness era.

Benny Dudkevitch presents a two-hour documen-
tary, one of his Rock Cinema series, at the
Jerusalem Cinematheque tonight at 9:30

David ISAACSON
TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

3

IN the summer of 1970, some 600,000 stoned hip-
pies made their way across dieSolent in the smith
ofEngland forthe isleofWightrock festival. This
landmark event featured, among others. Bob

Ian, the Doors, the Who, Donovan and; in one
his final performances, Jimi Hendrix. It lacked

the flower-power idealism of Monterey, the vio-

lence of Altamont and the'mass-media attention

of Woodstock, and was hone the worse for that.

Together with the Grosvenor Square anti-Vietnam

protests and the Rolling Stones’ free conceit in

Hyde.Park following the death of Brian Jones, it

THERE are dog people and there are cat people,

and sometimes it seems never the twain shall

meet. Dog-lovers talk of companionship and loy-

alty, while cat-fanciers almost revel in the fact

that when itcomes to their affections, felines can’t

be bought. Human ties to both have ancient roots,

and scientists have uncovered evidence of the first

domesticated cats not far from here in Egypt. In

the first part of a new series. Cats, BBC World
travels to this regioD to follow the historical trail

of pawprints which leads all the way to our house-
hold tabbies. Starting at 1 1:30 pjn.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 The royal . house set

trap—about timet (II)

9 A number enter new craft,

showingwatchfulness (9)

10 Superior European
university (5)

11 Fighting unit in a London
suburb (6)

12 Points into the cupboard,
being dense (5-3)

13 One finds this really
sickening (6)

21 Minister, a Labour leader

ofthe country(8)

23 Company- bringing little

cold store into use (6)

26 Greek character in some
gainful occupation (5)

27 Putting rubbish in order,

he’s choked (9)

28 Improvements made in
stone building (11)

15 An example of the popularnow
attitude (8)

DOWN
1 Soothe the head about
state set-up (7)

2 Spy for a guy (5)

18 Sheepish creatures get a
v breakby the sea (8)

19 Colour when getting
angrier (6)

3 Forming designs on the
lients (9)clients

spring
increased (4)

5 Little bird sanctuary on
the heath (8)

6 Covers for heels (5)

7 Woman havingtwo articles

put into safe-keeping (7)

8 A boy in a rush used his
head (8)

14 Trapped Oriental bad-men
put out (8)

16 Perhaps a car to enthral
one? (9)

17 Left content in new
squeeze... (8)

18 ...following strike—left in

sympathy (7)

20 Taking note, goes for
interest (7)

22 Talk or eat without
restraint (5)

24 A barbecue, that would be
best! (5)

25 Nail for railway poster (4)

SOLUTIONS

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Command, 5 Dance. 8

Ennui, 9 Clapped, 10 Partially, 12
Ten. IS Alloy*. H Chases. 17 Tic, IS

Flno&te, £0 Sparrow, 21 Ditto, 23

Nitre, 34 Dayroma.

DOWN; 1 Cheap,2Man.3 Acidity. 4

Docile. S Diary. S Nepotists, 7

Endears, U Reluctant, 13 Artisan.

15 Holiday. 16Gnawed,1$ Force, 19

Storm. 22 Two.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Sailors (5)

4 Catholic •

prayer-book (6)

9 Take out (7)

10 Categories (5)

11 Rip (4)

12 More willing (7)

13 Beer (3)

14 Tumbled (4)

16 Cook 14 J

18 Knot (3)

20 Flightless bird (7)

21 Men only (4/

24 Immaculate (51

25 Retort (7)

26 Putrid (6)

27 Rocks (5J

DOWN
1 Originate (6)

2 Additional (51

3 Scrutinise (4)

5 Example (8)

6 Small fish (7)

7 Gleam (6J

8 Look hard (5)

13 Union (S)

15 Beseech (71

17 Football (6)

18 Prickle (5)

39 Exit (6)

22 Discrimination to>

23 Fight (4)

TELEVISION

I CHANNEL 1

EDUCATIONAL TV

I CHANNEL 1

I CHANNEL 2

13:00 Disney’s All-American Sports
Nuts 14:00 Open Cards 15:00
Disney Time 15:00 The Bold and the
Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with
Rati Reshef 17:30 First Love 16:00
Ruby 19:00 Lingo 19:30 Comedy
Store 20:00 News 20:30 Ramat Aviv
Gimmei 21:15 Fact 22:00 Gov Night
23:05 The X Files 00.00 News 00:05
Night-time rendezvous with Kobi
Medan 00:40 All or Nothing at All -
Two-part mini series about a man
whose friends and neighbors, believ-

ing him to have a Midas touch, give
him their money to invest. He puts it

all on a horse. 2:00 Nurses 2:25 On
the Edge ot the Shelf

I JORDAN TV

12:35 Billy the Kid - Starring Val
Kilmer as the cowboy outlaw 14:15
Clips of the Unexpected 14:40
Growing Pains 15:05 South by
Southeast 15:20 Scientific Eye
15:30 Brain Donors (1992) ~ a
wealthy dowager recruits a trio of

opportunists to help found a ballet

company. Starring John Turturro and
Mel Smith 17:00 French programs
19:30 News headlines 19:35 Tequila

& Bonetti 20:30 Passion and
Paradise - Part 1 of a miniseries

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

NIS28.0B per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
WS520.65 per Une, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23. 26,
2a For info, cal 882019.
HADASSAR Vert the Hadassah Installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha Uliman.
Drawings 1994-5 New Horizons:
Sculpture; Micha Bar-Am The Last War,
Photographs: Tlranit Barzilay. 1995;
Miriam Cabes&a, Paintings; Yaacov
Dorchin - Blocked Wei: Face to Face; The
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Sophie Cate, True Stories.

Hours: Weekdays 10 s.rn.-6 p.m. Tue. 10
a.m.-10 p.m. Fn. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat. 10 -

3 p.m. Meyerhof! Art Education Center,
Tel. 6919155-8.
WtZO. To visit our protects call Tel Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona. 9 Lett) Yaffe, 731901;
Balsam, Saiab e-Dfn. 272315; ShuateL
Shuatat Road, 810108; Dar Aida*a,

Herod’s Gale, 202058.
Tel Aviv. Grusso, 27 Sheinkln (enr Yoset
Hanassi). 528-47B1 ; Kupet Holim Clalit, 7-

9 Amsterdam, 523-2383. Till 3 a.m.
Wednesday: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-
Yehuda. 522-3535. Till midnight:
Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein,

641-3730; London Ministers Superpharm,
4 Shaul Hamelech. 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Save: Meric&z Ra'anana.
120 Ahuza, Ra’anana, 903798.
Netanya.-Hanassi, 36 Weizmann, 823639.
Krayot area: Nlv Pharm Shavit, Shavlt
Center, Klryat Ate 844-3778.
Haifa: Hanassi, 33 Hanassi. 833-3312.
Herzliya: CtaJ Pharm, Beit Merkazim, 6
Masfcrt (cnr. Sderot Hagalim}, Herzfrva
Pttuah, 558472. 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Clai Pharm. Lev Ha'ir

Man, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTf HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Blkur Holim (internal, obstet-

rics): Shaare Zedek (surgery. ENT)'-

Hadassah Bn Kerem (orthopedics, pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology).

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics): Tel Aviv

Medical Center (infernal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew; or 911

EhJ In most pads or the country, in

ASMOCT 551333 Kter Seva* 902222
A&hteion 551332 Nahariya’ 912333
Bwrshela- 274787 Netanya* G04444
BsJtStamesn 523133 PetehTfcva* 9311111
Dan Kaflton* 5783333 ftehOMN* 451333
EHbT 332444 ftahQn* 9642333
HaHa- 8512233 Sated 920333
Jsnwtaa- 523133 TelAw* 54601 1

1

KarmiaT 9985444 Tfcenafi* 792444
'Mobde intensive Care Unii (WICU; seme In

the am. aramd the dork.

Medical help for tourists (in English)
2-9110177-022-

The National Poison Control Center st
Rambam Hospital 04-8529205, tor emer-
gency calls 24 hours a day. for rnformatton

in case ol poisoning.

Ban - Emotional First AxL Jerusalem
610303. Tel Aviv 5481111 (ctlHdren/youth
6961113). Haifa 3672222/3, BeerSheba
494333, Netanya 625110, Karmiel
9686770, War Sava 7874555, Hadero
346789.
Wtzo hotlines for battered women 02-
6514111, 03-5461133 (also in Russian),
07-376310, 08-550506 (also in Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hourej. Tel Avtv
5234619, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255558, Haifa 8530533. Eilat 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel
Cancer Association telephone support
service 02-247676).

starring Armand Assante and
Catherine Stewart 22:00 News in

English 22:25 Trie Fresh Prince of

Bel Air 22:50 Victim of Beauty -
Starring Jennifer Rubin and Peter

Outbridge

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise

Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel
MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 Moses in Jewish tradition 8:30
Literature 8:55 Arithmetic 9:10
Rationality 9:25 Programs for young
children 9:45 Arabic stories 10:00
Family Relations 10:30 Literature

11.-05 French 11:30 Scientists 11:40
English 11:55 Everything's Open
12:25 Science and Technology
12:35 Geography 13:30 Scary Tales

13:45 Kitty Cat and Tommy 14:00
The Fables of King Babar 14:30
Cartoons 15:00 New to the eyes

wife (76 mins.) 16:30 Dennis the
Menace 16:55 Mask 17:20 Fables of

the Green Forest 17:45 Another Life

18:10 Earth 2 19:10 Trie A-Team
20:00 World News Tonight (Arabic)

20:30 CNN Headline News 21:00
America's Funniest Home Videos
21:30 Slar Trek: The Next
Generation 22:20 cather Dowiir•wlina

23:10 700 Club 00:00 Special
Proaram

15:55 Rex 16:20 Garfield 16:50 Zap
to Dovefe 16:59 A New Evening with
Dan Maraalit 17:34 Zap Live 18:15
News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Apropo - discussion on cur-
rent affairs 19:00 News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every evening with Merav
Michaefi 20:00 Mabat News 20:50
Lotto draw live 20:55 Referendum

i rrv 3 (33)

with Meni Pe'er 22:35 Roughnecks
23:30 News DO:00 Verse of the Day

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 The Nile Still

Rows 18:30 From Day to Day 19:00
News in Arabic 19:30 International

magazine on the arts 20:00 Mabat
News 21:00 Blah Blah - joint radio
and TV chat show 22:00 Showcase
22:30 Cinema magazine 09:00
Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Mathematics
for Bagrut 16:30 Worth Considering
16:45 With a mathematical eye
17:00 Revelations and discoveries
17:30 Time Out 18:00 Conversation
wiih Professor Yirmeyahu Yovel
18:30 On Second Thoughts 19:003ugf
Family Album 19:30 Beginnings
20:00 A New Evening with Russian
subtitles 21:30 Documentary cn
sculptor Isamu Noguchi 22:30
Moses in Jewish Tradiilcn

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpl) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt; 9:45 The Young and the
Restless (rptl 10:30 Second Time
Around 11:00 WKRP in Cincinnati
11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors
(rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt) 13:30 Starting

at 1:30 14:05 The A Team 14:55
Falcon Crest 15:45 Meircse Place
16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas 18:00
One Life to Live 18:45 The Young
and the Restless 19:30 Local broad-
cast 20:00 Celeste 20:50 Beverly
Hills 9021 0 21 :30 Preview Magazine
22:05 Age of Deception - suspense
drama 23:45 Sisters 00:35 Babyion
5 1:20 Knots Landing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 A Killer Among Us (1990) -
jury suspense drama (88 mins.) (rpt)

12:05 LEnnem Public No. 1 (1953,
French) - shv man falls in love with

blonde bombshell and ends up as
gang leader. (98 mins.) (rpt) 13:50
Intimate Terror (1990) (rpt) 15:20 No
Holds Barred (1989) - (rpt) 16:55
Let's Spend the Night Together

(1982) - Rolling Stones concert tour

(86 mins.) (rpt) 18:25 La Gloire de
Mon Pere (1990. French) - memo-
ries of a French lad who discovers
the,glories of country life and nature
during a family summer outing.
Based on memoirs of Marcel PagnoJ.

(104 mins.) 20:15 The Point Man -
action series 21:00 Chrome Soldiers

(1992) - five Vietnam veterans try to

clean a small town of drugs and
avenge a murder (87 mins.) 22:35
Bradoock (1988) - an ex-Marine
returns to Vietnam to find his ex-girl-

friend and their son (98 mins.) 00:15
Suspicious Agenda (1994) - cop
thriller (90 mTns.) (rpt) 1:50 Wise
Cracks (1992) - documentary on
stand-up comics, including Whoopi
Goldberg, Robin Taylcr, Alan

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE The Godfather 1 6 *
Hiroshima Mon Amour 7:45 * The
Godfather II 9:30 * The Festival ot the
Isle of Wight 1970 9:30 G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mall (Malha.l » 788448
Executive Decision 4:45. 7:15. 10 ft 12
Monkeys • Get Shorty • Sabrina
•Copycat 4.45, 7:15, 9:45 ft Heat 6:15.

9:30 * Leaving Las Vegas 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 Casino 6:15, 9:30 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Marcus St * 617167 Anna
7 * Antonia's Une 9:30 RAY CHEN I-

7» 792799 Credit Card Reservations*
794477 Rav-Mecher Building, 19
Hs'oman St, Taiptot Before and After •
Draeufa • Mighty Aphrodite • Escape
From Rangoon 5. 7:30, 5:45 *• Sense
and Sensibility 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Toy
Story (English dialogue) 7:30, 9:45 Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue

)

5 * Broken
Arrow 5. 7.30. 9:45
TEL AVIV
DtZENGOFF Leaving Las Vegas*Anna
11 a.m.,1, 3. 5,7:45. 10 * A Men of No
importance it a.m.. 3:15, 745 * Show
Girts 1, 5. 10 DRIVE IN Broken Arrow 10
Sex Film 10 GAN HA'IR ® 5279215 71

Ibn Gablrol St. Priscilla 2:30, 5. 7:30,9:45
GAT Sense and Sensibility 4:30, 7:15.

9:45 GORDON Eat. Drink, Man, Woman
5:30. 7:45, 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 a 5226226
Hod Passage, 101 Dizengotl St-

Executive Decision 2. 5. 7:30. 10 *
Sabrina 2, 5. 7:30, 10 * Dead Man
Walking 2. 4:30. 7:15. 10 * Casino 5:30.

9 LEV 1-4 = 5233285 Copycat 11:30

.

m.. 2, 4:45, 7-20. 10 Antonia's Line
12. 2:15. 5. 7:30. 9:45 * FarineUJ 12
noon, 2:15.5. 7:30. tO * Heet 11 a m.. 2.

6:30, 9:45 G.G. PE'ER Copycat®12
Monkeys€tSEJbrina*Get Shorty 5. 7:30.

10 * Heat 7. 10 RAV-CHEN= 5282288
Qiz&ngoff Center Dracula 5. 7:30, 9:45

a Tby Story {English dialogue) 7:30. &"45

Toy Story (Hebrew tfiatogue) 5 +
Broken Arrow 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Hideaway
11:30 a.m., 2:30, 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Before

and AfteraThe Usua* Suspects 1130
lin., 2:30, 5. 7:30.9:45 RAV-OR 1-5 *
5102674 Opera House Escape From
Rangoon^Mighty- AphrodfteSStar
ManWII Postlno 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
Bravefieart 6, 9:30 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 *
5177352 2 Yona Hanavi SI Executive
OecislonPLfrKferground 7, 10 A Mr.
Holland's Opus 7:15. 10 G.G. TEL AYIV
* 5281 f61 65 Pineker SL Executive
Decision 4:30, 7:15, 10 * Get Shorty 5.

7:30. 10 * 12 Monkeys 5. 730. 10 TEL
AVIV MUSEUM » 6951297 27 Shaul
HameieiJi Boutevanj Before the Rain 5,

7:30,10
HAlt=A
CINEMA CAF£ AMAMi * 325755
Casino 9 * Passover Fever 7:15 * Mr.

Holland's Opus 7 * Sever. 9:30 AT1-
UON IS = 373003 Executive
Decision*!2 Monkeys 4:15, 6:4$, 9.15

A Dead Man WaHcincMGet Shorty 4:30.

7. 9:15 * Copyeat 4-30. 7. 9:15 CINEMA
CAFE MORIAH * 242477 Antonia s
Une 7:30. 9:30 CINEMATHEQUE Un
Coeur an Hhrer 7 Trie Kingdom 1) 9:30
ORLY-* 381868 Sense And Sensibility

.

30. 9:15 RAV-GA7 1-2 - 674311
DraculaMBefore and After 4:45, 7. 9:15
RAV-MOR 1-7 * 416899/8 Broken Arrow
6:45, 7. 9:15 * Before and After 4:45. 7.

9:15 * Toy Story (English cEaiooue) 7,

Dracula 4:45. 7. 9:15 * Sense9:15
and Sensibility 4:15. 7. 9:30 *
Hideaway 7. 9:30 * Escape From
Rangoon 4:45. 7. 9:15 * Ace Ventura
4:45 RAV-OR 1-3 * 246553 Mighty
Aphrodite 7. 9:15 * Star Man 4:45. 7.

9:15 * Toy Story (EngUsh dialcguet 7.

Degrass and Joe Behar (93 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

14:00 700 Club 14:55 The Fighler -
an unemployed mill-worker enters

the world ot boxing to earn enough
money to put food on the table, but
finds that his biggesf opponent is his

Tunes (rpt)

(rpt) tl:30 Once There Were...
Inventors (rpt) 12:00 Hugo (rpl)

12:45 Alvin and the Chipmunks
13:00 Surprise Garden 13:35
Popcomia 14:00 Spiderman 14:35
Alice in Wonderland 15:05 Nils

Holgerson 15:35 Hangin' with Mr.

Cooper (rpt) 16:10 Loony Tunes
16:30 Saved by the Bell 17:05 Wild
Nature 17:30 Hugo 18:15 Alvin and
the Chipmunks 18:35 Power
Rangers 19:00 The Chipmunks (rpt)

19:30 Three's Company 20:00
Married with Children 20:25
Roseanne 20:50 The Ren and
Stimpy Show 21:05 Big Brother Jack
21 :30 Cheers

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 No End (1984, Polish) -
Powerful political and personal
drama of the widow of an idealistic

lawyer who sets out lo help his last

client, a labor leader pursued by the
jvemment. Directed by Krzysztofgovernment. Directed by Krzysztof

Kieslowski. (106 mins.) 23:50 Ariel

(1988, Finnish) - Bitter comedy com-
bining a personal odyssey, romance,
crime, and rock 'n' roil. With Turo
Pajala. Susanna Haavisto, and Matti
Pelionpaa. (69 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00
Traveling in the World (rpl) 12:30
Floyd in Italy (rpt) 13:00 Confessions
in a Taxicab (rpt) 14:00 Open
University 16:00 Traveling in the
World (rpt) 16:30 Floyd in Italy (rpt)

17:00 Confessions in a Taxicab (rpt)

18:00 Open University 20:00 Trie
Mind: The Cosmos Within Us 21:00
National Geographic Explorer 22:00
The Red Bomb 22:50 The Mind: The
Cosmos Within Us (ipt) 23:45 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Trie Selina Scott Show 7:00
NBC News with Tom Brokaw 7:30
ITN World News 8:00 Today:
intemationa! Magazine 10:00

Money
Wheel 18:30 FT Business Tonight
19:00 UN News 19:30 Adventures
20:30 Trie Selina Scott Show 21:30
Russia Now 22:00 Europa 2000
22:30 ITN News 23:00 Gillette

Sports Magazine 23:30 Motor
Magazine 00:00 Trie Tonight Show
with Jay Leno 1:00 Late Night with

Conan O'Brien 2:00 Later with Greg
Kinnear

[
STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Trie Artist and
the Professor 7:00 Beverfy Hillbillies

7:30 Yan Can Cook 8:00
Entertainment Tonight 8:30 Gabrielle

9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30 Trie Bold
and the Beautiful 11:00 Oprah
Winfrey 12:00 Remington Steele
13:00 Yan Can Cook 13:30 El TV
14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
14:30 New Adventures of Lassie
15:00 Black Stallion 15:30 Batman
16:00 Home and Away 16:30
Entertainment Tonight 17:00
M’A'S’H 17:30 Trie Flying Doctors
17:30 The Extraordinary 19:30 The
Bold and the Beautiful 20:00 Santa
Earbara 21:00 Hard Copy 21:30
Baywatcn 22:30 Andros Targets

.

23:30 Entertainment Tonight 00:00
Oprah Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 1:30
Home and Away 2:00 Trie Sullivans

B CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion

CINEMA
9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 *
Ace Ventura 5
AFULA
BAV CHEN Executive Decision 7. M0
* Copycat 9:30 + Dead Man Walking 7,

9:30 * Before and After 7
ARAD
STAR • 950904 Before and AflerM
PostinoMBroken Arrow 7:i5. 9.45
ASHDOD
G.G.GIL Before and After*Gat
ShortyMSabrina 5. 7:30. 10 * Executive
Decision 4:30, 7:t5. tO * Toy Story 5.

7:30 * Heat 10 G.G. OBI 1-3» 711223
Twelve MonkaysMOrsculaMCopycat 5.

7:30, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:30. 7:15,

10 * 12 MonkeysMCopycaMIDead Man
Walking•Sabrina 5, 7:30. 10 RAV CHEN
= 711223 Before and Aftei*Mighty
AphrodfteMDracula^Broken Arrow 5,

7:30, 9:45 * Sense andSensibiltty 4:30,
7:75. 9:45
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN ® 5531077 Broken
Arrow*Before and AfterSEscape From
Rangoon 5. 7:30, 9:45 Executive
Decision 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * Dracula 5,

7:30, 9:45 * Copycat 5. 7:15. 9:45 * 12
Monkeys 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) 5 * Toy Story (English dialogue)
7:30
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:30. 7:15.
10 * Sabrina®12 Monkeys 4:45, 7:15,
10 * Copycat 4:45. 7:15. 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 W 235278 Dracula 5, 7:30.

9:45 * Broken Arrow 9:45 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue

)

5 * Sense and
Sensibility 4:30. 7:15, 9:45 * Before
and After 5. 7:30.9:45 * Toy Story

HECHAL HATARBAUT Virtuosity 8
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT Hideaway 7:30. 10 *
Heat 7. 10 Executive Decision 7:30,

10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Executive Dedslon#l2
Monkeys 5, 7:30, 10 * Copycat 7:30.

2:45 * Ace Venture 5 * Hideaway 5.

7:30. 9:45
HERZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN; a
8902666 Sense and Sensibility 5, 7:30,

to * star Man 5. 6, 10 STAR

*

589068
Executive Dectek>nWl2 Monkeys 7.30.

10 * Copycat 10 * Sabrina 7:30

DANIEL HOTEL Antonia’s Line 7:15,

9:45
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 » 887277 Mighty
AphrodtteVDrecula 7, 9:30 * Sabrina 7.

M0
KFARSAVA
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:30. 7:15,

10 + Toy Story 5 * Toy Story (English

dialogue) 7:30 + Copycat 5. 7:30, 10 *
12 BfonkeysteSabrina 4:30, 7:15. 10 *
Leaving Las Vegas 5. 7:30, 10 *
Dracula 5. 7:30. 10
KIRYAT BlALiK
G.6. KIHYON 1-9 w 779168 Executive
Decision* Sabrina* 12
MonkeySMCopycaWGet Shorty 4:45.

7,9:30 * Leaving Las Vegas 7. 9:30 *
Ace venture 4:45 * Heat 6:30. 9:15 * A
Goofy Movie 4:45 * An Indian in the
C-jpboanWSanta Clause 4:45 *
Casino 9:15

LOD
STAR SabrinateCopycat 7:30. 10 * Mr.
Holland's Opus 7. 9:45

NAHARIYA
HECHAL haTARSUT Broken Arrow
8:30

16:30 High Five (rpt) 18:30 English
Soccer League 20:30 NBA

6:30 Cartoons 8:05 The Chipmunks
(rpt) 8:30 Detective Boogie (rpt) 9:05
Alice in Wonderland (rpt) 9:35 Nils

Holgerson (rpt) 10:05 Family

Basketball League Playoffs 22:00
SnoolArgentine Soccer 23:30 Snooker

EUROSPORT

Connections (rpt) 10:35 Loony
11:00 Saved by the Bell

9:30 Auto Racing: Indicar 11:00 Ice

Hockey: World Cup (rpl) 13:00
Eurogoals: Soccer 14:00 Auto
Racing from Paris 15:00 Sumo.
Wrestling 16:00 FunboanJ 17:00 Ice-

Hockey: World Cup, quarter final -
rive 19:30 Truck Racing 20:00 Sport
Magazine 21:00 Ice Hockey: World
Cup, quarter final - live 23:30
Soccer Preview on the Europe Cup
00:30 Snooker

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 NBA Basketball Playoffs 9:00
Auto Racing: Formula from Japan
10:30 Auto Racing: Europe Grand
Prix (rpl) 12:30 Asian Sports 13:00'

Cricket: Benson & Hedges Cup - live

21:00 Boxing 23:00 Chinese Soccer^
League 1:00 Motorcycle Racing

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 Panorama'
10:05 Panorama (rpt) 11:30 One
Foot in the Past - documentary
series 12:30 Tomorrow's World -
documentary (rpt) 15:15 The Money

upProgramme (rpt) 16:15 World
Business Report 16:30 Asia and
Pacific News 17:30 Travel Magazine-

(rpt)

Cats - Part 1 of a documentary
series tracing the history of domesti-
cated telines and the continuing
bonds between cats and humans
00:00 Internationa] Business News

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30
Inside Politics 8:30 Moneyline (rpt)

9:30 World Report 10:30 Showbiz
CNN Newsroom 12:30Today 11:30 C

World Report 13:00 Business Day
14:00 Business Asia 14:30 World
Sport 15:00 Asia News 15:30
Business Asia 16:00 Larry King Live’
17:30 World Sport 18:30 Business*
Asia 21:00 World Business Today.
21:30 CNN World News 22:00 Larry-..

King (rpt) 00:00 World Business.'*
Today 00:30 World Sport 1:00 World-.
News Survey '•<

RADIO
I VOICE OF MUSIC

%Magnificat BWV 243A; Mozart:.
Piano concerto no 13; Tchaikovsky t

String quartet no 2 in F op 22,"

(Borodin Qt); Debussy Sonata fot-*

flute, viola and harp (members of.'

Prometheus Ens); Britten: Phaedra’
dramatic cantata; Brahms: Sonata in

]
F for cello and piano op 997*

Rachmaninoff: 4 Songs 12:00 Ughf ,

Classical —Tchaikovsky: first act of.

Nutcracker, excerpts from Swan,-
Lake 13:00 Pianist Mauhzio Pollini - '<

Beethoven: Sonata no 1 in A flat op >

110: Mozart Piano concerto no 23*
(with Vienna PO/Boehm); Chopirr.

1

Polonaise no 2 in E flat minor 14:06^
Encore 15:00 Israeli Artists on CDs -

.

Zvi Avni: 2 Hymns for oboe and
i Haicstrings; Andre

Depth; Ya'acov
ajdu: On Light and*.

Pieces in Mediterranean slyje^'

Nahum Amin Music for strings 16:

My Concert 18:00 New CDs -
Charpentien The Virgin's Prayers;

'

Brahms; sonata no 2 in A for violin-'

and piano op 100; Copland:
Symphony for organ and arch 20:05
From the Worlds Concert Halls
European Broadcasting Union 1995
season. Bergen PO cond. Dimitri-

Kitaenko. Arvo Part Cantus in mem-;
ory of Benjamin Britten; Agen

irebirdViolin concerto; Stravinsky Fii

22:00A Musical Journey

UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Heat 6:15. 9:30 * II

Postlno*Executive Decision* Before
and After»Copyca»i2
MonkeysteSabrina 4:30, 7, 9:30
NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 » 404729 Executive
Decision 4:50, 7:15, 10 * Sabrina 5.

7:30. 10 12 MonkeysftCopycat 5_
7:30. 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 » 628452 Executive
Decision 4:30, 7:t5, 10 * Mr. Holland’s
Opus 5. 7:30. 10 * Sabrina*12
MonkeysOCopycet 5, 7:30, 10 RAV.
CHEN DraculaOBefore and

.

After#Escape From Rangoon 5, 7:30;
9:45 -ft Sense and Sensibility 4:30, 7:15,

945
OR AKJVA
RAV CHEN DraculaMSense and
SenslbttityMIlgbty Aphrodite 7, 9:30
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Sabrfna#Copycat«12
Monkeys 5. 7:30, 10 * Executive
Decision 4:45. 7:15. 10
PETAH TIKVa
G.G. HECHAL Executive Decision 4:30,
7:15. 10 * Copycat 5. 7:30. 10 ft 12
Monkeys 5. 7:30. 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 *
9340818 SabrinatDead Man Walking 5,

7:30, 10 ft Mr. Holland's Opus 4:30,=
7:15. 10 *

RA’ANANA .

.

CfN-MOFET Dead Man Walking 8:3d-
PARK Broken Arrow 5:30. 7:45, 10:15 ft i

Executive DecisJonWSense and

,

Sensibility 5, 7:30, 10:15 ft II Postintf;

5:30. 7:45, 10515 * Dracula 5:30. 7:45f,

10:15
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 w 0197121
DreeulaBBefore and After 5, 7:30, 9:45,
* Mighty Aphrodite 9:45 * Toy Story

.

(English dialogue) 7:30 * Sense and-.

Sensibility 4:30. 7:15, 9:45 * Toy Story.
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV-OASI5 1-3 «•.

6730587 Executive Declsion»Copycat
5. 7;15. 9.45 * Hideaway 5. 7:30. 9:45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV « 5491979 Seven 7. 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 » 362864 Executive.'
Decision 7. 9:45 ft Copycat 10 ft Toy

'

Story (English dialogue) 7:30 ft:'

Antonia's Lme 7:30, 945
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 « 9819669
CopycaWDraculaMLeaving Lbs Vegas.-

5. 7:30. 10 * Sabrina 5. 7.30, 10 * Heal

'

6:15, 930 HAZAHAV 12 Monkeys 5„'

7:30. 10 * Toy Story ('English dialogue)

7:30 ft Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 ft

Executive Decision 4:30, 7:15. 10 RAV,-

CHEN « 9670503 Dracula 5. 7:30. 9:45

* Broken Arrow 5, 9'45 ft Sense and
Sensibility 4:30. 7:15. 9:45 ft Before

and After 7:30, 9:45 ft Toy Story

-

(Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Toy Story

.

(English dialogue) 7:30 RON Casino 8:30

* Braveheart 7:15. 10 * Get Shorty.
7:30. 10 STAB 1-4 rr 9619985-7 27
Ushinsky SL Sense and Sensibility 7:15.

’

10 ft Dead Man WattdngftBrofcen Arrow
7:30.10 ft Hideaway 10 ft Mr. Holland's?
Optifi 7:15OpUS 7:1!

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Dracula 5, 7:30.-.

9:45 ft Before and Alter 5, 7:3Q. 9:45 *

(Hebrew dialogue) 5

Phone reservations: Tat Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 72887s
All times are p.m. unless otherwise,

indicated.

Bid
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Soccer players probed
in gambling scandal

•FOUR Hapoel Kfar Sava soccer

players were questioned by the

police yesterday in connection

with the sports betting ring cur-

rently being investigated by

1
police and tax authorities.

The four, Eli Tsoref, David
Stolper, Motti Yeverbaum, and
Kobi Refuah, are believed to be

the first group of active players to

‘be questioned to discover if

sportsmen were involved in fix-

ing matches or in the gambling
operation which it is claimed
reaped the organizers millions of
. shekels a month.
On Sunday, four alleged ring-

|

leaders - including alleged gang

j

leader Aharon Davidian, former

Betar Jerusalem and national

team player Shiomo Shirazi, and
Yitzhak Segal - were remanded.

RAINE MARCUS

An additional 14 suspects were
questioned under caution, then

released on bail.

The operation was brought to

the attention of police nearly a

year ago, when a private detective

agency launched a probe, but

authorities only began an under-

cover operation three months ago,

with the assistance of Yitzhak

Hagoel, a compulsive gambler
who agreed to act as an informer

in return for payment
Betting methods used included

the “line" system in basked)all

games, whereby gamblers would
bet a team would defeat or lose to

another by at least a given num-
ber of points. On soccer matches.

police said, gamblers would bet

on “anything that moved” - the

numbers of goals scored, who
would score the first goal, the

goal difference between the two
teams, etc.

Meanwhile sources said that

there are differences of opinion

between police, income tax, and

VAT investigators over who
should head the probe. The tax-

men are basically interested in

getting their share of the illegal

profits allegedly earned by the

gang, while the police are investi-

gating the illegal gambling
aspect.

Betters can expect to have their

financial records scrutinized to

see if they paid taxes on their

winnings and to discover the

source of their income.

Court: State’s evidence deal

still valid with perpetrator
A STATE’S evidence agreement
'can be valid even when it is made
with one of the main perpetrators

.of a crime, the High Court of
'Justice said yesterday.

It was ruling on a petition by
Abed Amas and Elihu Asraf, who
are being charged with dealing in

stolen car parts. A major prosecu-

tion witness in the case is Issa

-Mansour, who was himself guilty

of the same crime, but turned

.state’s evidence.

The petition argued that state’s

evidence agreements should not

."be permitted at all, because they

pram certain criminals immunity
for their crimes. But even if such
'agreements are permitted, it con-

.firmed, one should certainly not

have been made with Mansour.
'because his guilt was no less than

that of the people he testified

EVELYN GORDON

Justices Theodor Orr, Mishael

Cheshin and Ya’acov Kedmi dis-

missed the argument against per-

mitting criminals ever to turn

state's evidence, noting that this

tactic has long been recognized as

a “necessary evil” in the war
against crime. However, they

agreed that such deals should be
made with caution, and generally

only with less central figures for

the sake of convicting more cen-

tral figures m a crime.

In this case, however, the

police's decision was quite rea-

sonable, the justices said, despite

the fact that Mansour was a major
player in the car theft ring. First of
all, they noted, in return for grant-

ing immunity to one man, the

police obtained evidence against

seven major dealers in stolen car

parts. In addition, the police bad
never had enough evidence to

indict Mansour. so they did not

lose anything by offering him
immunity.
The justices did criticize the

Attorney-General’s Office on one
point, however. According to

directives issued by the office in

1976. state’s evidence deals are

supposed to be okayed by the

state attorney after consultation

with tae attorney-general.

Because of the increasing num-
ber of such deals, however, the

practice for many years now has

been to consult with the state attor-

ney and the attorney-general only

in exceptional cases. The justices

said it is improper to have one pro-

cedure on the books and another in

practice, and that therefore the

directives should be altered to con-

form with the new practice.

The winners ofthe NIS 20 million jackpot accept their prize yesterday at MHal Hapayis headquarters. The winners, who have been

friends since serving in the IDF together, split the NTS 44JJ0 fee for the ticket-

‘30% of population doesn’t serve’
THIRTY percent of the drafiable male popula-

tion never serves in the IDF, and 13% of the

recruits are released because of incompatibili-

ty by the end of their first year of service,

according to Labor MK Ra’anan Cohen.
He was speaking at a discussion in Tel Aviv

on the drafting of special segments of the pop-
ulation into the IDF.
Participants, who included MKs Rafael

Eitan (Tsomet) and Naomi Blumenthal
(Likud), Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs

Director-General Avraham Ben-Shoshan,
demanded toe IDF draft all those eligible, not-

ing the social implications of not drafting

weaker elements in society.

Psychologist Dr. Dov Orbach added that 50%
of women don't serve, and said the peace

process and aliya from the former Soviet union

had necessitated more selective drafting, and
easy dismissal of problematic draftees.

Ben-Sboshan said the IDF should be forced

to develop a concrete plan to train special seg-

ments of the population, since it is the only

body that can take on such a project. He said

the residents of development towns had bene-

fited greatly from toe efforts made on their

behalf, and that its soldiers are now well repre-

sented in officer training courses.

Eitan criticized the financial considerations
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being used in making decisions, regarding

draftees, and said the harm caused to the weak-
er segments ofsocietyotOwrigbed the econun-
ic benefit involved -

.
(him)

NEWS IN BRIEF
Youth killed in road accident
One person was killed and another critically injured yesterday in an
accident which occurred when a 16-year-old illegally driving a car

tried to evade police at toe northern entrance to Eilat.

Seven people were injured, all lightly or moderately, when two
cars collided at the Tzemah junction, south of Lake Kinneret.

Two people were arrested on toe suspicion that they were in the

car which struck a pedestrian in Lod, moderately to seriously

injuring him. and then fled the scene. Icim

Organ transplants performed
Two lungs, a heart, a liver and four kidneys were transplanted into

patients yesterday at Sheba Hospital and at Rabin Medical Ceuter-

Bcflinson Campus. It was the first time here that a pair of lungs was
transplanted into an Israeli adult A 56-year-old man who suffered

from repeated severe lung infections received the lungs after waiting

for a year in France. He was in stable condition at Sheba.A 55-year-

old man with cardiac insufficiency received the heart A 56-year-old

father of six received the liver, and the kidney recipients were two
teenage girls and two 40-year-olds at toe Beilinson Campus.

Judy Siegel

r imprisoned for assaulting youths
riv cab driver who beat two 12-year-old youths was

Driver
A Tel Aviv cab driver who beat two 12-year-old youths
sentenced to two months’ imprisonment by the city’s Magistrate's

Court yesterday. The cab driver passed a busload of pupils and,

when one of them spat on him from the bus window, he followed
the bus and blocked its path. He then entered the bus and beat two
youths, causing them mild Injuries. Raine Marcus

Alternative burial cemetery opens
Absorption Minister Yair Tzaban yesterday praised the opening in

Beersheba of the country’s first cemetery offering alternative burial.

Tzaban called the move “a major step in eliminating the Orthodox
monopoly, one that will finally guarantee respectful treatment of
every deceased, whether or not they are recognized as Jewish by the

rabbinical establishment’' ldm

NIS 1b. deficit projected for health funds
Kupat Holim Clalit director-general Avigdor Kaplan said yesterday

that the health funds will this year come up NIS 1 billion short of the

funds needed to cover their members medical costs, similar to toe

shortfall last year. He said toe government will have to subsidize

medical costs, which are not covered by income from health taxes

collected by the National Insurance Institute. Judy Siegel

Pardess
Hanna man
remanded
for murder

Expert: 120,000 bom to alcoholics
WEATHER

YAIR Ben-Yosef, 60, of Pardess

Hanna, suspected of stabbing his

sleeping wife Esperance. 57, to

death on Sunday, was remanded
for 1 5 days by the Hadera
Magistrate's Court yesterday.

Judge Tal Shahar also ordered
that he be sent for psychiatric

observation and appointed an
attorney for him.
The police representative said

Ben-Yosef confessed to stabbing

his wife several times in the chest

and face, and had reenacted toe

crime.

“Our father was known in the

outside world as a nice guy.” Eli

Ben-Yosef told Israel Radio yes-

terday. “At home he was the oppo-
site. He used to beat all of us [toe

couple had six children], but in

the last few years, he would only
hit mom. and then only when
none of us were at home. He
would spend all his money on
booze and lottery tickets. He only
agreed to come to our wedding?
on the condition that we, his chil-

dren. buy him new clothes.

“Mom tried to put an end to it;

she wanted a divorce. But he
would briog the local council
head, rabbis, friends, the whole
world to make peace between
them. She would take pity on him.

knowing he couldn’t make it on
his own. but two days later he
would be beating her again.”

(Itim)

ITS bad enough having a parent

who is an alcoholic; it’s worse
having to keep that knowledge a
secret At least 120,000 children

here cany that burden, as well as

feelings of isolation, fear, shame
and guilt, according to Nahum
Michaeli, head of Alcohol
Treatment Programs of toe

Association for toe Development
of Social Services.

Michaeli was speaking at a
symposium, entitled Children of
Alcoholics, Children at Ride, held

yesterday at Kfar Hamaccabiah in

Rama! Gan. The number he cited

is derived from toe estimated

40,000 alcoholics in toe country,

three-quarters of whom are mar-
ried and have an average of four

children.

In one out of IQ cases, toe alco-

holic parent is the mother. In some
homes, both parents are alco-

holics; in others, one is an alco-

ESTHER HECHT

holic and the other a drug «bnw
Many of the children believe

they, too, are doomed to suffer

their parent’s fate. Alcoholism is a
familial illness, affecting every
member of the family. Adoption
studies and twin studies provide
some evidence for a genetic fee-

tor, but little is known about what
that factor is and bow it operates,

according to Dr. Anka Ram,
deputy head of the Child and
Adolescent Clinic at Geha
Hospital. Research also points to

environmental influences.

Some help is available here, but
funding is hard to come by,

Michaeli said.

Sarit Barbash, head of the

Alcohol Treatment Program in

Ashdod, described group meet-
ings in a local school aimed at

providing information cm alco-

holism, a supportive environment

in which the children can work
through feelings, help in improv-
ing communication skills,

help in overcoming feelings of
helplessness and fatalism.

.
iWo Netanya women - the

daughter of an alcoholic and toe

wife ofan alcoholic - are starting

a support group for youngsters

called Alaleen, modeled on
Alanon, the organization for fam-
ilies of alcoholics.A main goal of
Alaleen is to emdyfe toe youngster

to continue loving toe parent by
recognizing riiat alcoholism is an
illness and by separating hhnsetf

or herself emotionally from the

parent’s addiction.

Meanwhile, the country’s only
in-patient treatment facility, in

Ramat Gan, has reopened for one
month. It closed a month ago for

lack of funds.

State asks Court to increase

sentence of child abuser
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THE state yesterday asked the

Supreme Court to “significantly

increase” the sentence of a man
convicted of physically and sexu-

ally abusing his children.

Tel Aviv District Court bad con-

victed toe man of sexually abusing
his two daughters, 4 arid 6, and
physically abusing all four of his

children. However, it sentenced

him to only one year in prison.

The state argued that this was
not enough to send the message
that such behavior is unacceptable
- especially since the man works

EVELYN GORDON

in education, and therefore serves

as an example for the community.
It also charged that the court did

not give sufficient weight to the

suffering incurred by the children,

who had been cast outby toe com-
munity and kicked out of their

schools, bt particular; toe appeal

argued, the court erred in not bar-

ring the man from seeing his chil-

dren for a significant length of
time, to give them time to recover.

The appeal also challenged sev-

eral of the court’s specific reasons
for leniency. For instance, it said,

the court’s finding that the man’s
sexual abuse of bis daughters did
not comprise “systematic behav-
ior” was belied by toe very fact

that he sexually abused both chil-

dren.

Similarly, it said, after finding
that the man hit bis children with a
stick, a belt, and even the

.
belt

buckle, at times leaving marks,the
court’s conclusion that this behav-
ior did not contain “the ingredients
of abuse” was illogical.
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Winning cards
In yesterday’s Mi&l Hapayis daily

Chance card draw, the lucky cards
were toe ace of spades, nine of
hearts, nine of diamonds, and ace
ofdubs.
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jThe most important archaeological find of
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